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Abstract 
(Kashf AI-Lithäm Li Sharh `Umdat Al Ahkäm) 
A valuable manuscript written by Imam Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Salim Al- 
Saffärini Al-Hanbali (1114-1188 AH / 1702-1774 CE). There are two manuscripts 
available at Princeton University library in the United States of America and copies at 
Jum'ah Al-Mäjid Center for Culture and Heritage in Dubai in the United Arab 
Emirates. 
Al-Safrarini explained " `Umdat Al Ahkäm" by Al-Häfiz Al-Jamma'ili. The latter, Al- 
Jamma'Ili collected Hadith jurisprudence from , Sahib Al-Bukhäri and Sahib Muslim. 
Al-Safrarini used both linguistic and jurisprudence explanations in addition to 
companions' biographies who narrated Iladith. I only edited Sales Chapter "Kitdb Al- 
Buyü "' form "Kashf Al-Lithäm". 
This research is divided into two parts: Study and Edition. The study contains three 
chapters. In the first chapter I introduce A1-Jammd'Ili as follows: Name and Origins, 
Birth, Early Life and the Search for Knowledge, His Sheikhs, His Students, His 
Appreciation by Other Scholars, Academic Works, Qualities and Ethics, His Ordeal 
and His Death. The second chapter specifically introduces Al-Saffärini as follows: 
Author's Era, Name and Origins, Birth, Early Life and the Search for Knowledge, His 
Sheikhs, His Students, His Appreciation by Other Scholars, Academic Works, 
Qualities and Ethics and His Death. The third chapter contains a study of "Kashf A1- 
Lithdm" as follows: book title and its attribution to the author, description of the two 
manuscripts of the book, the book's significance, author's approach, author's sources, 
criticism of the book and editional methods. 
The edition aspect of the work was accurately completed by using an objective 
academic method to organise the text, supply punctuation marks, number pages, 
rewrite the text in accordance with modem rules of dictation, locate sürahs and verses, 
refer Iladiths to their sources, explain vague vocabulary, conform Qur'dnic texts to 
`Uthmani scripture, define idioms, verify jurisprudence issues, correct grammatical 
mistakes and describe eminent persons and places. The edition is concluded with 
general technical indexes. 
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Transliteration Methods: 
The following table shows the system which I have followed in transliterating the 
letters of the Arabic alphabet. All transliterated words (except proper names) are 
printed in italic. 
Consonants: 
1 '/' i Z/z v Q/q 
y B/b cA S/s J K/k 
L: j T/t LJA Sh/sh J L/1 
Th/th U-a S/s M/m 
J/j cs; - D/d N/n 
VA, I T/I A HAý 
Kh/kh z/Z 1 W/W 
D/d `/` 4 Y/y 
Dh/dh Gh/gh Final form ir, 
R/r F/f 
Vowels: 
Short Long Diphthongs 
A/a I A/ä Ya 
U/u Aw 
f Ui i! h4 Ay 
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The Rules of Application: 
Arabic letters, which may be romanised in different ways depending on their context: 
1. As indicated in the table. The letters (i) and (cj) may represent: 
a) The consonants romanised (W/w) and (Y/y) respectively: 






b) The long vowel romanised (U) and (I) respectively: 
ulsl C1ä 
ej , Fz7rah 










r: T Aysar 
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2. When used as orthographic signs without phonetic, they are not represented in 
romanisation, such words as: l 1- Fa `alü, 4ýi 'Iläi xa. 
3. When a noun or objective ending in (ä) (tä' marbü; ah) is romanised (h) for 
example: Maktabah, ; I» Mir äh, 'w Junnah. 
4. When a noun or objective ending in (') (tä' ºnaftühah) is romanised (T) for 
example: a Jannät, 4=41 Äyät. 
5. Each Arabic word is romanised based on its phonetic before vocalization. For 
example: Al ? lr- Abd Allah (not Abdulläh or `Abdalläh or Abdilldh). 
6. When used (ý; º dº) (Al AI-Ta `rif) with two situations: 
(tiy21 UU J : 4. Jº e: I]º) (Lam Shamsiyyäh or Lam Qamariyyäh) for example: 
cs211 A1-Shams, I AI-Qamar, we use both like (Lam Qamariyyäh) 
7. At stopping on the end of Arabic letters, we use the silent letter (Harf Säkin) 




Thanks to Almighty Allah who guided us to Islam, and sent the Prophet Muhammad 
(May Allah send prayers and peace upon him) to guide us, and teach us the rules of 
Islam. 
Almighty Allah selected pious companions (May Allah be pleased with them) for the 
Prophet Mubammad (May Allah send prayers and peace upon him) who delivered the 
Prophet's message. 
Scholars followed the steps of the Prophet's companions (May Allah be pleased with 
them). They made efforts to understand the rules and legislation of Islam. Imam 
`Abdul Ghani Al-Magdisi Al-Jammä'ili was among those scholars who memorized, 
studied and understood the Prophet Muhammad's (May Allah send prayers and peace 
upon him) Hadith. He wrote many books, such as "`Umdat AI-Ahkdºn min Kaläm 
Khayr AI-Anäm". Many scholars and students studied and explained it. 
This book included Hadith from Fahih Al-Bukhäri and Sahih Muslim. Therefore, 
scholars were keen on its explanation. There were more than eighteen explanations of 
this book, of which some were intensive and others were abridged. However, only a 
few were published. This is the reason why I am preparing this research. 
One of the most useful books that explained "'Umdat AI-Ahkäm" is Imam Muhammad 
Al-Saf arini s work, which is titled "Kashf Al-lithdm Li Shrah 'Umdat AI-Ahkdm". 
This book is characterized by the abundance of material and content. Not only did it 
explain the vocabulary, but it explained the Vadith, Fiqh (Jurisprudence) and other 
aspects. 
I feel committed to present this manuscript in a presentable way after editing it 
carefully and accurately. Dr Däwüd Al-`Alami assisted me in Kashf Al-lithdm's 
edition by accepting my PhD thesis on this topic from the University of Wales in the 
United Kingdom. 
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The Reason for Selecting this Topic: 
When I registered as a PhD postgraduate student at the University of Wales Lampeter, 
each student had to select a topic for his thesis. I opted to edit an aspect of Islamic 
heritage rather than write on a new topic in order to revive the heritage of one of the 
scholars whose works are still in manuscript and which include valuable topics that 
need to be presented in an up to date manner to be used by scholars and readers. 
Following consultation with some of my fellow scholars and professors, I made up 
my mind to study and edit "Kashf Al-lithäm Li Shrah `Umdat A1-Ahkdm" by the 
scholar Muhammad ibn Ahmad Al-Saffarini Al-IIanbali. It is an important book 
because it explains one of the most important Ijadith books by the scholar `Abdul 
Ghani Al-Magdisi Al-Jamma`ili whose title is "`Umdat Al-Abkam". The importance 
of " `Umdat Al-Ahkäm" is that it collects the most correct Vadith from Sahib Al- 
Bukhdri and Sahib Muslim. Moreover, it focuses solely on jurisprudence ffadith. 
As for "Kashf A1-lithäm", it was selected for the following reasons: it explains 
" `Umdat A1-Ahkäm" which is an important book, it combines Fiqh and Hadlth, it 
includes opinions of scholars of the main four schools of Fiqh, as well as opinions of 
other scholars, and it combines a collection of Vadith related to the topics explained. 
Al-Saffärini, in his book "Kashf A1-lithäm", is scientific, fair and unbiased in his 
topics. 
For the aforesaid reasons, I have selected Al-Saffärini s book "Kashf Al-lithäm" in 
order to study and edit part of it. This part is the Sales Book "Kitäb AI-Buyrü' ". "Kashf 
Al-lithäm" consists of two large volumes and it would need a long period of time to 
study it in all. The PhD study period is limited and will not be sufficient to complete 
the two volumes, so I selected this part. My selection was taken after consulting my 
supervisor who approved it. 
The reason for selecting Sales Book "Kitdb AI-Buyü `" is due to the importance of 
commerce in our present era. Trading is a characteristic of our world nowadays. There 
are various banks, companies and institutions that operate in accordance with Islamic 
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transactions. Due to this, Islamic books of sales have become very popular and have 
attracted an ever greater readership. By editing the Sales Book "Kitäb AI-Buyü "' from 
"Kashf AI-lithäm", I have opted to participate in this field. 
Finally, may Almighty Allah accept this work from me. Praise be to Allah through 
Whom good deeds are accomplished. 
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Part One: 
A Study of the Authors and Their Work 
This part comprises three chapters: 
Chapter One Introducing A1-Jammä'i1i Author of 
1"Umdat Al-Ahkäm" 
Chapter Two Introducing A1-Saffärini Author of 
"Kashf Al-Lithäm Li Sharh `Umdat Al-Ahkäm" 





(Author of " `Umdat A1-Ahkäm") 










Name and Origins (Ancestry) 
Birth, Early Life and the Search for Knowledge 
His Sheikhs (Scholars) 
His Students 
His Appreciation and Recognition by Other 
Scholars 
Academic Works 





Name and Origins (ancestry) 
Imäm Taft Al-Din Abü Muhammad `Abdul Ghani ibn `Abdul Al-Wähid ibn `Ali ibn 
Surür ibn Rai` ibn Ijasan ibn Ja'far Al-Magdisi Al-Jammä'i1j' ). He lived in 
Damascus in Al-Sälihyyah and belonged to the Hanbali School. He learnt many 
Hadith by Hear t(2). 
(1) In relation to Jammä il, a village in the mount of Nablus, Palestine, where Al-t1dj q 'Abdul Ghanl 
ibn 'Abdul Al-Wahid ibn 'All Al-Magdisi, Abü Muhammad came from, and his surname Al- 
Magdisl was due to the nearness ofJammä i1 to Jerusalem (Bait Al-Maqdis). Al-HamawI, Shihäb 
Al-Din Abii 'Abd Allah Yäqüt (1417/1997). MuYam Al-Buldän. 1" edition, Beirut, Dar Ihyä' Al- 
Turäth Al-'Arabi, (2/p73). 
(2) Al-Dhahabl, Shams AI-Din Muhammad ibn Ahmad (1418/ 1997), Siyar A'lam Al-Nubald'. 2nd 
edition, Beirut, Mu'assasat Al-Risi lah, (21/p443). Ibn Muflh, Burhdn Al-Din Ibrahim ibn 
Muhammad (1410/1990), AI-Maqýd Al Arshad Fi Dhakr A$häb Al-Imam Ahmad. 1" edition, 
Riyadh, Maktabat Al-Rushd Li Al-Nashr Wa Al-Tawzi', (2/p 152). 'Abdul Rahmän ibn Shihäb Al- 
Din Ahmad, Al-Dhayl 'Ala Tabagät Al-Hanäbilah, Beirut, Dar Al-Ma'rifah Li Al-Tibd't Wa Al- 
Nashr, (2/p5). Al-Dhahabi, Shams Al-Din Muhammad ibn Abmad (1418/1997), Al-'Ibar Fi 
Khabar Man 'Abar. 18` edition, Beirut, Dar Al-Fikr Li Al-Tibd'ah Wa Al-Nashr Wa Al-Tawzi', 
(2/pI72). Ibn Al-'Imdd, Shihäb Al-Din'Abdul Hai ibn Abmad (1410/1989), Shadhardt Al-Dhahab 
Fi Akhbär Man Dhahab. 0 edition, Damascus - Beirut, Dar Ibn Kathir, (6/p561). Al-Dhahabi, 
Shams Al-Din Muhammad ibn Abmad (1417/1997), Tdrikh Al-Islam Wa Wafayat Al-Mashähir Wa 
Al A'läm. 1" edition, Beirut, Ddr Al-Kitdb Al-'Arabi, (42/p442). Al-$afadl, $aläh Al-Din Khalil 
(1411/1991), Al-Wäfi Bi AI-Wafaydt. 2n'ß edition, Beirut, Dar, $ädr, (191p21). Ibn Kathir, Abü Al- 
Fidä' ibn Kathir (1417/1996), Al-Biddyah Wa Al-Nihäyah. 1°` edition, Beirut, Ddr Al-Fikr Li Al- 
Tiba'ah Wa Al-Nasher Wa Al-Tawzi', (81p542). Al-Mundhri, Zak! Al-Din 'Abdul 'Azim ibn 
'Abdul Qawi (1405/1984), Al-Takmilah Liwafayät Al-Naqalah. Yd edition, Beirut, Mu'sast Al- 
Risälah, (2/p17). Ibn Taghri Bard!, Jamal Al-Din YGsuf, Al-Nujüm Al-Zäherah Fi Mulük Misr Wa 
Al-Qähirah. Cairo, Al-Mu'assasah Al-M, ryyah Al-'Ämmah Li Al-Ta'Cf Wa Al-Tibä'at Wa Al- 
Nashr, (61p185). Al-Tarigl, 'Abd Allah ibn Muhammad (1422/2001), Mujam Mu$annafat Al- 
Nandbilah. 18` edition, Riyadh, (2/p462). Al-'Olaiml, Mujlr Al-Din 'Abdul Ralunän ibn 
Muhammad (1997), Al-Manhaj Al-Ahmad Fi Taräjm Afhdb Al-Imam Ahmad. 14 edition, Beirut, 
Dar $ddr, (4/p53). Al-Baghdad!, Ismä'll Bashä, Hadiiat Al-'Arifin Asmä'u Al-Mu'al Jn Wa Athar 
Al-Mufannfin. Beirut, Dar Ihya' Al-Turdth A! -'Arabi, (5/p589). 
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Section Two 
Birth, Early Life and the Search for Knowledge 
Al-Iläfiz `Abdul Ghani was born in 541 AH in Jammd il. He came from Jerusalem 
with his family members. He first went to Abi Sälih Mosque outside the Eastern Gate 
of Damascus city. After that, his family moved close to Qasiün mountain, where they 
built a house that had many rooms. This house was called "Al-Hanäbilah House". 
Following that they set out to construct the first school on Mount Qäsiün; it is known 
as Al- `Umariah(3) school. The suburb where they lived was later known as Al- 
Sälihyyah, attributed to them, as they were known for their knowledge and goodness 
(from the Arabic word "Shcih")(4). 
This family developed the Uanbali School in Bildd Al-Shäm (Syria, Jordan, Palestine 
and Lebanon), where their schools spread not only in Al-Shcihyyah, but also in 
Damascus itself. The followers of their School in Damascus' suburbs increased. 
Their migration had an impact on Imam Abmad's School of Fiqh (Jurisprudence). 
They were able to produce valuable books on Imam Ahmad's School. These books 
have become an authority in Hanbali School until today. Moreover, they had impact 
upon the Science of Iladi-th and for about one hundred years were considered great 
Hadith scholars. In their era Hadith schools become widespread in AI-Sälihyyah and 
Damascus. 
Al-ff afiz `Abdul Ghani learned from the honoured Sheikh Abmad ibn Muhammad ibn 
Qudämah Al-Magdisi, then from the Sheikhs and scholars of Damascus. He learnt 
from them Fiqh (Jurisprudence) and other sciences and fields of knowledge. 
(3) Sheikh Abü `Omar School, devoted and built by Sheikh Abü `Omar Al-Maqdisi, ascetic 
Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Qudämah ibn Migdäm ibn Hasan Al-IHanbali, 
example, brother of Cleric Muwaffaq At-Din, and father of Chief Justice Shams Al-Din Al- 
Hanbali, Born in Jammd 7! in 528 AH. He immigrated to Damascus after the Crusaders' 
occupation of the Holy Land, and he was one of the well known saints. This school was one of the 
best Muslim schools, it graduated a large number of well known scholars; and contained a large 
library that was second-to-none. Al-$älhi, Muhammad ibn Tulün (1401/1980), Al-Qalä'd Al- 
Jawharyyah Fi Tärikh Al-$älihyyah. Damascus, Matba'at DarAbü Balg, (1/p248). 
(4) Ibn Kathir, op. cit., (8/p542). 
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It was the habit of students of knowledge to seek knowledge first under the scholars of 
their town and then they would travel to other towns. Travelling to pursue knowledge 
and meet scholars is an advantage. It gives greater perfection because, as stated by ibn 
Khaldün(5): 
"People take their knowledge, manners, schools of thought and virtues through 
learning, presentation, imitation or instruction. However, direct learning and 
instruction is more effective and deep-rooted. The more sheikhs a student has, the 
greater and more deep-rooted his talents and skills will be". 
For the sake of these benefits, Al-Häfiz `Abdul Ghani, travelled to gain knowledge 
orally and directly. Al-Dhahabi said in his book "Siyar A `ldm Al-Nubald' "(6): He 
travelled to Baghdad twice and to Egypt twice. He travelled to Baghdad with his 
cousin, Sheikh Al-Muwaffaq at the beginning of year 561 AH. They used to listen to 
scholars together at the time of their early adulthood. People warned them against 
Baghdad's inhabitants. Al-Häfiz had a tendency to learn Hadlth, whereas, Al- 
Muwaffaq liked to learn Fiqh (jurisprudence). However, Al-Hafiz studied Fiqh and 
Al-Muwaffaq heard a lot of Iladlth along with him. They were considered by men of 
judgement to be decent and they refrained from mixing with others; they liked them 
and were kind to them.. 
They stayed in Baghdad for about four years and obtained great knowledge. They 
stayed with Sheikh `Abdul Qädr Al-Jill, first. He was kind to them but he died fifty 
nights after their arrival. Following that, they worked with Fiqh and on the 
disagreement about ibn Al-Manni. 
Al-Häfi; travelled to Alexandria to meet AI-Iläfi; Al-Salafi in the year 566 AH where 
he stayed for some time. He met him again in year 570 AH. After that, he travelled to 
A$bahän after the year 570 AH where he stayed for some time and obtained some 
good books. 
(5) Ibn Khaldün, `Abdul Rabman ibn Mubammad (1416/1996), Muqaddmat Ibn Khaldün. 2"d edition, 
Beirut - Saida, AI-Maktabah Al-'A$ryyah, (p539). 
(6) Al-Dhahabi, Siyar A'1dm AI-Nubald', op. cit., (21/p445). 
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Ibn Kathir said in his book "AI-Biddyah Wa AI-Nihdyah"(7): "In Baghdad Al-Häfiz 
`Abdul Ghani had a tendency to study Hadith and the names of men who narrated it 
from the Prophet Muhammad (May Allah send prayers and peace upon him), whereas 
Sheikh Al-Muwaffaq liked Fiqh (jurisprudence). They learned from Sheikh Abü Al- 
Faraj ibn Al-Jawzi; and Sheikh Abn Al-Fath ibn Al-Manni". 
Following that, after four years, they visited Damascus. Then, AI-Häfiz `Abdul Ghani 
travelled to Egypt and Alexandria. Next, he returned to Damascus and travelled to Al- 
Jazirah and Baghdad. After that, he travelled to A. cbahän where he learned a great 
dea18 . 




His Sheikhs (Scholars) 
Al-Dhahabi said in his book "Siyar A'läm Al-Nubalä' "(9) about Al-Häfiz `Abdul 
Ghanl: 
He heard Abn Al-Fath ibn Al-Batti, Abü Al-Ijasan `Ali ibn Rabäh Al-Farrä', Sheikh 
`Abdul Qädr Al-Jill, Hibatu Allah ibn Hiläl Al-Dagäq, AND Zur'ah Al-Magdisl, 
Ma'mar ibn Al-Fäkhr, Ahmad ibn Al-Mugarrab, Yahyä ibn Thäbet, Abü Bakr ibn Al- 
Naqür, Abmad ibn `Abdul Ghani Al-Bäjsrä'i and others in Baghdad, and Al-HäfI; 
Abü Tähr Al-Salafi who wrote down his teachings, something around one thousand 
chapters. 
In Damascus he heard Abü Al-Makärm ibn Hiläl, Salmän ibn `Ali Al-Rabbi, Abü Al- 
Ma`äli ibn Säbr and others. 
In Egypt he heard Muhammad ibn `Ali Al-Rabbi, `Abd Allah ibn Barn and others. 
In Asbahän he heard Al-Häfi; Abn Müsä Al-Madini, Abü Al-Wafä' Mahmüd ibn 
Hakamä, Abü Al-Fath Al-Khiragi, ibn Yanäl Al-Turk, Muhammad ibn `Abdul Wdbid 
Al-Sä'igh and Habib ibn Ibrähim Al-Sufi. 
In Müýi1 Al-Häfiz `Abdul Ghani heard Abü Al-Fadl Al-Tüsi and others. 
Ibn Muflh said in his book "Al-Magsad Al-Arshad fi DhikrAshäb Al-Imam Ahmad'(10), 
a biography Al-Häfiz `Abdul Ghani: 
In Damascus, he learnt from Abü Al-Makärm ibn Hiläl, Abts Al-Ma`äli ibn Säbr, then 
travelled to Baghdad with Sheikh Muwaffaq Al-Din. 
(9) Al-DhahabI, Siyar A'läm Al-Nubalä', op. cit., (21/p444). 
(10) Ibn Muflli, op. cit., (2/p153). 
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He had an inclination towards Fiqh (jurisprudence), whereas Al-Häfi; `Abdul Ghani 
liked Uadith. They resided with Sheikh `Abdul Qädr who was kind to them. They 
worked on Fiqh and the disagreement with Abü Al-Fatb ibn Al-Manni. They heard 
Abü Al-Fatb ibn Al-Batti, Abmad ibn Al-Mugrrib Al-Karkhi and others. After that Al- 
Häfiz travelled to Egypt and Alexandria where he stayed. He heard in Egypt from Abü 
Muhammad ibn Barn Al-Nahawi, and heard in Alexandria from Al-Häfiz Al-Salafi. 
Then he travelled to Hamadhän and Aýbahän. 
We mentioned earlier that Al-Häfiz `Abdul Ghani travelled a great deal, learnt a lot in 
Damascus, Baghdad, Alexandria, Jerusalem, Egypt, Acbahän and elsewhere. He wrote 
a great deal, dictating from many Sheikhs (Scholars); therefore, he had many of them. 
Biographers who wrote about Al-Häfi; `Abdul Ghani have mentioned that he had 
other Sheikhs (Scholars) as well. The following are those who had a significant effect 
on the personality of Al-Häf1;, in addition to a brief biography on each of them: 
1. Sheikh Abü Al-Fath Muhammad ibn `Abdul Bagi ibn Ahmad ibn Salmän Al- 
Baghdädi, AL-Häjb ibn Al-Batt-2 who was born in 477 AH. 
Ibn 'Asakr, ibn Al-Jawzi, ibn Al-Akhdar, Al-HäfI; `Abdul Ghani, Abü Al- 
Futüh ibn Al-Husar, Sheikh Al-Muwaffaq and others passed on what they had 
learnt from him. 
He was a trustworthy person who was listened to by Imäms and memorizers. 
Sheikh Muwaffaq Al-Din said: "He is our Sheikh and Sheikh of Baghdad's 
inhabitants". He died in 564 AH(' l). 
2. Sheikh Al-Islam Muhii AI-Din, Abü Muhammad `Abdul Qadr ibn Abü Salh 
`Abd Allah ibn Janki Dust Al-Jill Al-Ilanbali, Sheikh of Baghdad and Sheikh 
of the era. He was a master of a Sufism method at that time. He studied at the 
school of his Sheikh Al-Mukhrrami and stayed there until his death, and he 
was buried there. He was known to people, after 520 AH he used to sit for 
preaching, and was respected by the people due to his religion and piety. They 
(11) A1-Dhahabi, Siyar A `1dm Al-Nubalä', op. cit., (20/p481). 
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learned from his preaching and sayings, and A1-Sunnah followers prevailed 
due to his presence. 
Due to the widespread knowledge of his virtuous, sayings, karämahs 
(miraculous phenomena in the lives of the Saints) and revelations, both Kings 
and lesser men respected him. Sheikh Muwaffaq Al-Din said: "I have never 
heard of anyone whose karämahs are more spoken about than Sheikh `Abdul 
Qadr's, nor seen anyone so highly respected on account of their virtue". 
"Kardmahs were not followed in succession to any one of Sheikhs except for 
Sheikh `Abdul Qädr, and his karämahs were transferred in succession (Bi Al- 
Twätur)" said Sheikh `Izzudin ibn `Abdul Saläm. 
Narrated from him: Al-Sam`äni, `Umar ibn `Ali Al-Qurashi, Al-Häfiz `Abdul 
Ghani, Sheikh Muwaffaq Al-Din ibn Qudamah and many others. 
It was said that a fatwä (formal juristic opinion) came from Persia to Baghdad 
after it was presented to Iraq scholars and no final answer was reached; it was 
about a man who swore by divorce three times to worship God by himself, 
with no one joining him when he worships. What shall he do? When presented 
to Sheikh `Abdul Qädr, he replied immediately: "The man should visit Mecca, 
performing Tawaf should be only allowed for him for seven rounds". He died 
in 561 AH and was buried in his school at the age of ninety0 . 
3. Sheikh Abü Al-Qäsm Hibat Allah ibn Al-Ijasan ibn Hiläl ibn `Ali ibn Hamýä' 
Al-`Ijli A1-Samin Al-Kätb, Al-Baghdädi, ibn Al-Dagqäq, an old Sheikh, truth 
teller and narrator from Al-7afiyyh. He was born in 471 AH. Al-Sam`äni said 
about him: "He was a good scholar, of welfare and righteousness". Ibn 
Qudämah said: "I think he is one of our oldest scholars who listened to 
Hadith". He died in 562 AH(13). 
4. Sheikh Abü Zur'ah Tähr ibn AI-Iläfiz Muhammad ibn Tähr ibn `Ali Al- 
Shaybani Al-Magdisi, Al-Rai, Al-Hamadhänl. He was born in Al-Rail in the 
year 480 AH or 481 AH. A1-Sam`äni passed on what he had learnt from him 
(12) Ibid., (20/p439). Ibn Muflh, op. cit., (2/p148). 
(13) Al-Dhahabi, SiyarA'lam Al-Nubald', op. cit., (20/p471). 
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as well as ibn Al-Jawzi, Ahmad ibn $älh Al-Jill, Ahmad ibn Tarq, Al-Häfiz 
`Abdul Ghanl and others. He performed hajj many times and used to visit 
Baghdad and deliver speeches. He wrote books and short booklets. He died in 
(14) 566 AH in Hamadhän. 
5. Sheikh Imam, Abü Ahmad Ma'mar ibn `Abdul Wähid ibn Raja' ibn `Abdul 
Wähid ibn Muhammad ibn Al-Fäkhr ibn Ahmad Al-Qurashi A1-`Abshami Al- 
Asbahäni. He was born in 494 AH. The following have passed on what they 
had learnt from him: Abü Sa'd Al-Sam`äni, ibn `Asäkr, ibn Al-Jawzi, Al-, Vdfiz 
`Abdul Ghani, ibn Qudämah and others. Ibn Al-Jawzi said: "He was a 
memorizer and preacher who had good knowledge of Hadith". He used to 
select and dictate Hadith. We heard of him in Medina and he died in the desert 
when he was going to perform hajj in 564 AH. Ibn Al-Najjär said: "He was a 
fast writer who was known for his good memory, knowledge, confidence, 
correctness and piety. He classified many Vadlths, dates and dictionaries. He 
15) was respected and glorified in his town"(. 
6. Sheikh Abü Bakr Ahmad ibn Al-Mugarrb ibn A1-Husain ibn Al-Hasan Al- 
Baghdädi, Al-Karkhi. He was friendly and courteous. He passed on sound 
Hadith. Al-Sam`ani passed on what he had learnt from him as well as ibn Al- 
Jawzi, Al-Häfcz `Abdul Ghani, Al-Muwaffaq and others. He recited the Holy 
Qur än in seven ways, gained Fiqh and wrote Hadith. He died in 563 AH 
(16). 
7. Sheikh Abü Al-Qäsm Yahyä ibn Thabt ibn Bndär ibn Ibrähim Al-Dinwn Al- 
Baghdädi, Al-Baqqal Al-Wakil. Al-Sam`äni, `Umar ibn `Ali Al-Qurashl, ibn 
Al-Jawzi, ibn Qudämah, Al-Iläfiz `Abdul Ghani and others passed on what 
(l7) they had learnt from him. He died in 566 AH at the age of eighty or more. 
8. Sheikh Abü Bakr `Abd Allah ibn Al-Sheikh Abn Mansur Muhammad ibn Al- 
Sheikh Abü Al-Husain Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Al-Nagqür 
Al-Baghdädi A1-Bazzäz. He was born in 483 AH. His teaching was passed on 
(14) Ibid., (20/p503). 
(15) Ibid., (20/p485). 
(16) Ibid., (20/p473). 
(17) Ibid., (20/p505). 
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by Abü Sa'd Al-Sam`äni, `Umar ibn 'Al! Al-Qurashi, `Umar Al-`Ulimi, Al- 
, Vdfiz `Abdul Ghani, Al-Sheikh Al-Muwaffaq and many others. 
`Umar ibn `Ali said: "Abü Bakr studied by himself, read and wrote. He was a 
pious man of high standards. I have not seen Sheikhs who are surer than him". 
He died in 565 AH(18). 
9. Sheikh Abü A1-Ma`äli Ahmad ibn `Abdul Ghani ibn Muhammad ibn Hanifah 
Al-Bäjsrä'i Al-Tän' resident of Baghdad. His teaching was passed on by Al- 
Häfiz `Abdul Ghani, Sheikh Al-Muwaffaq, Muhammad ibn `Imäd and others. 
Ibn Al-Jawzi said: "He was reliable". He died in 563 AH in Hamadhdn(19). 
10. Imäm Abü 'jähr Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn 
Ibrähim Al-Salafi Al-Aýbahäni Al-Jarwäni. He remained eighteen years on the 
journey, writing Iladith, Fiqh, literature and poetry. He arrived in Damascus in 
509 AH where he stayed for two years writing with knowledge. From his 
clippings and comments they compiled a big volume titled "Mu jan: AI-Safr". 
He resided in Alexandria for more than sixty years until his death while 
circulating knowledge and collecting books, which were rare even among 
scholars anywhere in the world. 
Many people travelled to see him especially when the Fatimid government 
was dissolved in Egypt which was then ruled by the military power in 
Damascus. Al-Sultan $aläh Al-Din, his brothers and princes travelled to listen 
to his speeches. `Umar ibn `Abdul Majid Al-Miyänshi, Hammäd Al-Harräni, 
Al-Häfiz `Abdul Ghani, Al-HaJI; `Abdul Qädr Al-Rahäwi and others passed on 
what they had learnt from him. He had many classifications and used to like 
listening to and writing poetry and to reward those who praises him. A1-hläfiz 
Al-Salaff died in 576 AH at the age of one hundred and six years 
(20). 
11. Sheikh Abü Al-Makärm `Abdul Wäbid ibn Muhammad ibn Al-Musallam ibn 
Al-Ijasan ibn Hiläl Al-Azd1 Al-Dimashgi. He was born in 489 AH. He was a 
(18) Ibid., (20/p498). 
(19) Ibid., (20/p472). 
(20) Ibid., (21/p5). Ibn Kathir, op. cit., (8/p543). 
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fair person, who performed the hajj (to Mecca) more than once. He has prayed, 
recited the Holy Qur'än and fasted a lot. AI-Häf; Abü Al-Qäsm ibn `Asäkr, 
his son and nephew Zayn Al-Umanä', Al-Häfii `Abdul Ghani, Sheikh Abü 
`Umar, his brother Muwaffaq Al-Din, and others passed on what they had 
learnt from him. He died in 565 AH(21). 
12. Sheikh Abü `Ali Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Hibatu Allah ibn Al- 
Rahbi. His teaching was passed on by ibn Al-Akhdar, Al-Häfiz `Abdul Ghani, 
Al-Muwaffaq, `Abdul `Aziz ibn Dalf, Wäthlah ibn Bagä' and others. He died 
in 567 AH at the age of eighty five years(22). 
13. Imam Abü Muhammad `Abd Alläh ibn Barn ibn `Abdul Jabbär ibn Barn Al- 
Magdisi, Al-Masri, Al-Nahawi, Al-Shäfi`i. He was born in 499 AH. He led the 
Arabic Language at the Egypt Mosque, where many Scholars graduated, and 
was sought after from many far flung places. Al-Jamal Al-Qafii said: "He was 
an expert in Sibawih book and its causes, mastered the Arabic Language and 
its illustrations. Editing letters was his task at the time of composition (Diwan 
Al-'Inshd'), where letters to kings were not delivered except after they had 
been edited by him, and he rarely composed his own works". He wrote "Jawdb 
A1-Masä'il Al- `ashy", and commented on "Al-$ihäh" which came in six 
volumes which he clarified. He was trustworthy. His teaching was passed on 
by Al-Iläfiz `Abdul Ghani Al-Magdisi, ibn Al-Muf4dil, Abü `Umar Al-Zähd 
(23) and others. He died in 582 AH. 
14. Imam Abü Musa Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr `Umar ibn Abi `Isä Ahmad ibn 
`Umar ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Abi `Isä Al-Madini Al-Asbahäni Al- 
Shäfi`i author of the classified books. He was born in 501 AH. His father 
cared for him and taught him by attending regularly, then by listening to the 
followers of Abts Nu'aym A1-Iläfiz and their level. He classified "Al-Tawälät" 
in two volumes, and "Dhail Ma `rifat Al-Sahäbah". He wrote "Al-Qunüt" in 
one volume and "Tatimmat Al-Gharlbin" which shows his leadership in 
(21) AI-Dhahabi, Siyar A'läm Al-Nubalä', op. cit., (201p499). 
(22) Ibid., (20/p5I1). 
(23) Ibid., (21 /p 13 6). 
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Language; and a book titled "Al-Latä f Fi Riwäyat Al-Kibär Wa Nahwahm 'An 
Al-ýighär". Moreover he wrote the book titled "AI-'Awdr", which 
demonstrates his wide knowledge in Hadith types; also another book titled 
"Tacdyy' AI-'Umur fi Blind' Al-Ma'rüf 'I1ä Al-Li'äm" and many others. Abü 
Sa`d Al-Sam`äni, Abü Bakr Muhammad ibn Müsä Al-Häzimi, AI-Häfi? Abü 
Muhammad `Abdul Ghani ibn `Abdul Wähid Al-Magdisi and many others 
passed on what they had learnt from him. He died in 581 AH, and was the 
eastern memorizer of his era(24). 
15. Sheikh Abü Al-Fath `Abd Allah ibn Ahmad ibn Abi AI-Fath ibn Muhammad 
ibn Ahmad A1-Qäsimi Al-Aýbahäni, Al-Khiragi. He was born in 490 AH. The 
following also passed on what they had learnt from him: Al-Häfig `Abdul 
Ghant, Muhammad ibn Makki, `Abd Allah ibn Abi Al-Faraj Al-Jubbä'i and 
others. He died in 579 AH. Al-Häfiz Abi! Müsä Al-Madini prayed over him (25). 
16. Imam Abu Sa'd Muhammad ibn `Abdul Wähid ibn `Abdul Wahhab ibn 
Husain Al-Asbahäni, Al-$a'igh. He was born in 497 AH. He wrote, collected 
and dictated. He was a trustworthy scholar and the following passed on what 
they had learnt from him: Al-Sam`äni, AI-Häfiz `Abdul Ghani Al-Maqdisi, 
(26) Abü Nizär Rabi'ah Al-Yamni and others. He died in 581 AH. 
17. Sheikh Abü Al-Fad1 `Abd Allah ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn `Abdul Qahr 
ibn Hishäm Al-Psi Al-Baghdad-1 Al-Müsli Al-Shäfi`i. He was born in 487 
AH. Abü Sa'd Al-Sam`äni, `Abdul Qädr Al-Rahäwi, Sheikh Muwaffaq Al- 
Din `Abd Allah and others passed on what they had learnt from him. Ibn 
Qudämah said: "He was a good Sheikh, we saw good deeds". He died in 578 
AH. He composed good poetry. He was a pious man who was valued in 
(27) 
society. Travellers used to visit him as he was considered unique. 
18. Sheikh Abiz Al-Fath Nair ibn Fitiyän ibn Matar ibn Al-Manni Al-Nahrawäni 
Al-Hanbali. He was born in 501 AH. He learned from Abü Bakr Al-Dinwari, 
(24) Ibid., (21/p152). 
(25) Ibid., (21/p90). 
(26) Ibid., (21/p129). 
(27) Ibid., (21/p87). 
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and was close to him right up until the time when he excelled in Fiqh 
(Jurisprudence). He worked hard on the origins and branches of Fiqh, school, 
and participated in disputes and debates. He taught and students benefited 
from his efforts. He lived long and became well-known. Students used to seek 
him out to learn from his knowledge. Many Imams graduated after learning 
from him. 
Ibn Al-Iianbali said: "He gave fatdwd (formal juristic opinions) and taught for 
about seventy years. He never got married, nor rode a horse nor had a servant, 
nor wore expensive clothes except the dress of Taqwa (fear of God). His main 
food item was pea's water. He used to share whatever he had with his 
colleagues and friends. He did not talk about 'belief' Al-Osül), and hated 
those who did so. His belief was sound". He wrote a large book called 
"T `aligah fi AI-Khiläf'. A group of scholars learned Fiqh from him, such as 
Muwaffaq Al-Din, Al-Häfiz `Abdul Ghani, his brother Sheikh Al-`Imäd and 
others. Ibn Al-Najjar said: "He was a pious worshipper who continued 
teaching until his death in his mosque at Al-Ma'munyyah in the year 583 
11(28) . 




Many students who later became prominent studied under Al-Häfcz `Abdul Ghani. 
Many Imams graduated after being his students. Al-Dhahabi, in his book "Siyar A `lam 
AI-Nubald' (29) said: "The following have passed on what they had learnt from him: 
Sheikh Muwaffaq Al-Din, his three sons: AI-Iläfiz `Izz Al-Din Muhammad, Al-Häfiz 
Abü Müsä `Abd Allah, Abii Sulaymän, Al-ff aJiiz Al-Diyä', Sulaymän ibn Rahmah Al- 
As`ardi, Al-Bahn' `Abdul Rahmän, Sheikh Mubammad Al-Yünini, Al-Zayn ibn 
`Abdul Da'im, Abii Al-Hajjaj ibn Khalil, Al-Tagt Al-Yaldäni, Al-Shihab Al-Qüs1, 
`Abdul `Aziz ibn `Abdul Jabbär A1-Qalänisi, the preacher `Uthmän ibn Makki Al- 
Shäri`i, Ahmad ibn Hämd Al-Artabi, Ismä'Il ibn `Abdul Qawi ibn `Azziin, Abü `Isä 
`Abd Allah ibn 'Allaq Al-Razz-az and many others. The last one of whom to die was 
Sa'd Al-Din Muhammad ibn Muhalhal Al-Jini". 
Ibn Muflh in his book "A1-Magsad AI-Arshad 1(30) said: "many people passed on what 
they had learnt from him: his two sons: Abn Al-Fath and Abü Müsä, `Abdul Qädr Al- 
Rahäwi, Sheikh Al- Muwaffaq, Al-Häfi; Al-Diyä', ibn Khalil, Al-Yunini, Ahmad ibn 
`Abdul Da'im. The last one who studied under him was Muhammad ibn Muhalhal". 
His students, who were mentioned by biographers and interpreted Al-Häfiz `Abdul 
Ghana, are countless. I will mention here some of the well known of them, in addition 
to a brief biography about each of them: 
1. Sheikh Muwaffaq Al-Din, Abü Muhammad `Abd Alläh ibn Abmad ibn 
Muhammad ibn Qudämah ibn Mgdam ibn Nasr Al-Magdisi Al-Jammä'i1i, 
then Al-Dimashqi, Al-Sälihi, Al-Iianbali, author of "AI-Mughnr'. He was born 
in Jammä 11 in Näbls in 541 AH. He migrated with his family and relatives 
when he was ten years old, he memorized the Holy Qur'an. Since his 
childhood, he was busy studying and his hand writing was good. He was a 
man of rich knowledge and among the most intelligent people in the whole 
(29) A1-DhahabT, SiyarA'lam Al-Nubalä', op. cit., (21/p446). 
(30) Ibn Muflh, op. cit., (2/p154). 
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world. He was the most learned man of his time in Syria. Ibn Al-Najjar said: 
"He was the Imam of Uanabilah in the Damascus Mosque, a reliable noble 
man of logic, very pious and who followed the law of the predecessors, with a 
bright and sparkling face and a pleasant appearance that attracted people even 
before he spoke". 
`Umar ibn Al-Häjb said: "He was the Head of prominent scholars and the 
muff (expounder of the Islamic law) of the Nation, God bestowed on him all 
virtues and abundant knowledge. He was very renowned and well versed in all 
logical and intellectual facts. He added that he had plenty of books; he was 
very humble, with good faith, decent and very respectful. He was always 
surrounded by scholars and very keen to pray after midnight". 
He classified Al-Mughni in ten volumes, Al-Käfi in four volumes, Al-Mugni ` in 
one volume, AI-Raw /ah in one volume, Al-Riqqah in one volume, Al- 
Tawwäbin in one volume and many more books. Al-Diyä' said: "He - God 
bless his soul - was excellent in the explanation of the Holy Qur'än and 
Iladith and in Fiqh (jurisprudence). He was in fact the only one of his time. He 
majored in all fields of knowledge such as AI-Farä'd, AI-Nahw (Arabic 
grammar), Usül Al-Fiqh, Mathematics and astrology. He died in 620 AH(31) . 
2. Imam `Izz Al-Din Abü Al-Fatly Muhammad ibn AI-Iläfiz Tagi Al-Din `Abdul 
Ghani ibn `Abdul Wahid ibn `All ibn Surür Al-Jammä'lll A1-Magdisi, then Al- 
Dimashgi, Al-Sälihi Al-Iianbali. He was born in 566 AH. Ibn A1-Najjar said: 
"We heard him reading, and he wrote a great deal. He acquired the originals 
and reproduced them. He lent me the originals which was very useful to me. 
He welcomed me whole heartedly when I visited him. He was one of the 
prominent scholars of Islam, he learnt Iladith - the Prophet Mut. ammad's 
(May Allah send prayers and peace upon him) sayings -, well aware of all their 
meanings. He had a superior knowledge of all the names of Hadith narrators, 
with utmost trust, fairness and honesty". He was very amiable, courteous, and 
helpful to strangers. Sheikh Al-Diya' said: "He was a prominent scholar. He 
(31) Al-Dhahabi, Siyar A'läm Al-Nubalä', op. cit., (22/p 165). 
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used to read very fast and always shed tears while reading the Holy Qur'an. 
(32) He died in 613 AH. 
3. Sheikh Jamal Al-Din Abü Müsä `Abd Allah ibn Al-Häfiz `Abdul Ghani ibn 
`Abdul Wähid ibn `Ali ibn Surrar Al-Jammä'ill Al-Magdisi and then Al- 
Dimashgt Al-Salihi Al-Hanbali. He was born in 581 AH. Ibn Al-Häjb said: 
"He was the greatest man of his time in learning, knowledge and honesty. He 
was very intelligent, virtuous, humble, decent, generous and very presentable. 
He was very pious and a hard worker". Al-Diyä' said: "He was engaged with 
Fiqh (jurisprudence) and Iladith and had become a prominent scholar of his 
time. He travelled to Mahan and walked a lot. He became an example, and 
people benefited from his teaching. He was very generous, tender, and cared 
for people's interests. I was very annoyed because he used to lend people 
money and never bothered to recover it". He died in 629 AH (33) . 
4. Imam Diyä' Al-Din Abü `Abd Allah Muhammad ibn `Abdul Wähid ibn 
Ahmad ibn `Abdul Rahmän ibn Ismä'il ibn Mansur Al-Sa`di A1-Magdisi Al- 
Jamma'i1i, then Al-Dimashgi, Al-Sälihi Al-Hanbali the author of many books 
in different fields and the Broad Journey. He was born in 569 AH. His famous 
books were "Faciä'il Al- `Amäl" in one volume, "AI-Ahkam" -which was not 
completed- in three volumes. In "Al-Ahadith Al-Mukhtärah" he noted down 
half of the selected Hadith in six volumes, he composed a biography of his 
teacher Al-Iläf: z `Abdul Ghani and many others. 
He continued writing about what he had learnt, also novels and other books, 
until he died. He established a school near Al-Mu; affari Mosque with his own 
hands. He was very satisfied with what he received; he spread Sunnah, 
through his behaviour towards people. He was fond of good deeds, prayed on 
a continuous basis which brought him favour. He was good looking with a 
bright face and adored by both those who agreed and disagreed with him. 
(32) Ibid., (22/p42). 
(33) Ibid., (22/p317). 
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`Umar ibn Al-Häjb said: "Our Sheikh Al-Diyä' was the only one of his kind in 
terms of knowledge, learning, confidence and religion""34ß. 
5. The eloquent speaker Abü Al-Raba' Sulayman ibn Ibrahim ibn Hibatulläh ibn 
Rabmah. He remained with AI-Häfiz `Abdul Ghani Al-Magdisl for a period of 
time to learn from him. Al-Diyä' said: "He was very honest and trustworthy. 
He lived in Bayt Lahyä and preached in its mosque where he was the Imam". 
He died in 639 AH in Bayt Lahya435). 
6. Sheikh Bahä' Al-Din Abn Muhammad `Abdul Rahmän ibn Ibrähim ibn 
Ahmad ibn `Abdul Rahmän ibn Ismä'il ibn Mansur Al-Magdisi Al-Ilanbali, 
who explained "AI-Mugni "" and was the cousin of AI-Häfiz Al-Diyä'. He was 
born in the year 555 AH or 556 AH. His father took him away from the 
Crusaders. His father travelled to Egypt as a merchant. His mother died and he 
was raised by his Aunt Fätimah, wife of Al-Sheikh Abü `Umar. He completed 
memorizing the Holy Qur'än in the year 570 AH. He learned from Al-Häfiz 
`Abdul Ghani. He taught a good deal in Damascus, Näblus and Ba `albak. He 
was well conversant with the Al-Hanbalt School. 
Al-Diyä' said: "He was a very knowledgeable Imam. He was taught by ibn Al- 
Manni and learnt a great deal from him which he wrote down. He lived in 
Näbles, after great victories, for many years at its West Mosque. Many people 
learned from him. He was very pleasant, generous and humble. He returned to 
Damascus a few years before his death. He worked hard at writing Hadith. He 
also explained "Al-Mugni "' and "Al- `Umdah" by Sheikh Muwaffaq Al-Din. 
(36) He died in the year 624 AH. 
7. The Jurisprudent AI-Iläfiz Tag-1 Al-DIn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn `Abd 
Allah ibn `Isä ibn Abü Al-Rijal Ahmad ibn Muhammad Al-Yunini Al-Bali, 
one of the prominent Sheikhs of Islam. 
(34) Ibid., (23/p126). 
(35) Ibn Muflh, op. cit., (1/p407). 
(36) AI-Dhahabi, Siyar A'läm AI-Nubalä', op. cit., (22/p269). 
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He learned the Holy Qur'an by heart and listened to Iladith from Abu Tähir 
Al-Khushü`i, Abü Al-Yumn Al-Kindi and Al-Häfi? `Abdul Ghani. He was 
taught by Muwaffaq Al-Din and was very skillful in good handwriting. He 
remained with Al-Sheikh `Abd Allah Al-Yunlni, the ascetic, and had many 
karämahs (miraculous phenomena in the lives of the Saints), renowned as 
Asad AI-Sham (Lion of Syria) and he learned from him. Sheikh `Abd Allah 
used to praise Al-Sheikh Al-Yunini and followed him in fatäwä (formal 
juristic opinions). He was very knowledgeable in Hadith and learned the great 
books of Hadith by heart, such as "AI-Jam " Bayn Al-Sahihin" of Al-Humidi. 
His son Qutub Al-Din said: "He learned ", Sahib Muslim" by heart in four 
months, "Stirah Al-An `äm" in one day. He also learned most of "Musnad Al- 
Imäm Ahmad'. The prominent scholars praised him". He died in the year 658 
AHOD. 
8. Sheikh Zayn Al-Din Abn Al-'Abbas Ahmad ibn `Abdul Dä'im ibn N'mah Al- 
Magdisi. He was born in the year 575 AH. He learned a lot in Damascus, 
Baghdad, Ilarrän and read for himself. He cared for Hadith and was taught by 
Al-Sheikh Muwaffaq Al-Din. He was a fast writer. He used to write nine 
copybooks in one day. He wrote "AI-Khiragi' in one night, "Tär-kh Al-Sham" 
of ibn `Asäkr twice and "AI-Mughni' of Sheikh Muwaffaq Al-Din several 
times. It was mentioned that he wrote two thousand volumes by hand. The 
early HadIth memorizers such as Al-Diyä', Al-Nawawi, ibn Abi `Umar, ibn 
Dagiq Al-`Id, ibn Taimyah and many more listened to him. He died in the year 
(38) 668 AH. 
9. Imam Abü Al-Hajjäj Shams Al-Din Yüsuf ibn Khalil ibn Qaräjä `Abd Alläh 
Al-Dimashgi Al-Admi Al-Iskäf. Who lived in Aleppo. He was born in the year 
555 AH. He was engaged in earning his daily living until he reached the age of 
thirty. Then he became fond of Iladi-th and narration. He learned a lot and 
travelled to distant places. With his beautiful handwriting he wrote a lot and 
brought the originals. He was very knowledgeable and actively participated in 
giving evidencing about the main bodies of Vadi-th. He accompanied Al-Häfiz 
(37) Ibn Muflh, op. cit., (2/p356). 
(38) Ibid., (1/p130). 
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`Abdul Ghani. Then he headed to Baghdad, Egypt, Acbahän and M7i1. He 
died in the year 648 AH when he was ninety three years old (39) . 
10. Sheikh Shihab Al-Din Abü Al-Mahämd Ismä'il ibn Hämd ibn `Abdul Ralimän 
ibn Murjä ibn Al-Mu'amml ibn Muhammad Al-Anýäri, Al-Khazraji, Al-Mari, 
Al-Qü$i, Al-Shäfi`I who lived in Damascus. He was born at the beginning of 
the year 574 AH. He came to Cairo in the year 590 AH and Damascus in the 
year 591 AH where he lived. He taught and gave formal juristic opinion. 
Moreover, he constructed a school for Hadith and endowed it for a charitable 
purpose. He used to wear the Egyptian dress known as (Al-Tailasan) and rode 
the mule. He died in the year 653 AH(40). 
11. Imam Jamal Al-Din Abü `Amr `Uthmän ibn Abi Al-Haram Makki ibn 
`Uthmän ibn Ismä'il ibn Ibrahim ibn Shabib Al-Sa`di, Al-Masri, Al-Shäri`i the 
preacher. He was born in the year 583 AH. He learned from his father Qäsim 
ibn Ibrahim Al-Magdisi, Ismä'il ibn Yäsin, Hibatulläh Al-Büýiri and many 
more. He cared for Iladith, was virtuous, pious and very knowledgeable. He 
died in the year 659 AH(41 . 
12. The Reader of the Holy Qur'än Imam, Abü Al-`Abbäs Al mad ibn Hämd ibn 
Ahmad ibn Hamad ibn Hämd Al-Artabi, then Al-Masri Al-Ilanbali. He was 
born in the year 574 AH. He learned from his grandfather Muhammad ibn 
Hamad, Ismä'il ibn Yasin, Hibatulläh Al-Bü iri and accompanied Al-hläfiz 
`Abdul Ghani. He taught people how to read the Holy Qur'an. He died in the 
year 659 AH(42). 
(39) Al-Dhahabi, S{var A'läm Al-Nubalä', op. cit., (23/p 151). 
(40) Ibid., (23/p288). 




His Appreciation and Recognition by Other Scholars 
Al-Häfiz `Abdul Ghani had been praised, appreciated and recognized by many 
contemporary religions scholars and those who lived after his time. One of the 
scholars who lived with him was Al-Imam Al-Muwaffaq, author of "Al-Mughni'. He 
was uncle's son of Al-Häfiz and said (43): "Al-Häfiz was a very knowledgeable and 
hardworking man. We were together from childhood, and through our education. 
Whenever we competed in any good deed, he would always win. God complimented 
his virtue when he faced heretics and suffered from their enmity. He was blessed with 
knowledge and read a lot of books. He did not live for long". His brother Al-Sheikh 
Al-`Imäd said: "I have never seen in my life a person who cared for time like my 
brother". 
AI-Fläfiz Diyä' Al-Din, who was a contemporary and one of his disciples said (44): "Our 
Sheikh Al-Häf? knew and explained almost every Uadi-th and proved its source and 
correctness. Whenever a question was asked about any person he would give his full 
name and the history of his family. He was the Commander of the Faithful in Hadith". 
Abü Müsä Al-Madini, also a contemporary, when he was commenting on "Tabun Al- 
Isäbah" which was dictated by Al-Iläfi; `Abdul Ghani, said (45): "There were few men 
who could understand this subject like Al-Imam Diyä' Al-Din Abi Muhammad `Abdul 
Ghani Al-Magdisi. He succeeded in discovering and explaining all the mistakes. Had 
Al-Däraqutni and the like been alive they would have concurred with him. There were 
few who lived at our age who could understand what he did. God bless him and 
increase his knowledge". 
Commendation and praise were given by scholars who followed him like the Islam 
historian Imam Al- Dhahabi who said about him in "Siyar A `lam Al-Nubald "'(46): "Al- 
Imam, the Scholar, reverend memorizer, was honest, truthful and a really pious man". 
(43) Ibid., (21/p453). 
(44) Ibid., (21/p448). 
(45) Ibid., (21/p449). 
(46) Ibid., (21 /p443). 
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Ibn Muflh in "Al-Magsad AI-Arshad"(47) said: "He is a memorizer and ascetic, Abü 
Muhammad Tagi Al-Din, fully conversent with and memorizer of the Prophet's 
Hadith and narrator thereof in his era". Ibn Al-`Imäd in his Book "Shadharät Al- 
Dhahab fi Akhbär man Dhahab"t48 said: "He memorized 1jadith by heart, well aware 
of its wording and text, as it spoken by the Prophet Muhammad (May Allah send 
prayers and peace upon him), and those who narrated it. Knowing its art, in addition 
to being very ascetic, pious, he called for goodness and discouraged abomination". 
Al-$afadi in his book "Al-Wäfi Bi Al-Wafayät'(49) said: "He learned in abundance by 
heart and commanded and mastered the Iladith. He was a very diligent worshipper". 
Ibn Al- Najjar said: He was the Commander of the Faithful in Hadith. When he was 
asked: "Why don't you read from a book (i. e. from his memory)? " he would have 
answered: "I fear Vanity". 
Ibn-Taghri Bardi in "AI-Nujüm AI-Zähirah"(50) said: "He was a reliable Imam who 
learned the Hadth by heart and one of the prominent scholars of Hadith". 
(47) Ibn Muflh, op. cit., (2/p152). 
(48) Ibn Al-`Imäd, op. cit., (6/p562). 
(49) Al-$afadi, op. cit., (19/p21). 




Al-Häfiz `Abdul Al- Ghani left behind great academic wealth, demonstrated by his 
aptitude and intelligence in all fields of Islamic Scholarship, especially in Hadith. 
This academic wealth contained both large and small volumes, even short message, 
but all are useful. 
They were collected from all the biographies made for Al-ljäfiz, the author of 
"Mu Yam Muýanna t Al-Hanäbilah"ýS1ý. I would copy the same from this book, being 
a broad reference, as follows: 
1. Al-At hdr Al-Marc/yyah fi Fadä'il Khayr AI-Bariah, in four volumes. 
2. Abü Al- `Ä c ibn Al-Rabi `, manuscript. 
3. Parts extracted from Iladith and Stories, which he used to read at teaching 
sessions, more than one hundred parts(52). 
4. AI-Ahkdin AI-Kubrd, in six volumes, manuscript. 
5. Akhbär Al-Hasan Al-Basri, manuscript. 
6. Akhbär AI-Dajjdl, printed. 
7. Al-Arba `ün. 
8. Al-Arba `ün, mentioned to him by A1-Dhahabi in "Siyar A `1äm Al-Nubald "' 
and "Tärikh Al-Islam", Al-Safadi in "Al-WäfT', ibn Rajab in "Dhayl Al- 
Tabagdt" and others. 
9. AI Arba `ün Bisanad Wähid. 
10. Al Arba `fin min Kaläm Rabb Al- `Älamin. 
(51) Al-Tarigi, op. cit., (2/p465). 
(52) What is meant here in this part is the Hadith Portion, which is about 20 pages. 
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11. AI-Isrä', two volumes. 
12. Ashrät Al-Sä `ah. 
13. Al-I `tigäd. 
14. I `tigdd Al-Imam Al-Shäfi i, large volume. 
15. AI-Igtisäd fi Al-I `tigäd, large volume. 
16. Al-Agsdm Al-Lafi Aqsam Bihd Al-Nabs (May Alläh send prayers and peace 
upon him), one part. 
17. AI-Amr Bi Al-Ma `rüf Wa AI-Nahi `An AI-Munkar, one printed part. 
18. Tabyyn AI-IIäbah Li Awhäm Hacalat Fl Ma `rifat A1-Sahäbah, ("Ma `rifat Al- 
Sahäbah" wrote by Abü Nu`aym Al-Asbahäni), big volume. 
19. Tuhfat Al-Tälibin fi Al-Jihäd Wa Al-Mujähidin. 
20. Al-Targhib fi AI-Dud, big printed part. 
21. Summarization of "Al-Kund" Book by A1-IIäkm, manuscript. 
22. AI-Tahajjud, two parts. 
23. Al-Jam `Al-Saghir Li Ahkäm A1-BashirAl-Nadhir, incomplete, manuscript. 
24. Hadith Al-Ifk. 
25. The Stories, in seven parts, manuscript. 
26. Five parts of incomplete book such as "Man Sabar Zafir-". 
27. Durar Al Athar J Hurüf Al-Mu jam, nine parts. 
28. Al-Dhikr, two parts. 
29. Dhikr Al-Qubi7r, one part. 
30. Dham AI-Riyd', large part. 
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31. Dham A! -Ghibah, huge part. 
32. Rsalat Al-Tawakkul Wa Su'äl Allah (`Azza Wajall), manuscript. 
33. Rsalahfi Al- `Agidah. 
34. Al-Rawdah, four parts. 
35. Al-Durrah A1-Mu4i'ah ft AI-Sirah Al-Nabawyyah, the Prophet Muhammad 
(May Allah send prayers and peace upon him) Biography, large part, 
manuscript. 
36. Al-Sift, two parts. 
37. Al-Saläh min AI-Ahyä' I1ä Al-Amwät, two parts, manuscript. 
38. `Agidah, manuscript. 
39. Al- `Umdah fi Al-Ahkdm Mimmä Ittafaq `Alayh Al-Bukhäri Wa Muslim, printed, 
being the part of the book whose explanation I have edited in "Kashf Al- 
Lithäm Li Sharh `Umdat AI-Ahkäm" in this thesis. 
40. `Umdat AI-Muhaddithin. 
41. Ghuniyt Al-Iluffa-z fi Tahgiq Mushkil Al-Alf?, two volumes. 
42. Al-Faraj, two parts. 
43. Faciä'l AI-Baryyah, four parts. 
44. Facta'1 Al-Ilaj, one part, printed. 
45. Fa4ä'1 Rajab, one part. 
46. Fa4ä'1 Ramadän, one part, manuscript. 
47. Fa4ä'1 A1-Sadagah, one part. 
48. Fac ä'1 `Ashy Dhi Al-Hijjah, one part. 
49. Fa /ä'1 `Umar ibn AI-Khattäb, manuscript. 
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50. Fadä'l Mecca, four parts. 
51. Al-Kamäl fi Ma `rifat Al-Rijäl, covering the narrators of both "Sahib", "Abis 
Däwüd', "Al-Trmidhi', "Al-Nasa T', "Ibn Mäjah", ten parts, manuscript. 
52. Mihnat Al-Imäm Ahmad, three parts, printed. 
53. A1-Mucbäh fi `Uyün Al-Ahadith Al-Sihäh, forty eight parts, manuscript. 
54. Managb Al-Sahabah, many parts, manuscript. 
55. Manägb `Umar ibn `Abdul `Aziz. 
56. Al-Nacii ah J Al-Ad `iyah Al-Sahihah, one part, printed. 
57. Nihäyat Al-Muräd Min Kaläm Khair Al- `Ibäd fi AI-Sunan, incomplete, about 
two hundred parts, manuscript. 
58. Wafat Al-Nabi (May Alläh send prayers and peace upon him), one part. 
59. AI-Yawägit fi AI-Mawäq-it, one volume. 
60. Ahädith Al-Shi `r, printed. 
61. Fawä'd Hassan Wa Maqtal `Uthmän, manuscript. 
62. Parts, manuscript. 
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Section Seven 
Qualities and Ethics 
First: Use of Time: 
He never wasted time. He used to pray Fajr, teach the Holy Qur'an, teach some 
Hadith, then he would perform ablution and pray three hundred Rak'ahs with Fätihah 
and Mu'awwadhtin until Zuhur Prayer (Noon Prayer). He would take a nap and then 
pray Zuhur. Then he would occupy himself with reciting the Holy Qur'dn by heart or 
writing some books till Maghrib. If he was fasting he would break the fast, otherwise 
he would pray from Maghrib to `Ishd'. After `Ishä' he would go to bed and sleep till 
midnight. Then he would get up, as if someone had awakened him, to perform 
ablution and pray till Fajr. He would perform ablution seven or eight times at night. 
He said: "I only enjoy praying when my limbs are wet". Then he would sleep till Fajr. 
That was his daily programme (53). 
His brother A1-Sheikh Al-`Imäd said: "I have never seen a person who was so keen 
not to waste time like my brother. Mahmüd ibn Salämah Al-Täjr Al-Harräni said: "Al- 
Iläfiz `Abdul Al-Ghani was with me in Acbahän. He hardly slept and spent all the 
(sa) night praying, reading and weeping". 
Second: Called for Goodness and Discouraged Abomination: 
Whenever he saw an abomination he would change either by word or deed. He never 
feared anyone except Allah. I saw him once pouring away liquor and the owner drew 
his sword. He did not panic; he held the man's hand and took the sword from him. He 
was very strong and often broke the musical instruments in Damascus. Al-Muwaffaq 
said(55): "Al-Iläfz could never stand to see abomination. Once we took liquor from 
some people and poured it away, and there was a big fight. When my uncle Abü 
`Umar heard that, he was very frustrated and refused to speak to us. When we came to 
(53) Al-Dhahabi, Siyar A'lam Al-Nubalä', op. cit., (21/p452). 
(54) Ibid., (21/p453). 
(55) Ibid., (21/p454). 
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Al-Häfiz he cheered up and agreed with what we did; then he recited the following 
verse from the Holy Qur'än": 
"0 my son! establish regular prayer, enjoin what is just, and forbid what is wrong; 
and bear with patient constancy whatever betide thee; for this is firmness (of purpose) 
in (the conduct of) affairs"(56). 
I heard Abü Bakr ibn Al-Tahhan say (57) : "In Al-Afdal state they kept amusement and 
entertainment facilities at Al-Daraj place. Al-Häfiz came and destroyed many of them. 
Then he went up to read Uadith. The Judge's messenger came and asked him to go 
with him for a debate on musical instruments. He refused and said this was forbidden 
and he would not go there. Then he continued reading Iladith. Again the messenger 
came and said you must go to the Judge because you have destroyed the instruments 
of the ruler. A1-Ili7fq ignored him. The messenger left, we were very scared but no 
one showed up again". 
Third: His Generosity and Kindness: 
He was very generous, kind and open handed. He never saved any money, but spent 
whatever he earned. I heard that he used to go at night in disguise with flour sacks to 
give to the poor, covering his face in order not to be recognized by anybody. He gave 
people clothes that he used to receive, while he kept nothing for himself and his dress 
(58 was patched . 
Sheikh Muwaffaq Al-Din said (59): "Al-Häfiz used to give away whatever he earned 
publicly and secretively. Then he told a story about Al-Iläfiz, saying that he gave 
money to more than one". 
(56) The Holy Qur'an, Sürah (31) Lugmän: Ayah (17). The Holy Qurän (1409/1989) The English 
Translation of the Meanings and Commentary. Translated, Revised and Edited by: `Abullah 
Yüsuf `Ali. Maryland, USA, Amana Corporation, (p1038). 
(57) Al-Dhahabl, SiyarA'lam Al-Nubalä', op. cit., (21/p456). 
(58) Ibid., (21 /p457). 
(59) Ibid. 
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He said(60): I heard Badr ibn Muhammad Al-Jazan saying: "I have never seen such a 
generous man. I used to borrow money to feed the poor. I owed one man, and when 
the payment was due 1 approached the man and said: "How much do I owe you? " He 
said: "Nothing! " I said: "Who paid you? " He said: "someone paid on your behalf'. It 
was Al-Häfiz who asked the man not to disclose it. 
I heard Sulaymän Al-As`ardi sayind 61) : "Al-Afdal ibn $alälh Al-Din sent to Al-Häf? a 
lot of money and wheat. He distributed all". 
I heard Abmad ibn `Abd Allah Al-`Iraqi saying that Manýür Al-Ghadäri said(62): "I 
saw A1-Ijäfiz in Egypt giving up his dinner for three consecutive nights. One day, 
some apricots were sent to the Al-Iläfiz' family as a present. They distributed the 
apricots, and I saw him saying: "Distribute them". Then he recited the following verse 
from the Holy Qur'an": 
"By no means shall ye attain righteousness unless ye give (freely) of that which ye 
love; and whatever ye give, of a truth Allah knoweth it well"(63). 
He received a lot of gold but did not keep anything for his family, until his son Abn 
Al-Fath told me: "While we were in Baghdad my Father gave to everybody, and did 
not keep anything for us"(64) 
Fourth: People's Love for Him: 
Al-Diyä' said(65): "He was loved and praised by all who saw him". Malimild ibn 
Salämah Al-Harräni, in Asbahdn said: "People used to gather in the market to look at 
Al-Häfiz and if he had remained in Asbahän he would have owned it". 
(60) Ibid. 
(61) Ibid. 
(62) Ibid., (21/pp457-458). 
(63) The Holy Qur'dn, Sarah (3) Äli 'Imrän: Ayah (92). The Holy Quran, The English Translation of 
the Meanings and Commentary, op. cit., (p151). 
(64). Al-Dhahabi, SiyarA'lam Al-Nubald', op. cit., (21p/458). 
(65) Ibid., (21/pp456-457). 
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Al-Diyä' said (66): "When he arrived in Egypt we could not walk in the street on 
Fridays because of the large crowd who gathered to be blessed by him". 




When he went to Damascus, he was reading Hadith at Al-Ilanäbilah hall in Damascus 
Mosque after Jum `ah Prayer. People gathered, and he was very tender, which is why 
the people were attracted to him. Banü Al-Zaki, Al-Dawla`I, and the reputed Shäfi`i 
and some Hanbali people of Damascus envied him. So they called on Al-Naýili Al- 
Hanball to speak loudly to disturb him. So they Al-Häfiz changed his speech time to 
after `Acar prayer (67) . 
One day he spoke about his belief. The Judge ibn Al-Zaki and Diyä' Al-Din Al- 
Dawla`i got annoyed. They held a meeting on Monday, Dhi Al-Qa `dah 24,595 AH 
and spoke to him about belief (`Agidah). It was a long debate and he defeated them. 
Barghash (who was the leader of the Castle) said: "You think all these men are wrong 
and you alone are right? " He said: "Yes! " Barghash became furious and ordered him 
to leave the town. After three days he headed to Ba `albak and then to Cairo. He was 
welcomed by Al-Tahhänün where he began to read Vadith. Scholars in Egypt 
protested and wrote to the Minister, Safi Al-Din ibn Shukr, who decided to send him 
into exile in Morocco. But he died before he received the message 
(68). 
Al- Dhahabl told this story, too, in his biography, but more elaborately. Different 
stories were told. Anyone who is interested to read more may refer to Al-Häfiz's 
biography in "Siyar A `1äm Al-Nubalä "'(69). 
(67) Ibn Kathir, op. cit., (8/p543). 
(68) Ibid. 




AI-Häfiz Abü Müsä ibn AI-Häfi; 'Abdul Ghani said (70): "My father was very sick in 
Rabi' Al Awwal to the extent that he could not speak or stand up, and his condition 
worsened within sixteen days. I used to ask him if he wanted anything. He would 
always say that he wanted Heaven, Allah's mercy and nothing else. I brought him hot 
water for ablution at the time of Fajr. He said: "Oh `Abd Allah, pray and be brief'. I 
prayed as Imam of the congregation, and he prayed while he was sitting. I sat at his 
head. He said: "Please read Sarah Yäsin" and so I did. He began Do'ä' (supplication) 
and I said Amin after him. Then I asked him to take the medicine, but he said: 
"Nothing is left except the death! " Then I asked him: "Do you wish for anything? " He 
said: "I am eager to look at Allah's face". Then I asked: "Are you satisfied with me? " 
He said: "Yes, by God! ". Then I asked him if he had a Wasyyah (will)? He said: "No 
one owes me nor do I owe anyone. Then I said: "Advise me! " He said: "I advise you 
to fear Allah and obey Him". Some people came to say goodbye to him. They greeted 
him and he replied. Then they began to talk. He said: "What is this? Remember Allah, 
say there is no God but Allah". When they left he began to worship Allah verbally and 
looked up. I stood up to give a man a book at the mosque. When I returned he was 
already dead. The day was Monday Rabi' Al-Awwal 23,600 AH. The dead body 
remained in the mosque. Next day all the people gathered and we buried him at Al- 
Qarafah. 
That was after fifty nine years, when he was giving people all his knowledge, books 
and valuable letters, obeying Allah, and calling people to the religion. He was buried 
in AI-Qaräfah, in Egypt near Sheikh Abi `Amr ibn Marzüq, May Allah have mercy 
upon him. 




(Author of "Kashf Al-Lithäm Li Sharh `Umdat Al-Ahkäm") 
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Imam Al-Saffärini lived in the twelfth century AH corresponding to the eighteenth 
century. He was born in (1114 AH - 1702 CE) and died in (1188 AH - 1774 CE). He 
lived in Biläd Al-Sham (Syria, Jordan, Palestine and Lebanon) most of this period, 
where he travelled between Sarin, Nablus in Palestine and Damascus which was 
under Ottoman rule. Consequently, we shall study the circumstances in Biläd Al-Shdm 
in this era - all the political, economic, social and scientific aspects - as they played a 
role in the author's life and his academic works. 
First: Political Situation: 
The Arab countries in the eighteenth century were not affected by the endeavors of 
reform that prevailed in the political life of the capital of the Ottoman Caliphate for 
the following reasons: 
1. The state was engaged in reform projects which were targeted inside the 
capital. 
2. The state was engaged in defending its territories within Europe and Iran. 
Many wars took place that hindered development. This was due to defeats, 
which caused lack of care for the states. 
3. The central authority lost its power due to repetitive defeats of the Ottoman 
armies, when Russia's fleet reached the shores of Biläd Al-Sham and the 
French military reached Egypt at the end of the eighteenth century and stopped 
in `Akka's border. 
4. Economic crises that pushed the state to increase taxes on the provinces. 
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These circumstances, in fact, had strengthened local power in all fields. For instance, 
the scholars' board authority managed to obtain many responsibilities, and double 
their wealth and, consequently, their power. The military leaders had played a similar 
role and established strong relationships with craft groups. The Council's clerks and 
local officers of administration had also managed to reinforce their positions. Some of 
them managed to have an impact on the political and social life in the cities of Biläd 
Al-Shäm(71). 
Second: Economic Situation: 
Biläd AI-Sham efficiently participated in trade activities, speculation and land 
exploitation during the eighteenth century. Rulers and masters obtained shares in 
military trade, gave loans to wholesalers and manipulated the market in order to 
promote their reserved wheat and cereal production. 
The economic activity of these groups was carried out through agents or royal 
servants or through competition with town traders and craftsmen. In addition to that, 
economic activities took place through the staff of the councils. This resulted in 
limiting capital accumulation for traders and craftsmen groups, and succeeded in 
hindering investment. 
Trader's and craftsmen's commercial independence was extremely limited due to rank 
(72) that favored special people. 
Third: Social Situation: 
The economic activity had impact on the social nature of dominant groups (rulers and 
masters). Ottoman soldiers united with local society and became a distinguished 
group among the traders and craftsmen. Some traders and craftsmen, on the other 
hand, managed to improve their lives by joining the military establishment, which 
granted them a sort of power in society. 
(71) 'Abdul Ghani `Imäd (1414/1993), Al-Sultah Ft Biläd Al-Sham Fi Al-Qarn Al-Thämin 'Ashar. 18` 
edition, Beirut, Dar Al-Nay's, (p297). 
(72) Ibid., (p302). 
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In spite of the fact that Masters, including landowners or rich people, had played a 
significant role in the state and some Ottoman clerks had mixed with groups of local 
masters, the power of authority remained stronger than the influence of wealth. 
That, in fact, had formed one of the essential aspects of social change, as common 
people experienced a continuous persecution from military staff, in particular, and 
groups of scholars, which led to short-term uprisings that ended without any 
(73) change. 
Fourth: Scientific and Cultural Situation: 
Scientists and scholars had played a significant role in the eighteenth century. A 
number of them played considerable roles that went far beyond their rank or the 
power of their job. High religious ranks were passed on within specific families while 
If td' Establishment emerged and had a deep impact on the town, and families were 
competing to run it. 
The religious establishment was not the only local sector that managed to reinforce its 
power against Ottoman scholars in Biläd AI-Sham, although they handled the religious 
authority, monopolized educational affairs within mosques, schools and offices, and 
looked after cultural development. However, they didn't introduce any changes at that 
stage. As a result of the above, the influence of scholars had increased to the extent 
that they had formed pressure group over the rulers and became an important element 
74) in government stabilityý. 
This is a brief account of Bildd Al-Shdm State in that period. 
(73) Ibid. 
(74) Ibid., (p301). 
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Section Two 
Name and Origins (Ancestry) 
The great Hanbali Imam Al-Saffarini was known as Abü Al-Win or Abü Sulaymän 
or Abü `Abd Allah, Shams Al-Din Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Salim ibn Sulayman 
Al-Safrarini Al-Näblusi Al-Hanbali. His surname is Al-Safrarini, attributed to his 
birth town "Sarin" near Nablus city in Palestine. His school is Hanbali and he is the 
(7s' last of the Ilanbali group in the Nablus area. 
(75) AI-Ghazni, Muhammad Kamdl Al-Din ibn Muhammad Al-`Amiri (1402/1982), Al-Nat Al Akmal 
Liashäb Al-Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal. Damascus, Där Al-Mr, (p301). Ibn Humaid, Muhammad 
ibn `Abd Allah ibn Humaid Al-Najdi (1409/1989), Al-Suhub Al-Wabilah 'Ala 1)arä'h Al- 
Ilanäbilah. 1" edition, Maktabat Al-Imam Ahmad, (p340). Al-Murädi, Muhammad ibn Khalil ibn 
`Ali (1408/1988), Silk Al-Durar Fi A'yän Al-Qarn Al-Thäni 'Ashar. 3`d edition, Beirut, Dar Al- 
Bashä'ir Al-Islämyyah & Dar Ibn ifazm, (4/p31). Al-Jabarti, `Abdul Rat man (1978), 'Ajä'b Al- 
flthdr Fi Al-Tardjm Wa Al-Akhbär. 2nd edition, Beirut, Dar Al Al, (1/p468). Al-Baghdädi, op. cit., 
(6/p340). Al-Zirkli, Khayr Al-Din (1984), Al-A'ldm. 6`" edition, Beirut, Där Al-71m Li Al- 
Maläyyn, (6/p 14). `Omar Rid! Kahlialah, Mu Yam Al-Mu'al fn. Beirut, Dar Ihyd' Al-Turäth Al- 
'Arabi, (8/p262). Al-Tarigi, op. cit., (5/p336). A1-Kittani, Mubammad ibn Ja`far (1421/2000), Al- 
Risälah Al-Musta/rafah Libayän Mashür Kutub Al-Sunnah Al-Mushrrafah. 6`h edition, Beirut, Där 
Al-Bashä'ir Al-Islämyyah, (p98). Al-Kittani, `Abdul Hal ibn 'Abdul Kabis (1402/1982), Fahras 
Al-Fahärs Wa Al-Athbät Wa Mu Yam Al-Ma'aim Wa Al-Mashyakhät Wa Al-Muslsalät. 2"d edition, 
Beirut, Dar Al-Gharb Al-Isldmi, (2/p 1002). 
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Section Three 
Birth, Early Life and the Search for Knowledge 
Al-Saffarini was born in 1114 AH and raised up in one of the Nablus villages named 
SaJrin where he learned the Holy Qur'dn. When he was sixteen years old he 
memorized the Holy Qur än. Then he travelled to Damascus in 1133 AH and lived 
there around five years, during which time he studied and mastered Fiqh, Ocül Al- 
Figh, Hadith, Nahw (Arabic grammar), Fard' 1, Tafsir (interpretation) and all sorts of 
arts. Consequently he obtained many certificates from his scholars. 
It's worth mentioning that Imam Al-Saf arini had received his education and 
knowledge from a number of famous and great scholars in Damascus such as Sheikh 
`Abdul Ghan1 ibn Ismä'l1 Al-Näbulsi Al-Hanafi and Sheikh Al-Islam Abi Al-Ma`äli 
Shams Al-Din Muhammad `Abdul Rahmän Al-Ghazii Al-`Amri. He took Fiqh from 
Abi Al-Tugä `Abdul Qädr Al-Taghlibi, Abi Al-Fadl `Awwäd ibn `Ubayd Allah Al- 
Küri and Abi Al-'Azz Mustafa ibn `Abdul Ijaq Al-Labadi. He took Tafsir and Iladith 
from Abi Al-Faraj `Abdul Rahmän ibn Muhii Al-Din Al-Sulimi Al-Mujalld, Abi Al- 
Majd Mustafa ibn Mutara Al-Suwärl, Al-Shihäb Ahmad ibn `Ali Al-Mannini and 
others. 
In 1148 AH Al-Saff rini performed hajj in Mecca. He had the chance to meet with 
many scholars in Mecca, Medina and other towns and benefit from their wide 
knowledge. He obtained many authorizations from them. 
In a short time, compared with others, Imam Al-Saffarini managed to learn various 
sciences. He taught others and excelled in many topics. 
After that, our author returned to Sarin where he stayed for a while until he moved 
to Nablus and lived there until he passed away. 
It goes without saying that this great Imam - May Allah have mercy upon him - was a 
respectful, grave, religious and wise scholar. His students learned a lot from his 
knowledge and deeply benefited from his wisdom. He taught them the art of dialogue, 
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editing and research. In addition, Al-Saffärini wrote a lot of poetry in the following 
fields: romances, ceremonies, elegies, letters and preaching, besides also being an 
expert in history. 
In short, A1-Saffa. rin1 was a peerless scholar of his era. Nobody after his death was 
able to match him. His works, letters and quotations were of a high standard. 
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Section Four 
His Sheikhs (Scholars) 
Ibn Humaid, in his book "Al-Suhub Al-Wäbilah `Ala Qrd'h Al-Hnäbilah"(76) a 
biography about A1-Saffarin7i, mentioned that Imam Al-Saffarini received his Vadth 
and Fiqh education from a number of respected and great scholars from Mecca, 
Medina, Egypt and Biläd AI-Sham who were mentioned in his authorization of 
Muhammad Murtadä Al-Zabidi such as, the most famous scholar Sheikh `Abdul Qädr 
Al-Taghlibi, Sheikh Mustafa ibn `Abdul Haq Al-Labadi, Sheikh `Awwäd ibn `Ubayd 
AI-Küri, Sheikh Täha ibn Ahmad Al-Labadi, Sheikh Mustafa ibn Al-Sheikh Yüsuf 
Al-Karmi, Sheikh `Abdul Rahim Al-Karml and Häshim Al-Hanbalün. 
Scholars of the Arts were Sheikh `Abdul Ghani Al-Näbulsi, scholar Sheikh Ahmad 
Al-Mannini, Mustafa Al-Bakri, scholar Hämd Afandi Muff Al-Sham, Al-Häfi; 
Muhammad Hayäh Al-Sindi Al-Madani, Sheikh `Abdul Rahmän Al-Mujalld Al- 
Hanafi, Mullä Elyäs Al-Kurdi, scholar Ismä'il Jarräh Al-`Ajlnni, Sheikh Abmad Al- 
Ghazzi Mufti (expounder of the Islamic law) of Al-Shäfi `yyah, his relative Sheikh 
Muhammad Al-Ghazni who was a Muffit after him, Sheikh `Abd Allah Al-Basrawi, 
Sheikh Sultän A1-Mahäsni preacher of the Umayyad mosque and others from whom 
Al-Saff rini had obtained many certificates. 
I will copy a list of his Sheikhs from the authorization that was highlighted by ibn 
Humaid where that biography proves satisfactory. Where not, additions will be made 
from other sources. Moreover, if nothing was mentioned I shall refer to other 
references. Imam Al-Saffarini said in his authorization of Muhammad Murtadä Al- 
Zabidi 7: Know that my great sheikhs are various, such as: 
1. My wise and respectful master Sheikh Abü Al-Tuqa `Abdul Qadr ibn Al- 
Sheikh `Umar ibn A1-Sheikh Abi Taghlib ibn Sälim ibn Muhammad ibn Nag 
ibn A1-Muntaýr ibn `Ali ibn `Uthmän ibn Husain ibn Qäsm ibn Muhammad 
(76) Ibn Humaid, op. cit., (p341). 
(77) Al-Saf -a. rinl, Shams Al-Drn Muhammad ibn Al mad (1425/2004), Thabt Al-Imam Al-Safrini Al- 
Nanbalt Wa Ijazdtuh Li Td fah Min A yän 'Ulmd' `Acrih. 1" edition, Beirut, Dar Al-Bashd'ir Al- 
Islämyyah & Där Al-$iddiq, (p 171). 
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Al-Sudais ibn A1-Sheikh Sa'd Al-Din Al-Taqhlibi A1-Shibäni Al-Hanbali Al- 
Faradi Al-Süfl Al-Qädiri who belongs to Rabiat Al-Furs ibn Nezar, Mufti 
(expounder of the Islamic law) of Al-1janbali people in Damascus. 
I have travelled to meet him and other Sheikhs in Shawwäl 1133 AH and, in 
fact, he granted a special privilege to me. I discussed many books with him 
such as "Dahl Al-Tdlb" for the scholar Imäm Sheikh Mari Al-Karmi, "Al- 
Ignd `" for Sheikh Müsä Al-Hajjäwi, "AI-Jäme ` Al-Saghir" for Al-Jaläl Al- 
Siyüii and several parts of his book "Shark AI-Dalli! ' from which I benefited a 
lot. 
He authorized me, just like the rest of my brothers, to pass on whatsoever he 
had passed on from what they had learnt from trusted sources mentioned in his 
"Thabat" which Sheikh Muhammad Al-Ghazni wrote to him during his life. 
We obtained such authorization in 1135 AH, the year when he passed away 
(78 and was buried at Marj AI-Dahdäh in Damascus . 
The Sheikh had only written "Shark AI-Dal"il" during his life. The book title is 
"Nail Al-M'ärb Fi Sharh DaCI Al-Tälb" by Mari ibn Yüsuf which was printed 
in two parts on Ilanbali Figh(79). 
2. Other scholars are like the great, sober and proficient Sheikh, my master, 
`Abdul Ghani Al-Näbulsl who wrote many books and classifications. He 
granted me an authorization in 1138 AH after I had read "Fourty Hadith" for 
Imam Sharaf Al-Din Al-Nawäwi, "Thuläthiyät Al-Imam Al-Bukhäri ' and 
"Thuläthiydt Al-Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal" may Allah bless him. 
I attended his lesson on the interpretation of "Tafsir A1-Bay4dwi', his "Tafsir" 
and attended some of other lessons on the books of Sufism. He gave me 
authorization to pass on whatsoever he had himself passed on, and he gave me 
all his known classifications which were more than three hundred books on 
(78) Ibid., (p172). 
(79) Al-Zirkli, op. cit., (4/p41). 
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various sciences and arts, each of which was in one, two or three volumes, as 
he told me in his authorization (80 . 
His biography is as follows: Sheikh `Abdul Ghani ibn Ismä'il ibn `Abdul 
Ghani Al-Näbulsi was, also, a poet, a scholar of religion, literature and Sufism. 
He was born and raised in Damascus in 1050 AH. He travelled to Baghdad, 
Palestine, Lebanon, Egypt, Ilijäz and then came back to Damascus where he 
passed away in 1143 AH. Sheikh `Abdul Ghani had many classifications such 
as: "Al-Ilac/rah Al-Unsiyah Fi Al-Rihlah Al-Qudsiyah", "Ta `ter AI-Anäm Fi 
Ta `bir Al-Manäm", "Dhakhä'ir Al-Mawärith Fi Al-Dilälah 'Ala Mawäd ` Al- 
(81) Ahädith" and other books. 
3. The religious and simple Sheikh `Abdul Rahmän ibn Muhii Al-Din Al-Sulymi 
Al-Hanafi - May Alläh have mercy upon him - was, also, one of Al-Saffarini s 
scholars, known as Al-Mujalld Al-Dimashgi. He was born in Damascus after 
1030 AH and was very keen on learning from a group of Damascus scholars. 
After that, he worked as a teacher in Umayyad Mosque and was known for 
patience and politeness, and many learners benefited a great deal from his 
wide knowledge. He died in 1140 AH(82). 
4. One of my greatest Sheikhs was Sheikh Al-Mullä Elyäs ibn Ibrähim ibn 
Däwüd ibn Khidr Al-Kurdi A1-Kuräni, who was a Shäfi`i scholar, who had 
been educated in his country and came to Damascus in 1070 AH where he 
taught people and made his knowledge available to them. He visited Al-Quds 
(Jerusalem) and performed hajj, and lived nearby Medina. 
He wrote a number of books such as: "Al-Jam `Al-Qacir" which is a summary 
of "AlJm `Al-Saghir" for Imäm Al-Siyütt, "Iläshiyah `Ala Jam Al-Jawäm , ", 
"Ildshiyah `Ald Shari Isaghügi' and other books. He died in Damascus in 
(83) 1138 AH. 
(80) Al-Saff`arini, op. cit., (p172). 
(81) Al-Murädi, op. cit., (3/p30). Al-Zirkll, op. cit., (41p32). 
(82) Al-Murädi, op. cit., (21p327). Al-Safraarini, op. cit., (p172). 
(83) Al-Saff`arini, op. cit., (p175). Al-Zirkli, op. cit., (2/p8). 
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5. One of my greatest scholars, also, was Imüm Sheikh `Abdul Saläm ibn 
Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn Muhammad, known as Al-Kämill, Al-Shäfi`i, Al- 
Dimashgi, who was born in Damascus after 1080 AH and was educated by his 
father and other scholars there. He travelled to Egypt and performed hajj. He 
was an expert in Nahw (Arabic grammar), Ocül Al-Fiqh and Al-Ma `dnT Wa Al- 
Bayän (eloquence). He passed away in 1147 AH(84). 
6. One from whom I most benefited was Sheikh Ismä'il ibn Al-Sheikh 
Muhammad Jarräli ibn `Abdul Hädi ibn `Abdul Ghani ibn Jarräh Al-Jarräbi 
A1-`Ajlüni Al-Dimashgi, Abn Al-Fida', who was the greatest Imäm of tladith 
of his era. He was born in `Ajlün in 1087 AH and was raised up in Damascus. 
He wrote many books like: "Kashf Al-Khafä' Wa Muzil AI-Ilbäs `Ammd 
Ishtuhir Min Al-Ahädith 'Ald Alsinat AI-Näs" in two volumes, "AI-Fayd Al- 
Järi Fi Sharh Sahih Al-Bukhäri' in eight volumes but which he did not 
complete, " Iqd AI-Jawhar AI-Thamin" and other books. He died in Damascus 
in 1162 AH. 
He was teaching Hadith in Qubbat AI-Nisr in Umayyad Mosque 
(85) and I had 
been attending his class for five years during the months of Rajab, Sha'bdn 
and Rama /än along with revising "Shurüh Al-Bukhäri" such as Sharh Al-Ijäfiz 
Ibn tlajar Al-`Asgaläni, Sharh Al-Badr Al-'Aini, Sharh Al-Karmäni, Sharh 
Al-Zarkashi, Sharh AI-Barmäwi and others. I also, discussed many books with 
him such as "Thuläthiyät AI-Bukhäri", "Thuläthiyät Al-Imäm Ahmad' and 
'(86) many other books that were stated in "Thabt Al-Imam Al-Safja-rini. 
7. In addition to them, the honorable scholar Imam Sheikh Ahmad ibn `Ali ibn 
`Umar ibn Sälh Shihäb Al-Din, Abu Al-Najab Al-Manini Al-Taräbulsi. He 
was born in Manin in 1089 AH and grew up in Damascus. Sheikh Ahmad, 
also, wrote a number of books such as: "Al-Fath Al-Wahbi Fi Sharh Tärikh Al- 
`Utbi' in two volumes, "Al-I `1äm Bi Fadd'1 A1-Sham", "Fath Al-Qarib" which 
explains the prophet's (May Allah send prayers and peace upon him) 
(84) Al-Saff rini, op. cit., (p176). Al-Murädi, op. cit., (3/p25). 
(85) Qubbat Al-Nisr had a prerequisite that the most knowledgeable in Damascus teach there. 
(86) Al-Safra. rini, op. cit., (p178). Al-Zirkli, op. cit., (1/p325). 
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characteristics and "AI-Farä'id A1-Sanyyah Fi A1-Fawä'd AI-Nalawyyah". He 
also composed much good poetry, and passed away in Damascus in 1172 AH. 
I attended his lessons on "Sahib Al-Bukhäri' and "Shark Manzumatih Li Al- 
Khacä'c Al-Sughrä Li Al-Häfiz Al-Siyü4' besides reading many books on him 
such as "Shark Jani' Al-Jawam' " for Al-Jaläl Al-Mahal , "Shark Käfyat ibn 
Al-Häjb" for Al-Mullä Rim!, "Shark Al-Qatr" for Al-Fäkihi, "Al-Bukhäri " and 
its explanation of Al-Qaslalläni. He authorized me to pass on whatever he 
wrote or had himself passed onn87 . 
8. Among my scholars was the great, wise Imam, Sheikh Mustafa ibn `Abdul 
Iiaq Al-Labadi Al-Näbulsi Al-Hanbali. Al-Labadi is said to have come from 
Kaiar Al-labad, one of Nablus's Mountain villages. He came from his city 
Nablus in 1111 AH and lived in Damascus where he learned from scholars. He 
excelled in Fiqh and A1-Farä'id. Moreover, he was pious, humble and of good 
character. Finally, he died in 1153 AH in Damascus. 
I accompanied the great Sheikh and discussed many issues with him. I also, 
managed to obtain an authorization to to pass on whatsoever he wrote or had 
himself passed on(88). 
9. Another scholar of mine was Sheikh `Awwäd ibn `Ubayd ibn `Äbd Al-Kün 
Al-Ijanbali, born in Kür and who came to Damascus to learn from its scholars 
and accordingly became an expert in Math, Fiqh, Al-Farä'icl and Al-Usicl. Al- 
Knri is said to have come from Kür, one of Näblus's mountain villages. He 
preached in the Umayyad mosque. Many people attended his preaching. He 
authorized me to to pass on whatever he wrote or had himself passed on. He 
died in Damascus in 1168 AH(89). 
10. Sheikh Ahmad Al-Ghazzi. I attended his class in "Sahib Al-Bukhäri" and, also, 
attended his teaching in the Umayyad Mosque several times, particularly his 
(87) A1-Saff`arini, op. cit., (p182). Al-Zirk17i, op. cit., (1/p181). 
(88) A1-Saffarini, op. cit., (p186). Ibn Humaid, op. cit., (p469). Al-Murädi, op. cit., (4/p184). 
(89) Al-Safiarini, op. cit., (p153). Ibn IIumaid, op. cit., (p325). Al-Ghazni, op. cit., (p287). 
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seminars with scientists and scholars from different schools of Fiqh. He used 
to respect me; therefore, I was invited to sit with great scholars, although I was 
a student at that time. He died in 1143 AH(90). 
11. Sheikh Muhammad Al-Ghazni, kin of Sheikh Ahmad A1-Ghazni after whom 
he took over If a'. I discussed "Shark A at Al- `Iraqi' in Mustalah Al-Hadith 
for Al-Qädi Zakaryyä, "Sunan AbT Däwfcd' and others. I obtained a detailed 
authorization from him(91). 
His full name is Sheikh Muhammad ibn `Abdul Ralimän ibn Zayn Al-`Abdin 
Al-`Amri Al-Ghazni Al-Shäfi`i, Abü Al-Ma`äli Shams Al-Din. He was a 
historian. He was born in Damascus in 1096 AH and was Al-Shäfi`yyah Mufti 
(expounder of Islamic law). He wrote "Diwan AI-Islam" a brief history of 
kings and scholars, "Taräjm Liba'cd Rijäl AI-Hadith" a biography of some men 
of Iladith, "La; ä'if Al-Minnah Fi Fawä'id Khidmat Al-Sunnah", as well as 
some poetry. He passed away in 1167 AH in Damascus(92). 
12. Another great scholar of whom Damascus was proud, Sheikh `Abd Alläh ibn 
Zayn Al-Din ibn Ahmad known as Al-Ba$rawi, AI-Shäfi`i Al-Dimashgi, was 
born in Constantinople, capital of the Caliphate in 1097 AH. He was a 
successful historian having a wide knowledge in various sciences, particularly 
Al-Farä'k1. People used to go to him to get explanation for fatwa (formal 
juristic opinion) and different issues. He passed away in 1170 AH in 
(93) Damascus. 
13. Among the scholars I learned from was Sheikh Müsa ibn As'ad ibn Yahyä ibn 
Abi Al-Saf ' Al-Mal äsni, who grew up in an educated family and travelled to 
Constantinople in his youth and then came back to Damascus. He taught many 
books in the Damascus mosque, also writing some books such as "Dhakhirat 
(90) Al-Saffarini, op. cit., (p187). 
(91) Ibid., (p188). 
(92) AI-Zirkli, op. cit., (6/p 197). 
(93) A1-Saff`arini, op. cit., (p188). A1-Murädl, op. cit., (3/p86). 
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Al-Muhtc j Wa Al-Faqir Fi Nazm Al-Tanwir" in Fiqh, "Naze: Matn Al-Talkhis" 
in Al-Ma ad (significations). He passed away in 1173 AH(94). 
14. One of my respected scholars is Sheikh Mustafa ibn Suwär ibn Mqtafä who is 
known as ibn Suwär A1-Shäfi`i Al-Dimashq-t. After reading "Sahib Al-Imam 
Muslim" with him, he granted me an authorization to pass on whatsoever 
belongs to him including various mental and translated sciences. Ibn Suwär 
was born in Damascus in 1072 AH and educated by a number of its great 
scholars. He excelled in Fiqh and different sciences, and was known for his 
good morals, kindness, asceticism, patience and unselfishness. He passed 
away in 1144 AH in Damascus(95 . 
15. Sheikh Muhammad ibn Khalil ibn `Abdul Ghani Al-`Aglüni Al-Dimashqi Al- 
Ja`fari Al-Azhari. He was born in `Ain Jannah in `Aglün in 1060 AH. Then he 
lived in Damascus and died there in 1148 AH. Al-`Aglüni was one of Al- 
Shäfi `yyah's scholars who studied IHadith and granted us an authorization(96). 
16. One of my scholars was Sheikh Taha ibn Ahmad Al-Labdi Al-Näbulsi. Al- 
Labdi is said to have come from Kafar Labd, one of Nablus's villages. Many 
scholars borrowed knowledge from him, such as Sheikh Muhammad Al- 
Saf%rini. He died in 1175 AH(97). 
17. Sheikh Mustafa ibn Al-Sheikh Ynsuf Al-Karmi. 
18. Sheikh `Abdul Rabim Al-Karmi. 
19. Sheikh Häshim Al-Hanbali. 
20. Sheikh Muhammad A1-Sa1fiti98). 
(94) Al-SaTarini, op. cit., (p189). Al-Zirkli, op. cit., (71p320). 
(95) Al-Saffärini, op. cit., (p190). Al-Murädi, op. cit., (4/p218). 
(96) Al-Saffärini, op. cit., (p191). Al-Zirkli, op. cit., (6/p117). 
(97) Al-Saffärini, op. cit., (p192). Ibn Humaid, op. cit., (p181). 
(98) Al-Saf -arini, op. cit., (p192). I have not found any biography for the above four Sheikhs in any 
biographies. 
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21. Sheikh Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Sharaf Al-Din Al-Khalili Al-Shäfi`i 
Al-Qädiri, who was born in Al-Khalil (Hebron) in Palestine and moved to 
Egypt to learn from its scholars in addition to studying Hadith. He came back 
to his town. Then he lived in Al-Quds (Jerusalem) and passed away there in 
1147 AH. It was said that he was respected by people and his prayers were 
accepted. He wrote a short book named "Thabt"(99). 
22. One of my famous and much appreciated scholars was Sheikh Mu§tafä ibn 
Kamäl Al-Din ibn `Ali Al-Bakri Al-Saddigi Al-Khalwati Al-Hanafi Abü Al- 
Mawähb who was born in Damascus in 1099 AH, moved to Al-Quds 
(Jerusalem) and visited Halab (Aleppo), Baghdad, Egypt, Constantinople and 
Al-, V Uaz. He passed away in Egypt in 1162 AH. He wrote many books, such 
as the large volume "Majmü' Rasä'il Rahlätah", "AI-Siyüf AI-Hidäd Fi A'näq 
AN Al-Zandaqat Wa AI-Ilhäd', "AI-Dhakhirah Al-Mähiyah Li AI-Äthäm Fl Al- 
Salät 'Ald Khayr AI-Anäm" and many others. I had discussed some of them 
such as "AI-MP `räj", "Al-Mawlid', "Al-Wird' and many others of his works. I 
obtained an authorization from him('°). 
23. Sheikh Hämd ibn `Ali ibn Ibrahim Al-`Imädä Al-Dimashgi Al-Ijanafi, for 
whom I read "Al-Iladith Al-Musalsal Bi Al-Awwalyyah", some of "Thuläthiyät 
Al-Imam Ahmad' and "Thuläthiyät Al-Imam AI-Bukhäri" in 1148 AH. The 
great Sheikh was born in Damascus in 1103 AH. 
He was a scholar in Fiqh, Farä'k/ and literature, took over AI-Iftä' in 
Damascus for thirty four years and wrote many books such as: "Al-Fatäwä" in 
two large volumes, which, Muhammad Amin ibn `Abidin had revised and 
named "Al- `Uqüd Al-Durryyah Fi Tangih Al-Fatäwä Al-Hämidyyah", "AI-Dur 
Al-Mustatäb Fi Muwäfgät ibn Al-Khattäb Wa Abi Bakr Wa Abi Turäb, Wa 
Tarjamatihm Ma ` 'Iddah Min Al-Ashäb' and "AI-Tafsil Bayn Al-Tafsir Wa Al- 
Ta'wil". He died in Damascus in 1171 AH. (1°1). 
(99) Ibid. Al-Zirkli, op. cit., (7/p66). 
(100) Al-Safrarinl, op. cit., (p192). AI-Zirkll, op. cit., (7/p239). 
(101) Al-SafiarinI, op. cit., (p193). Al-ZirklI, op. cit., (2/p162). 
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24. Sheikh Muhammad Ijayät ibn Ibrähim AI-Sindi Al-Madani Al-Ijanafi, was 
born in AI-Sind and moved to Tastur ground of Biläd Al-Sind, then travelled to 
Al-Haramain Al-Shrifain and stayed in Medina where he passed away in 1163 
AH, and was buried in Al-Bag! '. 
I learned from him "Al-Hadith Al-Musalsal Bi Al-Awwlyyah". Moreover, I had 
read the first of "Al-Kutub Al-Sittah" and others by him. He wrote many books 
such as: "Shark Al-Trghib Wa Al-Tarhib for Al-Mundhiri" in two volumes, 
"Muqaddimah Fi Al-Agä'd', "Tuhfat AI-Muhibbin" in explaining "Al-Arba'n 
Al-Nawawyyah", "Shark Al-Ilikam Al- `Atä'yyah" and other books( lo2ý. 
25. Sheikh Muhammad Al-Dagqäq Al-Maghribi Al-Fäsi Al-Mälki Abü `Abd 
Allah Shams Al-Din, lived in Medina where he was educated by its scholars. 
Al-Dagqäq taught in Al-Haram Al-Nabawi - the prophet's (May Allah send 
prayers and peace upon him) mosque - and many people benefitted from him. 
He passed away in Medina and was buried in Al-Bagi ` in 1158 AHý'o3ý. 
A1-Saffärini said that he had also learned from many other scholars who were not 
t 104ý. 
well-known, this is why he had not mentioned their names 
(102) AI-Saffarinl, op. cit., (p193). Al-Murädi, op. cit., (4/p34), AI-Zirkli, op. cit., (6/p111). 
(103) Al-Saffärinl, op. cit., (p194). Al-MurädI, op. cit., (4/p122). 




The great Imam Al-Saffärini taught a considerable number of people, who benefited a 
lot from his knowledge and wisdom. Below are some of those who were mentioned in 
some biographies and in his "Thabt": 
1. Scholar Muhammad Murtadä. ibn Muhammad ibn Muhammad `Abdul Razzäq 
A1-Ilusaini Al-Zabidi Abü Al-Faid - surnamed Murtadä - who came from 
Wäst in Iraq. He was born in India in Bilgräm in 1145 AH, brought up in 
Zabid in Yemen. After that, he travelled to AI-, Uy z and stayed in Egypt where 
he passed away in 1205 AH because of pestilence. 
Many kings from various countries wrote to him, such as Al-Ilijäz, India, 
Yemen, Sham, Iraq, Morocco, Turkey, Sudan and Algeria kings. Murtadä 
wrote many books such as: "Täj Al- `Arils Fl Sharh Al-Qämzis" in ten volumes, 
"Ithaf Al-Sädah AI-Muttagin Fi Sharh Ihyä' `Ulüm AI-Din" for Al-Ghazäli in 
('os) ten volumes, "Asänid AI-Kutub Al-Sittah" and many others. 
2. Sheikh `Abdul Qädr ibn Khalil ibn `Abd Allah Al-RUmi Al-Madani -known as 
Kadak Zädah- was born and raised in Medina in 1140 AH. He learned the 
Holy Qur'an by heart and was educated by many of Medina's scholars and its 
visitors. He travelled to Egypt, Yemen and Al-Quds (Jerusalem) and passed 
away in 1187 AH(lo6ý 
3. Muhammad Shäkr ibn `Ali ibn Sa'd ibn `Ali ibn Sälim Al-`Umrl -known as 
Al-`Agqäd and ibn Muqaddam Sad-. He was born in Damascus in 1157 AH 
and his father was Hanbali who then became Ijanafi (the names of two Islamic 
schools of Fiqh). From early childhood, he started teaching and in dedication 
to him Ibn `Abidin classified his book "`Uqüd Al-La'al Fi Al-Asänid Al- 
`Awäli' which is connected to Sheikh Muhammad Shäkr Muqaddam Sa'd Al- 
(105) Al-Saffarini, op. cit., (p81). Al-Zirkli, op. cit., (7/p70). 
(106) A1-SaMrini, op. cit., (p81). 
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`Umn and contains biographies of his scholars. He passed away in 1222 
AH0io7). 
4. The respected, poet and Fagih Sheikh Muhammad Zaytün ibn Hasan ibn 
Hashem Al-Hanbali Al-Ja`fari Al-Näblusi, who was born and grew up in 
Nablus in 1156 AH. Sheikh Muhammad was educated by his father, scholar 
Sheikh Muhammad Al-Saffärinl and others. He travelled to Damascus to study, 
and then returned to Näblus where he taught, and he died in 1228 AH(1°8 . 
5. Sheikh `Uthmän ibn Sheikh Muhammad Al-Ruhbäni Al-Hüräni Al-Hanbali 
Al-Athrt -from Ruhbän- who travelled to Damascus, Cairo and then Sarin 
where he met with Imam A1-Saffarini and spent seven months with him 
learning various kinds of arts. Finally, Imam Al-Saffarini had authorized him 
to pass on whatsoever he had himself passed on. Then he travelled to 
Damascus once more(109). 
6. Sheikh Kamäl Al-Din Muhammad ibn Muhammad Sharif ibn Shams Al-Din 
Muhammad ibn `Abdul Rahmän Al-Ghazni Al-`Amri Al-Husaini Al-Siddigi, 
Abü Al-Fadl. The great Sheikh wrote a famous valuable book called "Al-Nat 
Al-Akmal L'ash b Al-Imam Ahmad ibn Ilanbaf' which includes a biography 
of Imam Al-Safrarini and he introduced his biography saying 110 ): 
"Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Salim ibn Sulaymän, known as Al-Safrarini was 
born in Sarin, our Sheikh and great Imam". 
Sheikh Kamäl Al-Din was a historian and author. He was born in Damascus in 
1173 AH where he took over If ä' Al-Shaft `yyah and he passed away there in 
1214 AH. 
He composed valuable poetry and books such as: "Al-Tazkirah AI-Kamälyyah" 
in twenty chapters, named "Al-Dur Al-Maknün Wa Al Jamal Al-Masün Min 
Farä'id Al- `Uhim Wa Fawä'ed Al-Funzin", "Al-Mawrd Al-Uns! Fi Tarjamat 
(107) Al-Saff`arini, op. cit., (p293). Al-Zirkli, op. cit., (6/p156). 
(108) Al-Safrarinl, op. cit., (p305). 
(109) Ibid., (p327). 
(110) Al-GhazzI, op. cit., (p301). 
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Al-Sheikh 'Abdul Ghani Al-Näbulsi' and "Al-Nat Al-Akmal L'aýhäb Al-Imüm 
. 
(l Ahmad ibn Hanbal" which I mention before11ý 
7. Sheikh Mqtafä ibn Sa'd ibn `Abduh, known as Al-Siyüti, Al-Ruhaybäni Al- 
Dimashgi. He was born in Ruhaybah village in 1160 AH and moved to 
Damascus where he took over Ifld' for Al-Hanäbilah in 1212 AH and he 
passed away there in 1243 AH. 
He wrote some books like: "Matälb Uti Al-Nuhd FT Sharh Ghäyat Al- 
Muntahä" in six volumes, "Tuhfat Al- `Ubbäd Fimä Fi AI-Yawm Wa Al-Laylat 
Min Al-Awrdd' which he collected from "Al-Ucül AI-Sittah" and "Tahrirät Wa 
Fatäwä" in one volume(l12). 
8. Sheikh Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Khayrulläh, Abü Al-Fadl 
Safti Al-Din Al-Ijanafi Al-Athari Al-Husaini Al-Bukhäri. He was born in 
Bukhara in 1154 AH and stayed in Nablus in Palestine where he died in 1200 
AH because of pestilence. He wrote "Al-Qawl Al-Jar' biography of Ibn 
13) Taimyah. Al-Saffrini authorized him to pass on whatsoever related to him(' . 
9. Sheikh Sulaymän ibn Yahyä ibn `Umar Al-Husaini Al-Zabidi Abü Al- 
Mahäsin A1-Ahdal, who was the Great scholar in Uadi-th in Yemen. He was 
born in 1137 AH in Zabid and wrote "Washi Hbr AI-Samar Fi Shay' Min 
Ahwäl AI-Safar" which mentioned most scholars Sheikh Sulaymän met with 
during his life. Imam Al-Saffarint authorized him to pass on whatsoever he 
had himself passed on. He passed away in 1197 AH(' 14) 
10. Sheikh `Abdul Khälq ibn `Ali ibn Muhammad Al-Mizjäji Al-Zabidi, reciter of 
the Holy Qurän and Hadith scholar from Zabid in Yemen. He wrote "Nuzhat 
Riyäd Al-Ijazah Al-Mustatäbah" and "Fach Al-Bari Bisharh Nazm A1-Daräri'. 
(111) Al-Zirk1Y, op. cit., (7/p70). 
(112) Ibid., (7/234). 
(113) A1-Safrarini, op. cit., (p216). Al-Zirkli, op. cit., (6/p15). 
(114) Al-Saffärini, op. cit., (p216). Al-Zirkli, op. cit., (3/p138). 
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He obtained an authorization from Imam Al-Saffarini to pass on whatsoever he 
had himself passed on. He passed away in 1201 AH in Mecca(' 15). 
(115) Al-Safiarini, op. cit., (p216). Al-Zirkll, op. cit., (31p292). 
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Section Six 
His Appreciation and Recognition by Other Scholars 
A considerable number of contemporary and subsequent great and important scholars 
have praised Imam A1-Saffarini. For instance, the aforesaid student Al-Kamäl Al- 
Ghazzi author of "Al-Nat Al-Alanal L'a$bdb Al-Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbaf' said in his 
introduction to Imam Al-Saffarinii "6): 
"He is a great scholar of superior knowledge who wrote many distinguished books 
and classifications that cover many aspects of science. He is successful at revision and 
research into the roots of issues and is an authoritative source of debatable topics". 
At the end of his biography, he described him by saying0'n: "In brief, Al-Safrarini is 
incomparable with other scholars of his era. He is a religious, wise, gentle and kind 
man who is conversant with people's life and problems". 
Moreover, his contemporary student, the scholar Murtadä Al-Zabtdi author of "Täj Al- 
`Arüs F Sharh Al-Qämüs" described Imam Al-Saffärini by saying '8 : "Our great, 
skilful, ascetic scholar Sheikh Al-Saffarini". 
People who came after Al-Saff-arini like `Abdul Rahmän ibn Sulaymän Al-Ahdal 
described him as(119): "Great Imam in Iladith of Biläd Al-Sham". In his book " `Ajä'b 
Al-Äthdr F1 Al-Taräjm Wa Al-Akhbär" Al-Jabrti said(120): "Imam Al-Safrarini was a 
skilful speaker, ascetic respectful, generous and religious man loved by everyone". 
In addition, Ibn humid Al-Najd1 has described him in "AI-Suhub AI-Wäbilah `Ala 
Drä'h AI-Handblah" by sayings 121 : "great, perfect and superior scholar of good 
morals and wide knowledge and experience. A religious, honest, generous, kind- 
hearted man who always helps and shares with others". 
(116) Al-Ghazni, op. cit., (p301). 
(117) Ibid., (p303). 
(118) Al-Saff`arinl, op. cit., (p9). 
(119) Al-Kittänl, `Abdul Hai, op. cit., (2/p 1002). 
(120) Al-Jabarti, op. cit., (1/p468). 
(121) Ibn IIumaid, op. cit., (p340). 
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Last but not least, Al-Kittäni said in his book "Fahras Al-Fahärs" 122) : "Imam Al- 
Saffärini is the scholar of Biläd Al-Sham who is considered one of the most famous 
memorizers of Hadith in twelfth century as he collected, classified, wrote and 
published a lot of books and scientific studies and was authorized by different 
countries like Egypt, Yemen and Hy z". 




Imam Al-Safrarini left a true academic treasure that includes various kinds of 
religious sciences, some of which are in several volumes and others are in one volume 
or are short studies. 
The author of "Mu jam Muinnfa-t Al-Hanäblah"(123) has traced most of Al-Saffärini s 
works which are as follows: 
1. Al-Ajwibah Al-Najdyyah `an Al-As'ilah Al-Najdyyah. 
2. Al-Ajwibah Al-Wahbyyah `an Al-As'ilah Al-Zu `byyah. 
3. Al-Buhür AI-Zäkhirah `an `Ulüm AI-Äkhirah, manuscript. 
4. Tahbir Al-Wad Fi STrat AI-Mustafa-. 
5. Tuhfat Al-Nussäk Fi Fadl Al-Siwäk. 
6. AI-Tahgiq Fl Bullän Al-Ta Jq. 
7. Ta `ziyat Al-Labib Bi Ahabb Habib. 
8. Thabt, printed. It includes his Sheikhs and students. I used it as a reference in 
introducing A1-Saffärini, his Sheikhs and students. 
9. Al-Jawäb Al-Muharrar `an Hä1 Al-Khadir Wa Al-Iskandar. 
10. Al-Dur A1-Manthür Fi Fa41 Yaum `Äshtar Al-Ma'thür. 
11. Al-Dur Al-Munzzm Fi Fadl Shahrillah Al-Muharram. 
12. Al-Durar AI-Ma cnü `ät Fi Al-Ahädith Al-Maw h `ät, manuscript. 
13. Al-Durrah Al-Mudyyah Fi `Aqd Ahli AI-Firgat Al-Marcdyyah. 
(123) Al-Tarigi, op. cit., (5/p337). 
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14. Risalah Fi Bayün AI-Thalälh WW'a Al-Sab 1n Firqah Wa Al-Kalam `Alayhä. 
15. Risalah Fl Bayän Kufr TärkAl-, Saläh. 
16. Risalah Fi Dham Al-Waswäs. 
17. Risalah Fi Fadl Al-Faqir Al-Säbr `Ala A1-Ghanii Al-Shäkr. 
18. Sawitte ` AI-Athär Al-Atharyyah Bi Sharh AI-Durrah Al-Mudyyah, also known 
as: Lawä'ih Al-Anwär Al-Bahyyah Wa Sawäte `Al-Asrär Al-Atharyyah F `Aqd 
Ali Al-Firqah AI-Maralyyah, which is an explanation of his poem in `Agidah 
named as: "Al-Saffa-rinyyah", printed in two volumes. 
19. Explanation of Thuläthiyät Musnad Al-Imäm Ahmad, the name of the book is: 
Nufath Al-Sadr Al-Mukamad Bi Sharh Thuläthiyät Al-Musnad, which reaches 
to 363 Iiadith, printed in two volumes. 
20. Shark Dalil Al-Talb Fi AI-Furz7', was not completed. Dalil Al-Tälb by Sheikh 
Mari Al-Karma. 
21. Shark Faciä'il Al-A `mal. Fadä'il Al-A `mäl by Al-Diyä' Al-Magdisi. 
22. Shark Manzümat Al-Kabä'ir, which is named: Daräri Al-Dhakhä'ir Shark 
Manzümat Al-Kabä'ir. 
23. `Arf AI-Zarnab Fl Shan Al-Sayydah Zaynab. 
24. Ghidhd' Al-Albäb Fl Sharh Manzümat Al-Adäb, printed in two volumes. 
25. Qar `Al-Siyät Fl Qam `Ahli Al-Liwät. 
26. Al-Qawl Al- `Ar F`i Sharh Athar Amir Al-Mu'minin `At, printed. 
27. Kashf Al-Lithäm Li Shari `Umdat AI Ahkäm. `Umdat AI-Ahkdm by Al-Häf; 
`Abdul Ghani, a manuscript in two volumes. It is this book from which I 
edited AI-Buyrü ` section in this thesis. 
28. Al-Lum `ah Fi Fadä'ii AI-Jum `ah. 
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29. Lawägh Al-Afkär Al-Sanyyah, an explanation of Man; mat Al-Imäm Al-Häfiz 
Abi Bakr ibn Abi Däwüd Al-Hä'yyah, one volume. 
30. M'ärj Al-Anwar Fi Sirat Al-Nabi AI-Mukhtär, an explanation of Nünyyat Al- 
, dar, cari, in two volumes. 
31. Al-Mulch Al-Gharämyyah Sharh Manz mat Ibn Farah Al-Lämyyah, printed. 
32. Muntakhab Al-Zuhd for Imam Ahmad. 
33. Natä'ij AI-Alkär Fl Sharh Hadith Sayyd AI-Istighf r, printed. 
34. Nazm AI-Khasä'ii Al-Wägi `ah Fi Al-Ignä `. 
35. He has also many fatäwd (formal juristic opinions) that could be collected in 
many volumes. 
36. He has correspondence, sermons and romance related poetry. 
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Section Eight 
Qualities and Ethics 
In mentioning his ethics, his student Al-Kamäl Al-Ghazni described Al-Saffärint in 
his book "A1-Na `t Al Akmal L'as iäb Al-Imam Ahmad ibn 1Yanbal" by saying (124 : 
Imdm Al-Saffarint - May Allah have mercy upon him - was a great, respectful and 
religious scholar of good morals. He used to talk to people and educate them all the 
time so that they could to avail themselves of his knowledge. He was an honest brave 
man who spoke the truth, whatsoever it may have cost. 
Al-Safrarini was an ascetic person, and someone always seeking to own academic 
books, as he was quoted as saying: "I'm in need of academic books". He was very 
generous, and spent all his money on the welfare of the public. 
Ibn humid Al-Najdi said in his book "AI-Suhub Al-Wäbilah `Ala Drä'lz Al- 
Hanäbilah"(125): Imäm Al-Saffarini was an intelligent scholar, skilful in collecting and 
classifying various sciences. He was also a gentle and religious scholar who used to 
fast, and to pray regularly to the extent that he used to pray sixty Rak`ahs every night. 
(124) A1-Ghazzi, op. cit., (p302). 




Imam A1-Saff-arini -may his soul rest in peace- passed away on Monday, eighth of 
Shawal 1188 AH in Nablus. His funeral was performed in AI-Jam ` AI-Kabir and he 
(126) was buried in Al-Zärkanyyah grave. 
The peerless scholar had left us, leaving, a deep emptiness in people's lives and hearts. 
May Allah have mercy upon him. 
(126) Al-Jabarti, op. cit., (1/p470). Al-Murädi, op. cit., (4/p32). A1-Ghazzi, op. cit., (p306). Ibn 
Humaid, op. cit., (p342). Al-KittänT, `Abdul Hat, op. cit., (2/p1004). 
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Chapter Three 
A study of 
"Kashf Al-Lithccm Li Sharh `Umdat Al-Ahkäm" 
The chapter comprises seven sections: 
Section One The Book Title and its Attribution to the Author 








The Book's Significance 
The Author's Approach 
A Comparison of Kitäb Al-Buy ` With Other 
Similar Works 
The Author's Sources 




The Book Title and its Attribution to the Author 
First: Book Title: 
The book title has been referred to in three different ways as follows: 
1. "Kashf A1-Lithdm Li Sharh `Umdat Al Ahkc m" the name which the author 
used and mentioned at the end of the book, when he wrote: "Al-Hamdu Lilläh 
Ta'dld and May Allah's peace be upon his great prophet, his family and 
companions (May Allah be pleased with them). This book in which I 
explained `Umdat AI-Ahkäm by Imam AI-Häfiz Abt `Abd Allah `Abdul Ghani 
Al-Magdisi Al-Jammä'ili and which I named "Kashf Al-Lithdm Li Sharh 
`Umdat Al-Abkam", was read completely to me by Muhammad Zaytün Al- 
Hanball"127). 
2. "Kashf Al-Lithäm Sharh `Umdat AI-Ahkäm" the name which had been 
mentioned by the author of "Mu jam Musnnfat AI-Hanäblah"( 128) and the 
author of "Al-A `1äm"(t29). 
3. "Kashf Al-Lithäm Fi Sharh `Umdat Al-Ahkäm" is the title that was noted in Al- 
Kamäl A1-Ghazzi s book "Al-Nat Al-Akmal L'as iäb Al-Imam Ahmad ibn 
130 Hanbat'0 . 
I adopted the title stated by the author because he is the one most entitled to give the 
name to his book. 
(127) KashfAl-Lithdm, original copy, (p239), sheet (A). 
(128) Al-Tarigl, op. cit., (5/p346). 
(129) Al-Zirkii, op. cit., (6/p14). 
(130) A1-Ghazzt, op. cit., (p302). 
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Second: Book Attribution to the Author: 
There is no doubt that this book should be attributed to Imam Al-Safrarini. In the 
original copy of the book, on which I relied in my research, Al-Saffärini said: 
"Muhammad Zaytün Al-Hanbali ibn Hasan ibn Häshim Al-Hanbali read the book to 
me in several months which explained `Umdat Al-Ahkäm by Imam Al-Häfi? Abi `Abd 
Allah `Abdul Ghani Al-Magdisi A1-Jammä'ili and I named it "Kashf Al-Lithäm Li 
Shark `Umdat Al-Ahkam". The last session in studying Kashf Al-Lithäm was in 
`Ashurä' the tenth of Macharram Al-1jaräm 1173 AH. The Above stated paragraph 
was spoken and written by its author Al-Häj Muhammad ibn Al-Häj Ahmad Al- 
Saf arin1 Al-1janbali1(131 . 
In addition, people who wrote Al-Saffarini s biography have mentioned that he wrote 
an explanation of " `Umdat Al-Ahkc m". Some mentioned the title "Kashf Al-Litham 
Shark `Umdat Al-Ahkäm" and others only mentioned the explanation without the title. 
This is an evidence of the correct attribution of the book to Al-Saffarini{132ý. 
Moreover, in his authorization to `Abdul Qadr ibn Khalil Kadk Zädah, Imam Al- 
Saffarini had indicated that he had a book on an explanation of "Umdat Al-Ahkdm" 
which is this book. He said: "I gave permission to `Abdul Qädr and his colleagues to 
pass on what they had learnt from my books, both poetry and prose, one of which is 
an explanation of `Umdat Al-Ahkdm two volumes". I confirm that it is Kashf Al- 
Lithäm Li Sharh `UmdatAl-Ahkäm(133) . 
(131) KashfAl-Lithäm, original copy, (p239), sheet (A). 
(132) See: Al-Ghazni, op. cit., (p301). Ibn Humaid, op. cit., (p340). Al-MurädI, op. cit., (4/p31). Al- 
Jabarti, op. cit., (1/p468). Al-Baghdädi, op. cit., (6/p340). Al-ZirklI, op. cit., (6/p14). `Omar 
Ridä Kalibälah, op. cit., (8/p262). Al-Tarigi, op. cit., (5/p336). Al-Kittani, `Abdul Hai, op. cit., 
(2/p 1002). 
(133) Al-Saff`arinl, op. cit., (p286). 
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Section Two 
A Description of the Two Manuscripts of the Book 
After searching the indices of manuscripts in most of the worldwide centers and 
libraries available in the Jum `ah Al-Majid Center for Culture and Heritage in Dubai - 
the United Arab Emirates, Där Al-Kutub Al-TValanyyah in the Cultural Foundation in 
Abu Dhabi - the United Arab Emirates, King Faisal Center for Research and Islamic 
Studies in Riyadh - Saudi Arabia and Al-Sulaymänyyah Library in Istanbul - Turkey 
which embraces most of Turkey's manuscripts inherited from the Ottoman era when 
Istanbul was the capital of the Islamic caliphate. I personally visited Istanbul and 
reviewed the indices of manuscripts which number some tens of thousands. I couldn't 
find this great quantity of manuscripts in any other library I have ever visited. 
Moreover, I visited various libraries in London which contain a wide range of Arabic 
and non-Arabic manuscripts; I found only two copies of this manuscript at Princeton 
University library in the United States of America. I also obtained a copy for each 
manuscript from Jum `ah Al-Mäjid's Center for Culture and Heritage. There is a 
microfilm of each manuscript too. These manuscripts are as follows: 
First Manuscript: 
I referred to this manuscript in my study as the original copy. It is reserved at 
Princeton University library (Yahzidä) in the United States of America under Number: 
(3789). One copy of it is in Jum `ah AI-Mäjid's Center for Culture and Heritage in 
Dubai saved on microfilm under Number: (3661). 
As a matter of fact, this manuscript is considered to be very valuable. On its cover, the 
following words were written "Kashf A1-Lithdm by Muhammad ibn Ahmad Al- 
Saffarin1 Sharh `Umdat Al-Ahkäm by Ibn Sorür Al-Magdisi, author's manuscript 
where his handwriting appears on the last page". It was written recently. It is the 
second volume of the manuscript which comprises 239 pages (written on front and 
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back), with an average of 29 lines on each page and 12 - 17 words on each line. It was 
written in Thuluth calligraphy in a legible way without mistakes. 
There are some helpful comments on the title page; however, they are unclear due to 
the darkening of the page. At the end of. the book, names of people who read it with 
the author were mentioned; consequently, I believe that this is the author's manuscript 
or his student's manuscript that was checked against his sheikh's copy. Therefore, I 
considered it the original copy which I relied on because it was completely studied in 
the presence of its author, and due to the few mistakes. 
Muhammad Zaytün ibn Hasan ibn Hashim Al-Hanbali had completed reading the 
book with the author on the tenth of Muharram 1173 AH. I copied the author's 
paragraph earlier. There is no need for repetition. 
Muhammad Hashim ibn Muhammad Zaytün - the above mentioned person - had also 
read the book on Al-Saffarini. Al-Saffarin1 said: "Muhammad Hashim ibn 
Muhammad Zaytün the aforementioned read it from the beginning to the end in 
several months and sessions; the last of which was Monday night, twelve afar 1182 
AH in Al-Järn ` Al-Kabir Al-Shargi mosque. This was stated and written by Al-Häj 
Muhammad Al-Saffärinl Al-Athari Al-Hanball". 
Second manuscript: 
I referred to the second manuscript in my study as (B) copy. It is reserved at Princeton 
University library (Yahüdä) in the United States of America under Number: (2994) 
and one copy of which is in Jum `ah Al-Mäjid s Center for Culture and Heritage in 
Dubai, saved on microfilm under Number: (3648). 
This manuscript is written in very good hand writing and is clearer than the first one, 
although it contains more mistakes. It is the second volume of the manuscript which 
comprises 359 pages (written on front and back), with an average of 25 lines on each 
page and 11 - 16 words on each line. 
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The book title, along with the index were mentioned on the title page. The following 
was written: "The second volume of Sharh `Umdat Al-Abkam by Scholar sheikh 
Mubammad Al-Saffarini Al-Hanbali". Under this statement the following was written: 
"This is the index of the second volume of Sharh `Umdat Al Ahkdm by Al-Safrarini". 
Then he started indices of the whole book beginning with Kitäb AI-Buyü ` (section) 
and ending with Kitäb Al- `Itq (section). 
At the end of the book, the following was written: the date of completing the book on 
28 Sha `ban 1167 AH, the name of the transcriber Muhammad ibn `Abdul Rahmän ibn 
`Abd Alläh ibn `Umar ibn Muhammad Al-Najd! Al-Hanbali and the date of 
completing the transcription on Saturday nine Rajab 1240 AH. 
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Section Three 
The Book's Significance 
This book has drawn its significance from Al-Sunnah Al-Sharlfah (the Prophet 
Mubammad's (May A11äh send prayers and peace upon him) way of life). It is obvious 
that the Sunnah received great care from all Moslems as it is the second source of 
Islamic Shari `ah after the Holy Qur'än. 
Thus, all Islamic scholars, researchers and Imams took an interest in studying Al- 
Sunnah as an independent source of Islamic Shari ah. 
Due to the importance of Sunnah in Islamic Shari `ah all USW Al-Figh books contain 
the topic of Sunnah or the topic of its importance as a source of Islamic Shari 'ah. 
Whoever has read Islamic Fiqh books in any sect, will find it replete with Sunnah. 
Therefore, all Islamic scholars, researchers and Imams wrote many valuable books 
and huge encyclopedias, that vary between Al-Sihah, AI-Sunan, Al-Masänid, Al- 
Ma `äjem and many others. Some Imams collected special books of Jurisprudence 
Hadith to help the researcher. 
Among these publications, Imam Al-Häfiz `Abdul Ghani Al-Magdisi s book "`Umdat 
AI-Ahkäm Min Kaläm Khair Al-Anäm" was the most useful to any student or 
researcher as it based on the most accurate books after the Holy Qur'an, which are 
Sahib Al-Bukhäri and Sahib Muslim. This book has been indispensable for students 
and scholars. Therefore there are many useful versions in which scholars have 
explained it. 
Some of these scholars elaborated its explanation; others only explained the items of 
vocabulary. Among the most well-known(134): 
(134) 1 collected the explanation of "'Umdat Al Ahkäm" from several books as follows: Al-Jammä'ili, 
`Abdul Ghani ibn `Abdul Wäl}d (1405/1985), 'Umdat Al-Ahkdm Min Kald Khair Al Anäm (May 
Allah send prayers and peace upon him). I' edition, Beirut & Damascus, Dar Al-Ma'mün Li Al- 
Turdth, (plO). Ibn Dagiq AI-'Id, Tagi Al-Din ibn Dagiq (1423/2002), Ihkäm Al-Abkam Sharh 
'Umdat Al-Ahkäm. 1" edition, Beirut, Dar Ibn Hazm, (p9). Carl Broklman (1993), Tärikh Al- 
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1. Imam Al-Häfq Tagt Al-Din Muhammad ibn `Ali Al-Qushayri Al-Manfalüti, 
known as ibn Dagiq Al-`Id who died in 702 AH. He wrote "Ihkäm Al-Ahkdm 
Shark `Umdat AI-Ahkäm". Printed. 
2. Explanation of Sheikh Al-Islam Ibn Taimyah. 
3. Imäm `Umar ibn `Ali Al-Lakhmi Al-Iskandari Al-Fäkihäni who passed away 
in 734 AH in his book "Ryäd Al-AJham Fl Sharh `Umdat Al A ikäm". 
4. Sheikh `Ala' Al-Din `Ali ibn Ibrähim ibn `Umar Al-Baghdädi who died in 741 
AH in his book "`Uddat Al AJhäm". 
5. Sheikh Muhammad ibn Farhnn Al-Ya`muri, who died in 769 AH. 
6. Sheikh `Abd Allah ibn Muhammad ibn Farhün A1-Ya`mun, who died in 774 
AH, in his book "Al- `Uddah Fi I `räb A1- `Umdah". 
7. Imam Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Marzüq Al-Tilmsäni Al-Mäliki, who died in 
781 AH, in his explanation "Taysir AI-Maräm Ft Sharli `Umdat AI-Ahkäm" 
which is in five volumes. 
8. Sheikh Muhammad Al-Zarkashi, who died in 794 AH, in his book "Taýhih 
`Umdat Al-Ahkäm". 
9. Imam `Umar ibn `Ali ibn Ahmad, known as ibn Al-Mulaqqn, in his book "Al- 
I `1äm Bi Fawd'id `Umdat Al Ahlräm" which is in four volumes. He died in 804 
AH. 
10. Sheikh Zayn Al-Din Abu Al-Ma'äli `Abdul Rahmän ibn `Ali ibn Khalaf Al- 
Färaskürt Al-Shäfi`i who died in 808 AH. 
Adab Al-'Arabi. Cairo, Al-Hai'ah Al-Mpryyah Al-'linah Li Al-Kitäb, (31p557). HäjT Khalifah, 
Mutara ibn 'Abd Allah, Kashf AI-Zunn 'An Asämi Al-Kutub Wa Al-Funn. Beirut, Dar I/wa' = 
= Al-Turäth Al-'Arabi, (2/pIi64). Al-Bassam, 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abdul Rahmän (1421/2001), 
Taisir Al-'Alldm Sharh 'Umdat Al-Ahkdm. 2nd edition, Mecca, Maktabat Nuär MuflaJ Al-Bäz, 
(1/p4). 
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It. Imäm Muhammad ibn Ya`qüp ibn Muhammad Al-Shiräzi Al-Fayrüzäbädi, 
author of "Al-Qämzls Al-Muht". He explains the book in two volumes and 
named it " `Uddat Al-Hukkam F7 Sharh `Umdat Al-Ahkäm". He died in 817 A. H. 
12. Sheikh Abmad ibn `Abd Allah Al-`Amri A1-Ghazni A1-Demashgi who died in 
822 AH. 
13. Täj Al-Din Abü Nasr `Abdul Wahhäb ibn Muhammad ibn Hasan ibn Abi Al- 
Wafä' Al-`Alawl A1-Husain, who died in 875 AH. 
14. Sheikh Muhammad Al-Saffarini, who died in 1188 AH, explained the book in 
two volumes and named it "Kashf Al-Lithäm Li Sharh 'Umdat AI-Ahkäm" - the 
book I am editing -. 
15. The Historian `Abdul Qädr Badrän, who died in 1346 AH, explained it in two 
volumes and named it "Mawärd Al Ahkäm `Ala Salsabil `Umdat AI-Abkam". 
16. Sheikh Muhammad ibn Abmad ibn Mirzä Al-Tilmsänt, who illustrated the 
book in "Taysir Al-Maräm". 
17. Muhammad Al-Amir Al-San'änl, explained the book and named it "Al- `Uddah 
`Ala Sharh Al- `Umdah". 
18. One of contemporary sheikhs was `Abd Allah ibn `Abdul Rahmän ibn Salh Al 
Al-Bassam. He introduced a simple explanation in three volumes called 
"Taysir Al- `Alläm Sharh `Umdat A1-Ahkäm". 
In spite of the fact that these books, which contained explanation of 
11'Umdat Al-Ahkäm", indicate the book's significance, they were not published and 
there was no sign whether they were available or not. As a result, there is a need to 
publish whatever we find in this regard in order not to lose this great heritage of our 
ancestors. 
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For that reason I decided to study Al-Saffarini's book "Kasl f Al-Lithmn Li Sharli 
`Umdat Al-Ahkäm" once I had perused it in the manuscript index at Jum `ah Al- 
Mäjid s Center for Culture and Heritage, so as to give others access to the benefit 
from our great heritage. The approval of The University of Wales, represented by 
professor Däwnd Al-`Alami, assisted me in editing the book in the form of a PhD 
thesis. 
In reality, this book has certain characteristic over and above other explanations. This 
makes it more important than others. Some of these characteristics are as follows: 
1. It contains a biography of the companions (May Allah be pleased with them) 
who narrate the Prophet's (May Allah send prayers and peace upon him) 
Iiadith, indicating the author's wide knowledge. A full biography is given 
when a companion (May Allah be pleased with him) is mentioned for the first 
time. After that, rarely does he repeat the biography if the companion is 
repeated. 
2. It states the name of any person mentioned in the Hadlth if the person is 
unknown. 
3. There is an explanation of strange vocabularies that were used by Arabs. 
4. It mentions the opinions of our Imams of the four schools of Fiqh in each Fiqh 
issue - Imäm Abü IHanifah, Imam Mälk, Imam A1-Shäfi`i and Imam Ahmad 
ibn Iianbal - along with the opinions of their students and followers. Although 
his school of Fiqh is Hanbar, he stated other schools. 
His quotations from the other schools of Fiqh were - accurate. Whatever he 
attributed to them was mentioned in their books. Not only did he quote from 
imams of the four schools of Fiqh, but he quoted from their followers and 
other famous scholars such as: Al-Awzä'i, Al-Layth ibn Sa`d, Sufyän AI- 
Thawri, Sufydn ibn `Uyaynah and others. 
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5. There is a discussion of Imam's opinions about different Fiqh issues, as well 
as mentioning the evidence they presented in their books, and it then gives 
preference to one. of them according to the evidence. Often he supported his 
Hanbar school of Fiqh. 
6. There is elaboration in Hadith explanation that sometimes reaches to twenty 




The Author's Approach 
In his book "Kashf Al-Lithäm Li Sharh `Umdat AI-Ahküm", Imäm A1-Saffärin! 
followed the following method: 
1. He classifies his book - according to Fiqh issues - into parts and chapters like 
the classification adopted in Fiqh books similar to the " `Umdat Al-Ahkam" 
classification, which he explains. In addition, he explains the books' titles and 
chapters. After that he mentions various Fiqh issues contained within. 
2. Under each chapter, he states a number of Uddlth related to the subject he is 
handling, and according to 1jädith that were mentioned in " `Umdat A1-Ahkäm". 
3. His explanation begins by stating the companion's (May Allah be pleased with 
him) biography in detail, who narrated the Uadith, without repeating the same 
in another chapter. If a companion is repeated, he mentions that his biography 
was mentioned earlier. For instance, on page 95 Al-Saffarinl says: "'An Abi 
Said Zayd ibn Thäbt Al-Ansäri Al-Najjäri (May Alläh be pleased with him), 
was introduced in A1-Mawcigit chapter, AI-Saläh part". 
But companion Räf ibn Khadij's (May Allah be pleased with him) biography 
is repeated twice, on pages 84-292. Perhaps he had forgotten. 
4. After that, he goes through Hadith and starts to explain it word by word. He 
seems to have combined the words of the Prophet Muhammad (May Allah 
send prayers and peace upon him) with his explanation. Therefore, I have 
written the text of Iladith in bold type and between quotations to distinguish it 
from the author's words. 
Below is an example from page 74: 
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the Fiqh issues that were contained in Uadith, 
besides providing the opinions of our Imams of the four schools of Fiqh if 
possible, or Al-Hanäbilah's opinion only. He discusses the opinions and 
evidence of scholars. The examples are varied in this book to provide more 
information. 
He also mentions all the various narrations that were related to any Hadith. He 
also states the various pronunciations of Vadi-th, as well as the Imam who 
mentioned the IHadith in his book. 
Sometimes, Al-Saffarini may proceed to mention some helpful details such as, 
on page 10, he adds: "A piece of advice: he who was in the age of Hakim ibn 
Hizäm was called Mukhac/ram like Hssän ibn Thäbit, ... etc ". 
He usually draws the reader's attention to some Fiqh rules related to the 
Iladith by writing a title "Pay Attention". 
He quotes a lot from certain books when explaining something like vague 
vocabulary items. Such books for example: Al-Mutl ` `Ala Abwäb Al-Muqna `, 
Al-Nihäyah Fl Gharib Al-Iladith Wa Al-Athar and Al-Qarnz s AI-Muht. 
In his explanation of Uadi-th, he may refer to some books like: Ihkä, n Al- 
Ahkäm Sharh `Umdat A1-Ahkmm, Fath AI-Bär- Sharh Sahih Al-Bukhäri and 
`Umdat Al-Qäri Shari Sahih Al-Bukhäri. 
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Whereas in Fiqh, Al-Saffarini may cite from: A1-Iffäle `An Ma `äni Al-$iliäli, 
Muntahä Al-Irädät and its explanation Daga'q üli Al-Nuhä Li Sharj: Al 
Muntahd, Al-Ignä ` and its explanation Kashshaf Al-Qinä ` `An Main Al- 
Igna ` and Al-Sharp Al-Kabir `Ala Matn Al-Mugna `. 
However, rarely does he mention that he has cited from these books, and it 
was always his way not to mention the source book. 
10. He had cites, most of the time, from Sheikh Al-Islam Ibn Taimyah and his 
student Ibn Al-Qayym (May Allah's mercy be upon them). Moreover, he gives 
priority to their opinions. 
It. He rectified some of Imdm Al-Jammä'il s sayings in "`Umdat Al-Abkam" 
about Vadifth that are generally approved by Imam Al-Bukhäri and Imam 
Moslem as stated on page (92). 
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Section Five 
A Comparison of Kitäcb Al-Buy' With Other Similar Works 
Kitäb AI-Buy` (Sales Book) is one of the most important juristic books that deal with 
jurisprudence or Iladi-th jurisprudence, as sales and transactions are essential for 
people in our life. Without sales, man can only obtain his needs by force. 
Almighty Alläh has bestowed each human being or group of people with a blessing 
that is not available with others, and made them need what others have that they don't. 
People have to exchange and trade things, commodities and services in order to live 
well, and obtain what they need. This can be done through sales. 
Classification in Kitäb Al-Buy' (Sales Book) was based on various books of 
jurisprudence according to the sect discussed. In Hadith jurisprudence, the Sales Book 
is classified among the rest of jurisprudence books. In Sales Books, all sayings of the 
Prophet Muhammad (May Alläh send prayers and peace upon him) are entered if they 
contain any type of transactions. 
In schools of Fiqh (jurisprudence) books, sales are explained from the point of view 
of each school of thought of the scholars. Hanafi books present sales jurisprudence 
from their point of view. This applies to the rest of the schools of Fiqh (jurisprudence) 
Mälik3, Shäfi` I and Hanbali. 
As for the explainers Hadith jurisprudence, each one of them was influenced by the 
school of jurisprudence he followed. This is what Ibn Hajar Al-`Asgaläni did in his 
book "Fath Al-Bciri Sharh Sah7h Al-Bukhäri'. He often would explain the Iladith in 
accordance with his Shäfi`i school, though he would mention other scholars' point of 
view. But eventually he would support his Shäfi`i school. 
Similarly, Al-'Aini in his book "`Umdat Al-Qäri Sharh Sahhh Al-Bukhäri", would 
present his point of view in accordance with his Hanaii school and would, in the end, 
support it. 
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This applies to explainers of Vadith jurisprudence who were influenced by their 
school and their juristic explanation was in accordance with the school he followed. I 
shall discuss two of Al-`Umdah's explanations that I could find, and the method of 
each one in explaining Kitäb Al-Buy' (Sales Book) with a comparison of Kitdb Al- 
Buy' by Al-Saffärini in his book "Kashf Al-Lithäm Li Sharh `Umdat Al-Alzkäm": 
First: Ihkä m Al-Ahkäm Sharh `Umdat Al Abkam by Ibn Dagiq Al-`Id: 
We note that Ibn Dagiq Al-`Id, in his book "Ihknm Al-Ahkäm Sharh `Umdat Al- 
Ahknm", when he explained Kitdb Al-Buy` (Sales Book) from "`Umdat Al-Abkam", 
started by explaining strange words used in the Hadith, then mentions juristic rules 
deduced from the Hadith. He starts with the rules that are agreed upon among the 
scholars, and then mentions the rules that are controversial. 
He used to state both points of view and sometimes give evidence, then highlight his 
point of view. He often supports the school of Shäfi`i. His explanation was mild and 
balanced, without brevity that distorts or redundancy that is monotonous. 
Second: Taysir Al- `Alläm Sharh `Umdat Al-Ahkdm by `Abd Alläh ibn 
`Abdul Rahmän ibn Salb Äl Al-Bassäm: 
Sheikh `Abd Allah Al-Bassäm's explanation of Kitäb Al-Buy' (Sales Book) from 
"`Umdat AI-Ahkäm" is characterized by brevity. He would explain strange words in 
the I adith, then would give the overall meaning of the Uadith, then juristic lessons 
learned from it. Often, he would infer or deduce one opinion from the Hadith. 
Sometimes, he briefly mentions the differences among scholars on such questions, 
and would support one of the opinions. 
Third: Kashf Al-Lithäm Li Shari `Umdat AI-AWm by A1-Saffärini: 
When we compare A1-Saffarini s explanation of Kitäb Al-Buy' (Sales Book) from 
" `Umdat AI Ahkäm" with the aforementioned two explanations we note that it is 
distinguished by the following: 
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1. Extensive explanation, which is long if compared with the aforementioned two 
explanations. 
2. His explanation began by stating in detail the biography of the Prophet's 
companions (May Allah be pleased with them) who narrated the Uadi-th, 
whereas the other two explanations do not refer to the narrators. 
3. It explains strange items and elaborates the explanation. Moreover, it presents 
the opinions of linguists on every strange word in the text. 
4. Upon stating juristic rules in the Vadi-th, Al-Saffarini states the four scholars' 
schools of jurisprudence, then supports lianbali, his school, by providing 
evidence. Whereas, Sheikh Al-Bassam in his explanation gives one opinion 
only most of the time. Ibn Dagiq Al-`Id often presents two opinions. 
5. If Hanball scholars' opinions are varied on one question, he often would select 
the opinion of Sheikh Al-Islam Ibn Taimyah and his pupil Ibn Qayym Al- 
Jawzyyah. There are many examples in the book. 
6. He mentions marginal issues, remarks and digressions; some of which have no 
relation to the explanation, as he did when he mentioned those who lived in 
two epochs (Al-Mukhaclram), on page ten. This is not available in the other 
two explanations. 
As we note from the aforesaid, Al-Saffarini's explanation is long, detailed with regard 
to the Iladith being explained and though it copied from Ihkäm AI-Ahkäm Shari 
`Umdat Al-Ahkäm by Ibn Dagiq Al-`Id, he elaborated and added to it which makes his 
book an encyclopedia in this field. 
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Section Six 
The Author's Sources 
In the previous chapter, I mentioned sources that Al-Saffarini had most reported from. 
The following are all books that our author relied on: 
1. Ihkdm Al-Ahkäm Sharh `Umdat Al-Abkam, by Tagi Al-Din ibn Dagiq Al-`Id. 
2. Al-Ahkäm Al-Shar `yyah Al-Sughrä, by Abi Muhammad `Abdul Haq Al-IshbilI. 
3. Al-Irshäd Fi Al-Fiqh Wa Al-Khisdl Wa Al-Agsam, by Muhammad ibn Abi 
Müsä. 
4. AI-If a `An Ma `äni Al-$ihäh, by Al-Wazir Abi A1-Muzaffar Yahyä ibn 
Hubayrah. 
5. Igämat Al-Dail `Ala Ibtäl Al-TahCl, by Sheikh Al-Islam Ahmad ibn Taimyah. 
6. Al-Ignä' Litdlib Al-Inti a', by Mtisä ibn Ahmad A1-Iiajjäwi A1-Magdisi. 
7. A1-Intisär, by Abi Al-Khattäb A1-Kalwadhäni. 
8. AI-Insäf, by `Ali ibn Sulayman A1-Mardäwl. 
9. Badä'i `AI-Fawä'd, by Ibn Qayym Al-Jawzyyah. 
10. Talibir AI-Wad Fl Sirat A1-Mustafa- (May Allah send prayers and peace upon 
him), by Muhammad ibn Ahmad Al A1-Saffarini -author of this book-. 
11. Al-Tanbih, by Abi Bakr `Abdul `Aziz ibn Ja'far. 
12. AI-Tangih Al-Mushba ` Fi Tahrir Ahkäm Al-Muqna `, by `Ali ibn Sulaymän Al- 
Mardäwi. 
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13. Tahdhib Al-Asmä' Wa Al-Lughät, by Muhii Al-Din Yahyä ibn Sharaf Al- 
Nawawi. 
14. Tahdhib Al-Kamäl Fi Asmä' Al-Rijäl, by Al-Iläfiz A1-Mazzi. 
15. Hashiyah Al-Ri'ayh, by Ibn Nagulläh Al-Shushturi. 
16. V shiyah `Ala Muntahä Al-Irädät, by `Uthmän ibn Qä'd A1-Najdi. 
17. Udshiyah Al-Käfi, by Ibn Nasrulläh Al-Shushturi. 
18. Al-Häwi Al-Saghir, by `Abdul Rahmän ibn `Umar ibn Abi Al-Qäsm. 
19. Hilyat Al-Awliyä' Wa Tabagät AI-A Jiyä', by Abi Nu'aym A1-A5bahäni. 
20. Vayät Al-Haywän, by Muhammad ibn `Isä Al-DamM A1-Shäfi`i. 
21. Ru'üs Al-Masä'1, by Abi A1-Khatläb. 
22. Al-Ri `äyah Fi Furü `Al-Ilanäbilah, by Ahmad ibn Hamdän Al-Harräni. 
23. AI-Rawd Al-Unuf Fl Sharh AI-91rah AI-Nabativyyah Libn Hishäm by `Abdul 
Rahmän Al-Suhaili. 
24. AI-Zähr Fl Gharib A faz Al-Imam Al-Shäfi i, by Abi Mansur Muhammad ibn 
Ahmad A1-Azhari. 
25. AI-Zahr AI-Bassäm, by Muhammad Al-Barmäwi A1-Shäfi`i. 
26. Subul Al-Hudd Wa Al-Rashdd, by Muhammad ibn Yüsuf Al-Dimashgi Al- 
Sälihi. 
27. Sunan ibn Mäjah, by AbT `Abd Allah Muhammad ibn Yazid ibn Mäjah Al- 
Qazwini. 
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28. Sunni Abi Däwiid, by Abi Däwüd Sulaymän ibn Al-Ash`ath A1-Sijistäni. 
29. Sunan Al-Trmidhi, by Abi `Isä Muhammad ibn `Isä ibn Sürah Al-Trmidhi. 
30. Sunan Al-Darqufni, by `Ali ibn `Umar Al-Därqutni. 
31. Sunan Sa id ibn Mansur, by Said ibn Mansur ibn Shu'bah Al-Khurasäni Al- 
Makki. 
32. Al-Sunan AI-Kubrd, by Abi `Abdul Rahmän Abmad ibn Shu`aib Al-Nasä'i. 
33. Al-Sunan Al-Kubrä, by Abi Bakr Ahmad ibn Al-Husain ibn `Ali Al-Bayhagi. 
34. Sunan Al-Nasä t Al-Sughrd, by Ahmad ibn Shu`aib A1-Nasal. 
35. Shark Al-Jam `Al-Saghir, by Muhammad ibn A1-`Algami AI-Shäfi`i. 
36. Shark Al-Khiragl, by Al-Zarkashi. 
37. Al-Shark A1-Kabir, by `Abdul Rahmän ibn Muhammad Al-Magdisi. 
38. Shark Ma`äni Al-Äthär, by Abi Ja`far Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Salämah 
Al-Misri A1-Tahawi Al-Ilanafi. 
39. Shark Muntahä Al-Ircidät, by Mansur ibn Yüns ibn Idas Al-Bahüti. 
40. Shari Nüniyat Al-Sarsari, by Muhammad ibn Ahmad A1-Saffarini -author of 
this book-. 
41. AI-Shims Bi AI-Ta `riBi Ilugz q AI-Musta a- (May Alläh send prayers and peace 
upon him), by `Iyäd ibn Müsä A1-Yahsubi. 
42. Fahih AI-Buklzäri, by Abi `Abd Allah Muhammad ibn Ismä`11 AI-Bukhäri. 
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43. , Sahib Muslim, by Abi A1-Husain Muslim ibn Al-Hajjäj. 
44. , Sahib Muslim Bi Sharh Al-Nawawi, by Muhii Al-Din Yahyä ibn Sharaf Al- 
Nawawi Al-Dimashqi Al-Shäfi`i. 
45. Al-TabagätAl-Kubrci, by Muhammad ibn Sa'd Al-Bari. 
46. Al- `Ilal, by Al-Därqulni. 
47. `Umdat Al-Qäri, by Mahmnd ibn Ahmad Al-`Aini. 
48. Ghäyat AI-Muntahä, by Mari ibn Yüsuf. 
49. Gharib Al-Hadith, by Abi `Ubayd Al-Qäsm ibn Saläm. 
50. Al-Fä'q Fi Al-Madhhab, by Ibn Qädi Al-Jabal. 
51. 'Fath AI-Bäri Sharh Sahih AI-Bukhäri, by Alimad ibn `Ali ibn ajar Al- 
`Asgaläni. 
52. AI-Furz V, by Muhammad ibn Muflh. 
53. A1-Fusül, by `Ali ibn Muhammad ibn `Agil. 
54. AI-Qämüs AI-Muhit, by A1-Fayrüz'äbädi. 
55. Al-Käfi, by Muwaffaq Al-Din Al-Magdisi. 
56. Kashshäf Al-Qinä ` Fl Shari Al-Ignä `, by Manýür ibn Yüns Al-Bahüti. 
57. Al-Muthallath, by Muhammad ibn `Abd Alläh ibn Mälik. 
58. Majmzi `Al-Fatäwä, by Sheikh Al-Islam ibn Taimyah. 
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59. Al-Muliarrar Fi Al-Figh, by `Abdul Saläm ibn Taimyah Al-Harränl. 
60. Al-Muhkam Wa Al-Mub7l Al-A `; am, by Ibn Sidah. 
61. Mukhtacar Al-Khiragi, by Abi Al-Qäsm Al-Khiragt. 
62. Mukhta$ar A1-Fatdwä A1-Masryyah, by Shiekh Al-Islam Ibn Taimyah. 
63. Al-Mustaw `b, by Muhammad ibn `Abd Alläh Al-Sämiri. 
64. Musnad Abi Ya l, by Abi Ya`lä Al-Müsli. 
65. Musnad Ahmad, by Abi `Abd Allah Ahmad ibn Hanbal. 
66. Mashärq Al-Anwar 'Ala Sihäh Al-Athär, by `Iyäd ibn Müsä A1-Yabsubi. 
67. Masäbih AI-Sunnah, by Husain ibn Mas`üd Al-Farrä' Al-Baghawi. 
68. Mucannaf `Abdul Razzaq, by `Abdul Razzaq ibn Hammäm Al-San`äni. 
69. Matäl `Al-Anwar `Ala Sihäh Al-Athär, by Ibn Qarqül Ibrahim ibn Yüsuf. 
70. Al-Mull "Ala Abwdb Al-Mugna `, by Muhammad ibn Abi Al-Fatli Al-Bali. 
71. A1-Mughni F1 Sharh Mukhtacar Al-Khiragi, by Al-Muwaffaq ibn Qudämah 
A1-Magdisi. 
72. AI-Mu/hm Lima Ashkala Min Talkhis Muslim, by Ahmad ibn `Umar ibn 
Ibrähim Al-Qurtubi. 
73. Al-Muqna', by Muwaffaq Al-Din ibn Qudämah Al-Magdisi. 
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74. AI-Mums ` Fl Sharh Al-Muqna `, by Zayn Al-Din Ibn Al-Munaj j ä. 
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75. Muntakhab Al-Muntakhab, by Abi Al-Faraj ibn Al-Jawzi. 
76. A1-Muntagä Min Akhbär AI-Mustafa (May Alläh send prayers and peace upon 
him), by `Abdul Saläm ibn Taimyah Al-Ilarräni. 
77. Muntahd Al-Irddät, by Muhammad ibn Abmad who known as ibn A1-Najjär. 
78. Al-Muwatta', by Imam Malik ibn Anas. 
79. ý Na; m Al-Muqna `, by Muhammad ibn `Abdul Qawi Al-Maqdisi. 
80. AI-Nukat Wa Al-Fawä'd Al-Sanyyah, by Muhammad ibn Muflah A1-Magdisi 
A1-Hanbali. 
81. Al-Nihäyah Fi Gharib Al-Iladiith Wa Al-Athar, by AI-Mubärak ibn 
Muhammad Al-Jazari. 
82. Al-Hidäyah, by `Ali ibn Abi Bakr Al-Mirghinäni. 
83. AI-Wad Bi Al: wäl A1-MustaJ (May Alläh send prayers and peace upon him), 
by `Abdul Rahmän ibn `All ibn Al-Jawzi. 
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Section Seven 
Criticism of the Book 
In this chapter, we will go through the main advantages of this book among others, 
along with its shortcomings. Everyone has his errors and merits except our Prophet 
Muhammad (May Allah send prayers and peace upon him). 
First: The Book's Advantages: 
Including all Islamic Fiqh issues of our. four schools of Fiqh when studying 
any issue, made the book a whole encyclopedia if it is to be explored. Yet, in 
my thesis, I have concentrated only on the Sales Chapter "Kitäb Al-Buyü `" 
due to its importance in people's lives in this era of trade in particular. 
Moreover, the book is made up of two large volumes and the time allocated by 
the university is not enough to edit it all. 
2. The information was presented in a very easy, understandable and interesting 
style. 
3. Following our ancestors, the book contains a huge number of scientific 
subjects and Fiqh issues that were dealt with precisely and in detail. This 
reflects extensive knowledge. 
4. Most of the Hadith mentioned are from Sahib Al-Bukhäri and Sahib Muslim - 
the most reliable sources of the Prophet (May Allah send prayers and peace 
upon him) Hadith- and Al-Sunan, Al-Masänid and others, as the book is 
studying the "'Umdat Al Ahkmm" book which contains a number of vadiths 
related to Ahkdm (jurisprudence). 
5. The book elaborates the illustration of vocabulary items, thus, many Scholars' 
opinions were mentioned. For example the explanation of the word "Al-Ribä" 
on page 168. 
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6. Providing preference to Fugahä' (scholars) opinions in various Fiqh issues, 
after listing all related evidences of each one, and giving preference for one 
opinion based on evidence. 
7. Attribution of all sayings to their originators, which indicates scientific 
integrity. However, he did not abide by this all the time. I will discuss this 
later, in the book's shortcoming. 
8. Introducing companions (May Allah be pleased with them) - narrators of 
Hadith - in detail, which in fact reflects the author's wide knowledge about the 
Prophet's (May Allah send prayers and peace upon him) life and his 
companions (May Allah be pleased with them). 
Second: The Book's Shortcomings: 
To err is human; Al-Saffarini is a human being who made mistakes like others. 
However, these mistakes do no undermine him, if compared with his correct ideas. In 
Al-Saffarini's book, we can notice some normal shortcomings that neither undermine 
the author nor his book. 
We may summarize them as follows: 
1. Copying from other books without attributing the information to its source. In 
my editing of the book, I tried to refer the quoted paragraphs to their authors. 
However, he did cite the quotations some times. 
2. In some situations, the author relied on others in attributing copied information 
without checking its source. For example, page 343, Al-Safrarini attributed a 
quotation to Abi Däwüd, relying on Al-Mughni and Al-Shark Al-Kabir; 
however, I did not find the quotation in any of Abi Däwüd's books. 
3. In some other places, he made a mistake in attributing some quotations to 
certain Imams that were, actually, not from them. For instance, page 8 Al- 
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Saffarini wrongly attributed one saying to Imäm Abi Nu`aym in his book "Al- 
Hilyah". I reviewed the book, but did not find this quotation. 
4. Some Vadith were mentioned, although, they were weak (Da if). He copied 
them from some sources without describing their status. But, most of his 
IHadith are right 
5. Al-Saflarini didn't copy some texts literally; rather, he gave the sense of their 
meaning or concept. In this way, in fact, he may have changed the meaning of 
the text. What he did is acceptable as long as it did not change the general 
meaning. I have pointed out these differences in the footnote when necessary, 




In my edition of Al-Saffarini's book, I followed the following methods: 
1. The book has two copies, one transcribed by Al-Saffärini, or comments made 
by him that the copy was read by someone else in front of him. However, this 
copy is related to the author. It contains few mistakes but it is rather difficult 
to read and a few words were covered in ink. Because of these characteristics I 
consider it an original copy. I copied from it based on the modem Arabic 
language calligraphy. I referred to it as the original copy. 
The other copy was transcribed, fifty two years after Al-Saffarini's death, by a 
transcriber. Although it contained more mistakes, it was clearer. I copied from 
this one the parts that were not clear or covered in ink in the original copy. I 
referred to the second copy in the edition as (B) copy. 
2. I compared both copies and confirmed what came in the original if any 
difference occurred. I mentioned the difference in (B) copy in the footnote. If 
text in (B) copy was more appropriate to the context, I entered it between two 
brackets [] and mentioned the difference in the original copy in the footnote. 
Moreover, I compared the two copies with " `Umdat Al-Ahkdm" and the rest of 
the books which the author had copied from. If there was a statement in the 
aforementioned books that was clearer than the two copies of the manuscript 
of "Kashf Al-Lithäm", I entered it between two brackets [ ], and stated the 
equivalent in the footnote. 
3.1 numbered the original copy pages and referred to the right side as (A), 
whereas the left side was referred to as (B). To indicate the beginning and end 
of a page, I used a slash (\) symbol. I used, for example: (5/A) or (7/B) in the 
margin to indicate the start and end of a page to facilitate easy reference to the 
original copy. I did not point this out in (B) copy. 
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4.1 used punctuation marks to make reading easy for the reader and divided the 
text into meaningful paragraphs to help the reader in comprehension. The 
author, A1-Saffarini wrote the book without paragraphing or punctuation 
marks. 
5.1 added the text of IHadith from " `Umdat Al Ahkäm" and placed it before the 
explanation to enable the reader to know the text that has been explained. The 
author used to start without stating the Iladith. The reader was not able to 
know what the author was explaining. 
I placed the IHadith text between two brackets [] to indicate that this is an 
addition to the manuscript. I highlighted this in the footnote and mentioned the 
page number from which I quoted the Iladith. 
I gave the Hadith two numbers, the first one indicates the number in "'Umdat 
A1-Ahkdnz"; the second one indicates the number of Hadith in Sales Chapter 
"Kitäb AI-Buyü' ". After that, I mentioned the position of the Iladith in Sahih 
A1-Bukhäri and Sahib Muslim in the footnote. 
6. I divided the chapters and entitled each one in separate page. I applied the 
same to the Vadith and entitled each with a number to indicate the chapter that 
contains it alongside any note or explanation of the same. This numeration was, 
actually, given by the author not me. I rearranged the chapters and Hadiths on 
different pages and used titles for each note made by the author after the 
explanation of Hadith. 
7. In some places, I completed some abbreviations that Al-Saffarini used in the 
original copy. The author used the abbreviations due to repeated words. 
8. I put the IHa&th that the author was explaining between quotation marks "" in 
bold type in order to distinguish between Iladith text and the author's 
explanation of it. For other IHadiths that the author included as evidence, not 
explanation, I put between quotation marks 11 11 in normal type. 
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9. I resorted to vocalization, particularly with difficult vocabulary items. 
10. Necessary additions were put between two brackets [ ], but they were rare. 
Moreover, every missing item in the two copies, but was available in the 
books that the author copies from, was added between two brackets [ ]. 
11.1 wrote the Holy Qur'än verses that were in the book in `Uthmäni Inscription, 
according to Hafs from `Aim Narration and referred to other verses in normal 
inscription which was once on page (341). I referred in the footnote to the 
name of sürah and the number of the verse whenever a verse is stated. 
12.1 related the Prophet's (May Allah send prayers and peace upon him) Hadi-ths 
and his companions' (May Allah be pleased with them) traditions to their 
originals from Sunnah books. If they were mentioned in Sahih Al-Bukhäri and 
Sahib Muslim I refer to that only. Otherwise, I referred to Al-Sunan Al- 
Arba `ah (Sunan Abi Ddwüd, Al-Trmidhi, Al-Nasä i and Ibn Majah). If not 
available in Al-Sunan Al-Arba `ah, I looked for the Iladith in all Sunnah books. 
This is done, if the author does not mention the reference. If he mentions the 
references, I refer to all of them. 
If there is a difference between the text of the Vadi-th stated by the author and 
the Sunnah books, I keep the author's Vadi-th text and state the Sunnah books' 
text in the footnote and highlight the difference. 
13.1 documented the sayings of the four schools of Fiqh Imäms from the known 
reliable sources of schools of Fiqh by stating two or more references if they 
are available, otherwise, one reference was used. 
14. If any of Imdms' sayings were reported from a source other than their books, I 
document these sources and I mention the reliable sources of schools of Fiqh. 
15. In my documentation of texts, I referred to their owners if possible. If such 
books were missing, I copied from other books in which the text was stated. 
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16.1 wrote brief biographies for some unknown persons mentioned in the book, 
which I found in biographies. If they were not mentioned in such biographies, 
I referred to that in the footnote, but this was very rare. 
17.1 explained strange items of vocabulary and Fiqh and Uadith terms that were 
in the text by using dictionaries, Fiqh and Hadith books. After that, I allocated 
a special index for them in the index section, under the `terms and definitions' 
index. 
18.1 gave a brief description of every book that the author quoted from. Then, I 
allocated a special index for them in the index section, under the `author's 
sources' index. 
19. In addition to that, I related all lines of poetry to their sources. Then, I 
allocated a special index for them in the index section, under the `poetry' 
index. 
20. Further, I defined some places that were mentioned in the book. Then, I 
allocated a special index for them in the index section, under the `places' 
index. 
21.1 clarified the main standards and measurements related to Shari `ah that was 
used in the subject text, mentioning their equivalents in modem standards. 
22. If the topic was mentioned before, I referred to it by stating the page number. 
23.1 corrected the grammatical mistakes and noted them in the footnotes. 
24. At the end of the book, I provided general helpful indexes that reached up to 
ten in total. They are as follows: 
I) Holy Qur'än Verses Index. 
II) Hadi-th Index. 
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III) Companions' (May Allah be pleased with them) traditions Index. 
IV) Biographical Names Index. 
V) Terms and Definitions Index. 
VI) Poetry Index. 
VII) Places Index. 
VIII) Author's Sources Index. 
IX) References Index. 
X) Subjects Index. 
At the end of my study, I hope I have successfully completed my research in an 
accurate and analytical manner. 
Researcher: 





i) A copy of the front page of the original copy of the manuscript. 
ii) A copy of the second page of the original copy of the manuscript. 
iii) A copy of the last page of the original copy of the manuscript, 
confirming the book's title. 
iv) A copy of the front page of the (B) copy of the manuscript. 
v) A copy of the second page of the (B) copy of the manuscript. 
vi) A copy of the last page of the (B) copy of the manuscript. 
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A copy of'the front page of the original copy of the manuscript. 




















ii) A copy of the second page of the original copy of the manuscript. 
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iii) A copy of the last page of the original copy of tllc manuscript, 
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iv) A copy of the front page of the (13) copy of the manuscript. 
v) A copy of the second page of the (13) copy of the manuscript. 
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I. Biographical Names Index. 
II. Terms and Definitions Index. 
III. Places Index. 
IV. Author's Sources Index. 
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I. Biographical Names Index. 
`A'shah Bint Abi Bakr Al-$iddiq (May Allah be pleased with her) 141 
`Ala' ibn Abi Rabäh 88 
`Abd Allah ibn `Abdul IIakam ibn A'yan ibn Laith Al-Miýri 319 
`Abd Allah ibn `Amr ibn Al-`Äs Al-Qurashi (May Allah be pleased with them) 21 
`Abd Allah ibn `Awn ibn Artabän Al-Muzani 249 
`Abd Allah ibn `Umar ibn Al-Khattäb (May Allah be pleased with them) 3 
`Abd Allah ibn Hakim ibn Hizam Al-Qurashi (May Allah be pleased with him) 7 
`Abd Allah ibn Abmad ibn Qudämah Al-Magdisi 79 
`Abd Allah ibn Abi Awfa (May Allah be pleased with him) 138 
`Abd Allah ibn Al-`Abbas Al-Qurashl (May Allah be pleased with them) 44 
`Abd Allah ibn Al-Arqam ibn Abi Al-Argam (May Allah be pleased with him) 252 
`Abd Allah ibn Al-Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal 342 
`Abd Allah ibn Al-Mubärk ibn Wädh Al-Hanzali 208 
`Abd Allah ibn Al-Zubair ibn `Isä Al-Qurashi Al-Asada Al-Humaidi 337 
`Abd Allah ibn Al-Zubair ibn Al-`Awwäm (May Allah be pleased with him) 267 
`Abd Allah ibn Dhakwan Al-Qurashi 215 
`Abd Allah ibn Ibrahim Al-Asili 186 
`Abd Allah ibn Mas`üd ibn Ghäfil Al-Hudhali (May Allah be pleased with him) 163 
`Abd Allah ibn Maslamah ibn Qa'nab Al-Qa`nabl Al-Harthi 257 
`Abd Allah ibn Muslim ibn Qutaibah Al-Dinawar 42 
`Abd Allah ibn Qais Abü Müsä Al-Ash`ari (May Allah be pleased with him) 155 
`Abd Allah ibn Rawähah Al-Ansäri Al-Khazraji (May Allah be pleased with him) 269 
`Abd Allah ibn Sa'd ibn Said ibn Abi Jamrah Al-Azdi Al-Andalusi 15 
`Abd Allah ibn Saläm ibn Al-Härth (May Allah be pleased with him) 211 
`Abd Allah ibn Wahb ibn Muslim Al-Qurashi 227 
`Abdul Hamid ibn `Abd Allah ibn `Abd Allah ibn `Umar ibn Al-Khattäb 253 
`Abdul Al-Haq ibn `Abdul Rahmän ibn `Abd Allah Al-Azdi Al-Andalusi 112 
`Abdul Ghana ibn Said 316 
`Abdul Malik ibn `Abd Allah ibn Ytisuf ibn Muhammad Al-Juwaini 200 
`Abdul Malik ibn Habib Al-Sulam! AI-`Abbasi Al-Andalusi Al-Qurtbi Al-Mälki 18 
`Abdul Malik ibn Abi Sulayman Maisarat Al-`Arzami 239 
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`Abdul Malik ibn Marwän 84 
`Abdul Malik ibn Quraib ibn `Ali ibn Aim` Al-Bähili 339 
`Abdul Qais ibn Afph ibn Da`mi 359 
`Abdul Rahmän ibn `Abd Allah ibn Abmad Al-Khath'ami Al-Suhaili 143 
`Abdul Rahman ibn `Amr Al-Awzd'i 87 
`Abdul Rahmän ibn `Amr ibn Sahl Al-Ansah Al-Madani 328 
`Abdul Rahmän ibn `Umar ibn Abi Al-Qasim ibn `Ali ibn `Uthmän Al-Basri 299 
`Abdul Rahmän ibn Abi Bakrah Nufai' ibn Al-Härth Al-Thagafi Al-Bain 196 
`Abdul Rahmän ibn Abi Laila 287 
`Abdul Rahmän ibn Abzä Al-Khuz5'I (May Allah be pleased with him) 138 
`Abdul Rahmän ibn Al-Jawzi Al-Qurashi Al-Taimi Al-Bakri Al-Baghdad! 8 
`Abdul Rahmän ibn Al-Qäsim ibn Khälid ibn Junädah Al-`Utagi Al-Masri 341 
`Abdul Rabman ibn Hurmuz Al-A'raj 317 
`Abdul Rahmän ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Qudamah Al-Magdisi 282 
`Abdul Rahman ibn Muhammad ibn Al-Muzaffar Al-D5wwdi Al-Bushanji 333 
`Abdul Rabman ibn Mulm Al-Bunäni 133 
`Abdul Rahmän ibn Räfi` ibn Khadij 85 
`Abdul Rahmän ibn Rzin ibn `Abdul `Aziz ibn Nair ibn `Ubayd Al-Ghassäni 299 
`Abdul Rahmän ibn Yazid ibn Jaryah Al-Ansäri 288 
`Abdul Razzäq ibn Hammära ibn Näf 2 01 
`Abdul Saläm ibn `Abd Allah ibn Taimyyah Al-Harräni 97 
`Abdul Saläm ibn Said ibn IIabib 82 
`Abdul Wabd ibn Mansur ibn Muhammad ibn Al-Munir 261 
`Abdul Wahhäb ibn `Abdul Hakam ibn Näf Al-Warräq 260 
`Abdul Wahhab ibn `Abdul Wahd ibn Muhammad ibn `Ali Al-Shlräzi 49 
`Abdul Wahhäb ibn `Ali ibn Nasr ibn Ahmad Al-Taghlibl Al-Baghdadi Al-Mälki 23 
`Ali ibn `Abdul Kafi ibn `Ali ibn Tammäm Al-Subki Al-Anýäri Al-Khazraji 206 
`Ali ibn `Agil Al-Baghdädi Al-Zufrl Al-Iianball 93 
`Ali ibn `Umar ibn Abmad ibn Mahd-1 Abu Al-Hasan Al-Däraqutnl Al-Shäfi`i 18 
`Ali ibn Abi Bakr ibn `Abdul Jalil Al-Farghäni Al-Mirghinäni 311 
`Ali ibn Al-Hasan ibn Hibat Allah Abü Al-Qäsim Thiqat Al-Din ibn 'Asakr 258 
`Ali ibn Ismä'il 42 
`Ali ibn Ja'far ibn `Ali Al-Sa`di 306 
`Ali ibn Khalaf ibn Battal Al-Bakri Al-Qurtubi 164 
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`Ali ibn Muhammad ibn `Abdul Karim ibn `Abdul Wähd Al-Shaibäni Al-Jazari 267 
`Ali ibn Muhammad ibn Khalaf Al-Mu`äfiri Al-Qarawi Al-Qäbisi 186 
`Ali ibn Said ibn Janr Al-Nasawl 260 
`Ali ibn Sulimän ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad Al-`Alä' Al-Mardäwi 303 
`Ammar ibn Yäsir ibn `Amr ibn Malik Al-`Ans! (May Allah be pleased with him) 178 
`Amr ibn Al-`Ä ibn Wa'l Al-Qurashi Al-Sahmi (May Allah be pleased with him) 123 
`Amr ibn Dinar Al-Makki 296 
`Amr ibn Shu'aib ibn Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah Al-Qurashi Al-Sahmi 17 
`Amr ibn Shurähil Al-Sha`bi 86 
`Amrah Bint Rawähah Al-Ansäryyah (May Allah be pleased with her) 266 
`Arfajah ibn As'ad ibn Karb Al-Tamiml (May Allah be pleased with him) 339 
`4mah ibn Abi `Ismah Abü Taub Al-`Ukbun 240 
`Ikrimah Al-Barbart 288 
`Iyäd ibn Himär Al-Tamimi Al-Mujäshi`I (May Allah be pleased with him) 346 
`Iyäd ibn Musa ibn `Iyäd Al-Yahýubi Al-Sabti 57 
`Ubädah ibn Al-Samit ibn Qais Al-Ansärl (May Allah be pleased with him) 177 
`Ubayd Allah ibn Humaid ibn `Abdul Rahman Al-Himyari 362 
`Ubayd Allah ibn Al-Hasan ibn Husain ibn Abi Al-Hurr Al-`Anbari Al-Qaa-1 224 
`Ubayd Allah ibn ibn Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn IIamdän Al-`Ukbun 128 
`Umar ibn `Abdul `Azlz ibn Marwän ibn Al-Hakam Al-Umawl Al-Qurashl 228 
`Umrän ibn Husain ibn `Ubayd Al-Khuzä'i (May Allah be pleased with him) 261 
`Ugbah ibn Suwaid Al-Juhani (May Allah be pleased with him) 338 
`Urwah ibn Al-Zubair ibn Al-`Awwäm ibn Khuwaild Al-Asadi 9 
`Utbah ibn Abi Lahab ibn `Abdul Muttalib (May Allah be pleased with him) 142 
`Uthmän ibn Ahmad ibn Said ibn `Uthmä. n ibn Qa'd Al-Najidi 109 
Zuhair ibn Räfi` ibn `Adi Al-Ansäri Al-Awsi (May Allah be pleased with him) 297 
Hakim ibn Hizäm ibn Khuwild Al-Asadi (May Allah be pleased with him) 6 
Hamad ibn Muhammad ibn Ibrahim ibn Khattab Al-Busti Al-Khattäbi 90 
Ijammäd ibn Abi Sulaymän 87 
Hammäd ibn Salamah ibn Dinar Al-Bash 81 
Hamnan ibn `Awf ibn `Abd `Awf Al-Qurashi (May Allah be pleased with him) 10 
Hanzalah ibn Qais ibn `Amr ibn Hisn ibn Khaladah Al-Zurgi 85 - 294 
Hanbal ibn Ishäq ibn Hanbal ibn Hiläl ibn Asad 64 
Hassan ibn Thabit ibn Al-Munzir Al-Ansäri (May Allah be pleased with him) 10 
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Humaid ibn Abi Humaid Al-Taw-il 308 
Huwaitb ibn `Abdul `Uzza Al-Qurashi Al-`Ämri (May Alläh be pleased with him) 10 
$5lih ibn Al-Imam Abmad ibn Muhammad ibn Hanbal 129 
Tärq ibn `Amr Al-Makki 313 
Täwws ibn Kaisän Al-Yamäni 70 
Talihah ibn `Abd Allah ibn `Awf Al-Zuhri 327 
Ahmad ibn `Abdul Halim ibn `Abdul Saläm Al-Harräni ibn Taimyyah 23 
Ahmad ibn `Ali ibn Al-Muthannä Al-Tamimi Al-Musili 236 
Ahmad ibn `Ali ibn Muhammad Al-Kinäni Al-`Asgläni 220 
Ahmad ibn `Umar ibn Ibrahim Al-Ansärl Al-Qurtubi 120 
Ahmad ibn Al-I; iusain ibn `Abd Allah ibn Abi `Umar ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad 240 
Ahmad ibn Al-Husain ibn `All 215 
Abmad ibn Ibrahim ibn Ismä' l 158 
Abmad ibn Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Al-Ilärth Al-Sä'gh 129 
Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr ibn `Abdul Malik Al-Qastalani Al-Misri 258 
Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Al-IIajjäj ibn `Abd Allah Al-Marrüdhi 303 
Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Hann Al-Khalläl 346 
Abmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ibrahim A1-Nais5bün Al-Tha`labi 168 
Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Muhammadibn Abi `Ubayd Al-`Abdi Al-Harawi 58 
Abmad ibn Muhammad ibn Salämh ibn Salamh Al-Azdi Al-Tahäwi 187 
Ahmad ibn Nag Allah ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn ibn `Umar Al-Shushtun 40 
Ahmad ibn Yahyä ibn Zayd ibn Saiyär Al-Shaibänl 12 
Abu `Ubayd Al-Qäsim ibn Saläm 58 
Abu Al-Shahm Min Bani ?, afar 200 
Abu Bakr `Abdul `Azzz ibn Ja'far ibn Ahmad Al-Baghdädi Al-Fag-ih 34 
Abu Bakr ibn `Abdul Rahmän ibn Al-Härth Al-Qurashi Al-Madani 223 
Abu Bakrh Nufal` ibn Al-Härth (May Allah be pleased with him) 194 
Abu Dhar `Abd ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Ghafir 186 
Abu Hurairah ibn `Amir Al-Dawsi (May Allah be pleased with him) 29 
Abu Nu'aym Ahmad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Ahmad Al-Asbahäni 8 
Abu Qatadh ibn Rib'! Al-Ansäri Al-Khazraji (May Allah be pleased with him) 249 
Abu Räf Al-Qibti (May Allah be pleased with him) 237 
Abu Salamh ibn `Abdul Rahmän ibn `Awf Al-Zuhri Al-Madani 312 
Al-Härth ibn Kaladah Al-Thagafi 194 
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Al-Hakam ibn `Utaibah Al-Kind! 87 
Al-Hasan ibn Sälih ibn Salih ibn Hai Al-Hamadäni Al-Thawri 358 
Al-Hasan ibn Ahmad ibn Yazid Al-Istakhri 229 
Al-Hasan ibn Abi Al-Hasan Ysär Al-Ba$ri 87 
AI-Husain ibn Mas`üd ibn Muhammad Al-Farra' Al-Baghawi 338 
Al-Husain ibn Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah Sharaf Al-Din Al-'tibi 166 
Al-IPahhäk ibn Khalifah Al-Anýän Al-Ashhali (May Allah be pleased with him) 319 
Al-Dahhäk ibn Makhlid ibn Al-Dahhäk ibn Muslim ibn Al-Dahhäk Al-Shybäni 203 
Al-Bard' ibn `Azib ibn Al-Härth Al-Ansäri (May Allah be pleased with him) 192 
Al-Järüd Bishr ibn Walla Al-`Abdi (May Allah be pleased with him) 359 
Al-Khalil ibn Ahmad ibn `Amr ibn Tamim Al-Farähidi 172 
Al-Laith ibn Sa'd ibn `Abdul Rahmän Al-Fahaml 174 
Al-Lajläj Al-Ghatafani 12 
Al-Mubärk ibn Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Muhammad Al-Shaibäni 37 
Al-Mufaddl ibn Salmah ibn 'Asm Al-Dabbi Al-Kufe 13 
Al-Muhallb ibn Ahmad ibn Abi Sufrah Al-Andalusi Al-Murabbi 246 
Al-Näbighah Al-Ja`adi 11 
Al-Nu`män ibn Bashir ibn Sa'd Al-Ansäd (May Allah be pleased with them) 266 
Al-Qäsim ibn Muhammad ibn Abt Bakr Al-Siddiq 286 
Al-Rabi' ibn Dubai` ibn Wahb ibn Baghid ibn Malik Al-Fazäri 12 
Al-Rabi' ibn Khuthaim ibn `A'dh ibn `Abd Allah ibn Mawhb Al-Thawri 357 
Al-Sa'b ibn Yazid ibn Thumämah Al-Kindi (May Allah be pleased with him) 85 
Al-Shad ibn Suwaid Al-Thagafii (May Allah be pleased with him) 207 
Anas ibn Malik Al-Ansäri Al-Khazraji (May Allah be pleased with him) 38 
Aws ibn Maghra' Al-Quri`i 11 
Ayman ibn Thäbt Abu Thäbt Al-Kufi 325 
Bakr ibn Wä'1 ibn Qäst 359 
Bartrah Mawlat `A'shh (May Allah be pleased with her) 141 
Bashir ibn Sa'd Al-Khazraji Al-Ansäri (May Allah be pleased with him) 268 
Biläl ibn Rabäh Al-Ilabashi (May Allah be pleased with him) . 
184 
Busr ibn Said Al-Madani Al-`Abd 347 
Busrh bint Safwän ibn Nawfal Al-Qurashyyah (May Allah be pleased with her) 144 
Däwud ibn `AlI ibn Khalaf 88 
Ghailän ibn 'Uqbah ibn Nuhais ibn Mas`üd Al-`Adawi 208 
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Hammam ibn Yahyä ibn Dinar Al-Azdi Al-`Awdhi Al-Mhlami 265 
Hishäm ihn `Urwah ibn Al-Zubair ibn Al-`Awwäm Al-Asadi 150 
Hishäm ibn Hakim ibn Hizäm Al-Qurashi (May Allah be pleased with him) 7 
Hushaim ibn Bashir ibn Al-Qäsim ibn Dinar Al-Sulami 308 
Ibrähºm ibn Al-Sari ibn Suhail Al-Zajjäj 1 
Ibrahim ibn Khälid ibn Abi Al-Yamän Al-Kalb! Al-Baghdad! 160 
Ibrahim ibn Yazid ibn Qais Al-Nakh`i 88 
Ibrahim ibn Yüsuf ibn Adhm Al-Wahräni Al-Hamzi 37 
Ishäq ibn Ibrahim ibn Han' Al-Naisäbün 314 
Ishäq ibn Ibrahim ibn Makhlad ibn Ibrahim 59 
Ishäq ibn Mansur ibn Buhräm Al-Kawsaj Al-Marwzi 329 
Ismä'il ibn Hammäd Al-Jawhari 122 
Ismail ibn Ibrahim ibn Miqsam Al-Asadi 133 
Ismail ibn Yahyä ibn Ismä'il ibn `Amr ibn Muslim Al-Muzani Al-Mien 352 
Jäbr ibn `Abd Allah ibn `Amr Al-Anýäri (May Allah be pleased with him) 67 
Jäbr ibn Zayd Al-Azdi Al-Yahmudi 356 
Jarir ibn `Abd Allah ibn Jäbr Al-Bajali (May Allah be pleased with him) 353 
Khalid ibn Hakim ibn Hizäm ibn Khuwild (May Allah be pleased with him) 7 
Khalid ibn Al-Wallid Al-Qurashi Al-Makhziimi (May Allah be pleased with him) 268 
Khadijah Bint Khuwild Al-Qurashyyah (May Allah be pleased with her) 6 
Khalaf ibn `Abdul Malik ibn Mas`nd ibn Bashkwäl Al-Ansäri Al-Andalusl 337 
Malik ibn Nuwairah ibn Jamrah ibn Shaddäd Al-Yarbü'i Al-Tamimi 45 
Mahfüz ibn Ahmad ibn Al-Hasan ibn Ahmad Al-Kalwazäni 199 
Mahmüd ibn Abmad ibn Müsä ibn Abmad Badr Al-Din Al-`Ain! Al-Hanafi 221 
Mahmnd ibn Labid ibn 'Uqbah (May Allah be pleased with him) 85 
Ma'mar ibn Al-Muthnnä 59 
Mangür ibn Yüns ibn Saldb Al-Din ibn Ijasan Al-Bahüti Al-Hanbali 173 
Mari ibn Yüsuf ibn Abi Bakr ibn Ahmad Al-Karma Al-Magdisi Al-Hanball 25 
Marwan ibn Al-Hakam ibn Abi Al-`A ibn Umayyah Al-Umawi Al-Qurashi 318 
Mas`üd ibn Abmad ibn Mas`üd ibn Zayd ibn `Abbas Al-I arthi 81 
Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah ibm Malik Al-Ta'I Al-Jayyäni 171 
Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Hamdawaih ibn Na`im Al-Dabbi Al-Naisäbüri 211 
Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Al-`Arabi Al-Mu`Afri Al-Andalusi Al-Ishbili 13 
Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Al-Iiusain Al-Sämri Al-Hanbali 2 
120 
Muhammad ibn `Abdul Dä'm ibn Müsä Al-Nu`aimi Al-`Asgaläni Al-Barmäwi 144 
Muhammad ibn `Abdul Rahmän ibn `Ali ibn Abi Bakr AI-`Algami 99 
Muhammad ibn `Abdul Rahmän ibn Abi Lila 160 
Muhammad ibn `Abdul Rabman ibn Al-Mughirah ibn Al-Härth Al-Qurashi 22 
Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn Al-Husain ibn `Ali ibn Abi Tälib Al-Häshimi 282 
Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn Wahb ibn Mutl` ibn Dagiq Al-`Id 30 
Muhammad ibn Hibban ibn Abmad ibn Hibbän ibn Mu`ädh AI-Tamimi 166 
Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn `Uthmän ibn Qaimäz Al-Zahabi 210 
Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Abi Müsä Al-Häshimi 36 
Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Al-Azhar ibn Talibah Al-Azhari Al-Harawi 45 
Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr ibn Ayyüb ibn Sa'd Al-Zur'! Al-Dimashgi 91 
Muhammad ibn Abi Muhammad Al-Qäsim Al-Anbän Al-Nahawi 57 
Muhammad ibn Al-Masan ibn Duraid 58 
Muhammad ibn Al-Hasan ibn Farqad 228 
Muhammad ibn Al-Husain ibn Muhammad ibn Khalaf ibn Al-Farrä' 64 
Muhammad ibn Ishäq ibn Khuzaimah ibn Sälih ibn Bakr 327 
Muhammad ibn Ishäq ibn Yasär ibn Khiyär 327 
Muhammad ibn Jarlr ibn Yazid Al-Tabari 108 
Muhammad ibn Man ibn Muhammad ibn Ma'n ibn Nadlah ibn `Amr Al-Ghifän 338 
Muhammad ibn Maslamah Al-Awsi Al-An$5d (May Allah be pleased with him) 319 
Muhammad ibn Müsä ibn `Isa ibn `Ali Al-Damiri 123 
Muhammad ibn Muflih ibn Muhammad ibn Mufarrj Al-Magdisi Al-Sälihi 259 
Muhammad ibn Muslim ibn `Ubayd Allah ibn `Abd Allah ibn Shihäb Al-Zuhri 213 
Muhammad ibn Muslim ibn Tadrus Al-Asadi 81 
Muhammad ibn Sinn Al-Ansän 286 
Muhammad ibn Sa'd Al-Bäwardi 338 
Muhammad ibn Sad ibn Mani` Al-Häshiml 237 
Muhammad ibn Yüsuf ibn `Ali ibn Said Shams Al-Din Al-Karman 216 
Muhammad ibn Zayd ibn `Abd Allah ibn `Umar ibn Al-Khattäb Al-Qurash1 328 
Müsä ibn Talhah ibn `Ubayd Allah Al-Qurashi Al-Taiml Al-Madani 9 
Mu`ädh ibn Jabal ibn `Amr Al-Ansän (May Allah be pleased with him) 287 
Mu`äwyah ibn Abi Sufyän (May Allah be pleased with him) 85 
Mu`aigib ibn Abi Fätmah Al-Dawsi (May Allah be pleased with him) 252 
Walla ibn Manýür Al-R521 216 
121 
Muhannd ibn Yahyä Al-Shämi Al-Sulam! 300 
Mujähid ibn Jabr Al-Makki 86 
Näf Mawlä ibn `Umar 17 
Nawfal ibn Mu`äwyah ibn `Urwah Al-Kinäni (May Allah be pleased with him) 10 
Qatadah ibn Da`ämah ibn Qatädah ibn `Aziz Al-Sadüsi Al-Bari 178 
Räf ibn Khadij (May Allah be pleased with him) 84 - 292 
Rabi'ah ibn Abi `Abdul Ralmän Farrükh Al-Taimi 87 
Salim ibn `Abd Allah ibn `Umar ibn Al-Khattäb Al-`Adawi 383 
Said ibn `Uthmän ibn Said ibn ibn Al-Sakan Al-Baghdad! 187 
Said ibn Al-Musayyb ibn Hazan Al-Qurashi Al-Makhzümi 9 
Said ibn ibn Zayd ibn `Amr Al-`Adawi (May Allah be pleased with him) 326 
Said ibn Jubair ibn Hishäm Al-Asadl 341 
Said ibn Mansur ibn Shu'bah 280 
Said ibn Mas'adah Al-Mujäsh`i Al-Nahawi Al-Balkhi 57 
Said ibn Mind' Al-Makki 63 
Said ibn Yarbn` Al-Qurashi Al-Makhzmi 11 
Sa'd ibn `Ubädah ibn Dulaim Al-Ansäri (May Allah be pleased with him) 202 
Sa`d ibn Malik ibn Sinän Al-Ansäri Al-Khazraji (May Allah be pleased with him) 28 
Sa'd ibn Malik ibn Uhaib Al-Qurashi Al-Zuhri (May Allah be pleased with him) 286 
Sahl ibn Abi Hathmah ibn Sä'idah Al-Anýäri (May Allah be pleased with him) 101 
Sayyär ibn Salämah Al-Riyähi 192 
Salamah ibn Kuhail ibn Husain Al-Hadrami Al-Tin'! 342 
Salmän Abü `Abd Allah Al-Färisi 144 
Samurah ibn Jundub ibn Hiläl Al-Fazän (May Allah be pleased with him) 222 
Shams Al-Din ibn Jamal Al-Din ibn Shams Al-Din Al-Zarkashi 50 
Shu'bah ibn Al-Hajjäj ibn Al-Ward Al-`Itki Al-Azdi 238 
Shuraih ibn Al-Härth ibn Qais ibn Al-Jahm ibn Mu'awyah ibn `Amr Al-Kinds 357 
Sufyän ibn `Uyaynah ibn Abi `Imran Maimnn Al-Hiläli 317 
Sufyän ibn Said ibn Masrüq Al-Thawri 207 
Sulimän ibn Ahmad ibn Ayynb ibn Matir Al-Lakhmi Al-Shams 108 
Sulimän ibn Mahräm Al-Asadi Al-Kahli 342 
Suwaid Al-Juhani (May Allah be pleased with him) 338 
Suwaid ibn Ghafalah ibn `Awsajah ibn `Amr ibn Wada' 358 
Tamim ibn Aws ibn HA. rithah Al-Dan (May Allah be pleased with him) 256 
122 
Thagif ibn Munabbh ibn Bakr ibn Hawäzn 194 
Ubal ibn Ka'b ibn Qais ibn `Ubayd Al-Anýäri (May Allah be pleased with him) 340 
Umayyah ibn Abi `A'dh Al-Hudhali 11 
Waki' ibn Al-Jarräh ibn Mulaih Al-R'äsi 208 
Yahyä ibn Hakim ibn Hizäm Al-Qurash1(May Allah be pleased with him) 7 
Yahyä ibn Aktharn ibn Muhammad ibn Qatan 150 
Yahyä ibn Main ibn `Awn ibn Ziyäd ibn Bistäm ibn `Abdul Rabman Al-Mini 239 
Yahyä ibn Muhammad ibn Hubairah ibn Sa'd Al-Shaibäni Al-Dün 54 
Yahyä ibn Said ibn Qais ibn `Amr Al-Anýäri Al-Najjäri 253 
Yahyä ibn Sharaf Al-Nawwi Al-Dimashgi Al-Shäfi`i 56 
Yahyä ibn Ziyäd ibn `Abd Allah ibn Manznr Al-Dailami 168 
Ya`lä ibn Murrah ibn Wahb Al-Thagafi (May Allah be pleased with him) 325 
Ya`qüb ibn Ibrähim ibn Ijabib AI-Ansäri Al-Küfi Al-Baghdädi 228 
Ya`qüb ibn Ishäq ibn Yakhtän 314 
Yahüdhä ibn Ya`qüb ibn Ishäq ibn Ibrahim 126 
Yazid ibn `Abd Allah ibn Qusait ibn Usämah ibn `Umair Al-Laithi 314 
Yazid ibn Mu`äwyah ibn Abi Sufyän Al-Umawi 267 
Yüsuf ibn `Abd Allah ibn Muhammad ibn `Abdul Barr Al-Numairi Al-Qurtubi 165 
Yüsuf ibn `Abdul Rahmän ibn Yüsuf Al-Mizzi 142 
Yüsuf ibn `Abdul Rahmän ibn `Ali ibn Al-Jawzi 299 
Zabbän ibn `Ammar Al-Tamimi Al-Mäzni Al-Basri 126 
Zayd ibn Arqam ibn Zayd ibn Qais (May Allah be pleased with him) 193 
Zayd ibn Khalid Al-Juhani (May Alläh'be pleased with him) 336 
Zayd ibn Sa`anah (May Allah be pleased with him) 210 
Zayd ibn Thäbit ibn Al-Dahhäk Al-Ansän (May Allah be pleased with him) 95 
Zayn Al-Din Al-Munajjä ibn `Uthmän ibn As'ad Al-Dimashgi Al-Hanbali 35 
Ziyäd ibn Abih 195 
Zufar ibn Al-Hudhil ibn Qais Al-`Anbari 228 
Zuhair ibn Mu'awyah ibn IIudaij Al-Ju`fi Al-Kufi 220 
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II. Terms and Definitions Index. 
Word Page Word Page 
'Adälat Al-Räwi 20 Al Acnäm 124 
'Agdu Al-Mu `äwaclah 15 Al-Agbal 295 
'Umüm AI-Balwä 20 Al-Arsh 44 
Habal AI-Habalah 56 Al-Bai' 1 
Nulwän Al-Kahn 82 Al-Barld 244 
Tuwwqah 324 Al-Barir 142 
A'y'a 155 Al-Burr 173 
Aknäf 318 Al-Darak 221 
Aktäf 318 Al-Dhahb 170 
Al- `Agär 331 AI-Dir' 202 
AI-'Arsah 234 Al-Farsakh 244 
Al-'Atiq 257 Al-Fugarä' 247 
342 AI-Ghabn 26 
Al-'Illah 31 Al-Ghani 204 
Al-'Umrä 305 Al-Ghurrah 53 
Al-'Urf 4 Al-Igälah 17 
Al-ZÄhiryyah 177 Al-Ishtiräl 151 
Al-Zulum 323 AI-Jä'hah 68 
Al-Hä't 231 Al-Jadäwl 295 
Al-Hagl 293 AI Jamil 127 
Al-Hawälah 16-217 Al-Jawr 273 
Al-Nils 38 AI-Jins 65 
Al-Daif 248 Al-Kahn 83 
Al-Sä' 106 Al-Karm 75 
Al-Sagab 238 Al-Khärs 96 
Al-Sarf 169 Al-Khamr 121 
Al-Subrah 115 Al-Khans 76-96 
Al-Sulk 16 Al-Khinzir 122 
Al-Ahdd 19 Al-Khiyär 3 
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Al-Khul' 16 AI-Nadh 156 
Al-Khzr 123 A1-Najash 41 
Al-Kira' 293 AI-Naw' 64 
Al-Kirsinnah 175 Al-Ilä' 149 
Al-Kitäbah 16 Al-Qadah 38 
Al-Kura' 78 Al-Qafiz 115 
Al-Lai 208 Al-Qin 113 
Al-Lugatah 335 Al-Qiyäs 21 
Al-Mädhyänät 295 AI-Qiyas Al Jali 21 
Al-Märstän 251 Al-Qiyäs Al-Khali 21 
Al-Mazälim 323 Al-Qutnyyah 175 
AI-Maitah 125 Al-Qurbd 247 
Al-Mall' 216 Al-Rab' 231 
Al-Manqabah 235 Al-Rahn 198 
Al-Marähil 244 Al-Raqq 339 
Al-Mmäkasha 157 AI-Ribä 168 
AI-Muhdgalah 75-78 Al-Rigäb 247 
AI-Muhägl 293 Al-Rukhsah 95 
Al-Mu'allafat Qulübuhm 7 Al-Rugbä 306 
Al-Mudärabah 284 AI-Safarjal 175 
Al-Muclihah 53 AI-Salaf 132 
AI-Muffs 221 Al-Salam 24-132 
Al-Mughärasah 285 Al-Shari 151 
Al-Mukätabah 145 AI-Shigs 118 
Al-Mukhäbarah 289 AI-Shufah 118-232 
Al-Mukhadram 10 A1-Shurüt Fi Al-Bay' 140 
Al-Mugässah 217 AI-Simsdr 71 
Al-Mursal 223 Al-Siga' 351 
Al-Musägäh 281 Al-Ta'liq 29 
Al-Mustakhraj 'Ind Al-Muhaddthin 164 Al-Ta'bir 93 
Al-Muthman 52 A1-Tasriyah 45 
Al-Muzabanah 74-76 Al-Tadlis 26 
Al-Muzära'ah 285 A1-Tafarrd 19 
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Al-Tawätur 20 Khiyär Al-Majlis 4 
Al-Uqyyah 145 Khiyär Al-Shari 5 
Al-Ushndn 174 Khiyär Al-Tadlis 26 
Al-Wäjd 208 Khiyär Faqd Al-Shari 26 
Al-Wadi 285 Khiyär Ghabn 26 
Al-Wadak 126 Khiyär Ikhtiläf Al-Mutabäy `ain 26 
Al-Wald' 145 Khiyär Takhblr Bithman 26 
Al-Wariq 170 Mall 204 
AI-Wasq 94-106 MahrAl-Baghi 82 
AI-Wi'ä' 341 Mali 214 
AI-TM' 340 mul 149 
Al-Yahüd 125 Murätalah 169 
Al-Zabn 76 Muta'ththl 248 
Al-Zamänah 274 Nash 145 
Al-Zindiq 122 Qasr AI-Thawb 226 
A1-Zubrah 115 Qid 323 
Artäl 106 Sabil Allah 248 
Athari 157 Shibr 323 
Atmara 101 Ta `liq AI-Hadith 207 
Awwh 185 Tamr Al-Jam ` 187 
Bai `Al-Ijasäh 29 TamrAl-Jamb 187 
Bai `Al-Mu'ätäh 31 Thamagh 246 
Bai `AI-Mulämasah 30 Tkfa' 166 
Bai `AI-Munäbadhah 28 Ubbrat 107 
Bakrah 195 Utb' 214 
Barni 184 Zandaqah 122 
Batlah 312 
Hä' Wa Hä' 171 
Ibn Al-Sabil 248 
Istanfagahä 363 
Jamalüh 126 
Khiyär AI- `Alb 26 
Khiyär Al-Khulf Fi Al-fah 26 
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III. Places Index. 
Place Page 
AI-Ijijäz 159 








`Ain AI-Tamr 268 
Medina (AI-Madinah A1-Munawwarah) 133 
Egypt (Misr) 159 




IV. Author's Sources Index. 
0 `Abdul Ralimän Al-Suhaili, Al-Rawci Al-Unuf Fl Sharh Al-Sirah Al-Nabawyyah 
Libn Hishäm. 
0 `Abdul Rahmän ibn `Ali ibn Al-Jawzi, AI-Wafa Bi Ahwdl AI-Muctafa- (May 
Allah send prayers and peace upon him). 
0 `Abdul Rahmän ibn `Umar ibn Abi Al-Qäsm, Al-Häw7 Al-$aghir. 
0 `Abdul Rahmän ibn Muhammad Al-Magdisi, AI-Shark AI-Kabir. 
0 `Abdul Razzaq ibn Hammäm Al-San`äni, Musannaf `Abdul Razzaq. 
0 `Abdul Saläm ibn Taimyah Al-Ilarräni, Al-Muharrar Fi Al-Figh. 
0 `Abdul Saläm ibn Taimyah Al-Harräni, Al-Muntagä Min Akhbär AI-Mustafa- 
(May Allah send prayers and peace upon him). 
`Ali ibn `Umar Al-Därqutni, Sunan Al-Därqutni. 
`Ali ibn Abi Bakr Al-Mirghinänl, AI-Hidäyah. 
. `Ali ibn Muhammad ibn `Agil, Al-Fusül. 
0 `Ali ibn Sulaymän A1-Mardäwl, Al-Insäf. 
0 `Ali ibn Sulaymän Al-Mardäwi, Al-Tangi Al-Mushba ` Ft Tahrir Ahkäm Al- 
Muqna'. 
" `Iyäd ibn Müsä A1-Yahsubi, Al-Shy Bi Al-Ta `rif Bi Huqüq AI-Musts (May 
Allah send prayers and peace upon him). 
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" `Iyäd ibn Müsä A1-Yahpbi, Mashärq AI-Anwär `Ala Sihäh Al-. 4tl: är. 
" 'Uthman ibn Qä'id A1-Najdi, Udshiyah 'Ald Muntahä AI-Iräddt. 
0 Husain ibn Mas`üd Al-Farrä' Al-Baghawi, Masäbih AI-Sunnah. 
0 Alimad ibn `Ali ibn Ijajar Al-`Asgalani, Fatli AI-Bär- Sharh Sahih AI-Bukhäri. 
" Ahmad ibn `Umar ibn Ibrähim Al-Qurtubi, Al-MuJhm Lima Ashkala Min 
Talkhis Muslim. 
0 Abmad ibn Hamdän Al-Harräni, Al-Ri `äyah Fi Furü `A1-Hanäbilah. 
0 Alimad ibn Shu`aib A1-Nasal, Sunan Al-Nasä 7 A1-Sughrä. 
0 Abi `Abd Allah Ahmad ibn Ilanbal, Musnad Ahmad. 
0 Abi `Abd Allah Muhammad ibn Ismä'il Al-Bukhäri, Sal: ih A1-Bukhdri. 
0 Abi `Abd Allah Muhammad ibn Yazid ibn Mäjah Al-Qazwini, Sunan ibn 
Mäjah. 
0 Abi `Abdul Rahmän Ahmad ibn Shu`a1b Al-Nasä'i, Al-Sunan Al-Kubrä. 
" Abi `Ubayd Al-Qäsm ibn Saläm, Gharib A1-Iladith. 
0 Abi `Isä Muhammad ibn `Isä ibn Sürah Al-Tirmidhi, Sunan Al-Tirmidhi. 
" Abi A1-Husain Muslim ibn A1-Hajjäj, Sahih Muslim. 
0 Abi Al-Faraj ibn A1-Jawzi, Muntakhab A1-Muntakhab. 
0 Abi Al-Khattäb A1-Kalwadhäni, Al-Intis r. 
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0 Abi A1-Khattäb, Ru'üs A1-Masä'l. 
0 Abi Al-Qasm A1-Khiragi, Mukhtaýar Al-Khiraqi. 
0 Abt Bakr `Abdul `Aziz ibn Ja'far, Al-Tanbih. 
0 Abi Bakr Ahmad ibn A1-Husain ibn `Ali Al-Bayhagi, Al-Sunan Al-Kubrd. 
0 Abi Däwüd Sulaymän ibn Al-Ash`ath Al-Sijistäni, Sunan Abi Däwüd. 
" Abi Ja`far Abmad ibn Muhammad ibn Salämah Al-Misri Al-Tahäwi Al-Hanafi, 
Shark Ma `äni Al-Äthär. 
" Abi Mansur Muhammad ibn Ahmad Al-Azha i, AI-Zähr R Gharib A jz Al- 
Imäm Al-Shäfi i. 
0 Abi Muhammad `Abdul Haq A1-Ishbili, AI-Ahkäm AI-Shar yyah AI-Sughrä. 
0 Abi Nu'aym A1-Asbahäni, Ililyat Al-Awliyä' Wa Tabaqät Al-Acfiyä'. 
" Abi Yalä Al-Müsli, Musnad Abi Ya `lä. 
0 Al-Häfiz Al-Mazzi, Tahdhib Al-Kamäl Fi Asmä' Al-Ryäl. 
0 Al-Däraqutni, Al- `Ilal. 
0 A1-Fayrriüz'äbädi, AI-Qamics AI-Muhit. 
0 Al-Imam Malik ibn Anas, A1-Muwatta'. 
" A1-Muwaffaq ibn Qudämah A1-Magdisi, Al-Mughni FT Sharh Mukhtasar Al- 
Khiragi. 
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0 AI-Wazir Abi Al-Muzaffar Yahyä ibn Hubayrah, Al-Ifcah `An Malani Al-, Sihäh. 
0 Al-Zarkashi, Sharh Al-Khiragi. 
" Ibn Nagulläh Al-Shushturl, Häshiyah AI-Kaff. 
" Ibn Nasrulläh Al-Shushtun, Häshiyah Al-Ri `äyh. 
9 Ibn Qa ji Al-Jabal, AI-Fä'q Fi Al-Madhhab. 
0 Ibn Qayym Al-Jawzyyah, Badä'i `Al-Fawä'd. 
" Ibn Qarqül Ibrahim ibn Yüsuf, Matäl `Al-Anwar `Ala Sihäh AI-Athär. 
0 Ibn Sidah, Al-Muhkam Wa Al-Mu 7 Al A `; am. 
0 Mabmüd ibn Ahmad A1-'Aini, `Umdat Al-Qri. 
0 Mansur ibn Yams A1-Bahüti, Kashshäf Al-Qinä ` Fl Sharh Al-Ignä `. 
0 Mansur ibn Yüns ibn Idas A1-Bahüti, Shari Muntahä AI-Irädät. 
0 Mar'! ibn Yüsuf, Ghäyat Al-Muntahd. 
0 Muhammad Al-Barmäwi Al-Shäfi`i, Al-Zahr Al-Bassam. 
" Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah A1-Sämiri, Al-Mustaw `b. 
0 Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Malik, AI-Muthallath. 
" Muhammad ibn `Abdul Qawi Al-Magdisi, Nazm Al-Mugna `. 
0 Muhammad ibn `Isä Al-Damm A1-Shäfi`i, Ilayät AI-Haywdn. 
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0 Muhammad ibn Al mad Al Al-Saffarini, Tahbir Al-Wad FT SIrat Al-Muclafa- 
(May Allah send prayers and peace upon him). 
0 Muhammad ibn Ahmad Al-Saff rint, Sharh Nüniyat Al-$arcarT. 
" Muhammad ibn Ahmad who known as ibn Al-Najjar, Muntahä Al-Irddät. 
0 Muhammad ibn Abi Al-Fatli A1-Ba`1i, Al-Mutl' 'Ala Abwäb Al-Muqna'. 
0 Muhammad ibn Abi Müsä, Al-Irshäd Fi Al-Fiqh Wa AI-Khisäl Wa Al-Agsäm. 
0 Muhammad ibn Al-`Algami Al-Shäfi`i, Sharh Al Jäm `Al-, Saghir. 
0 Muhammad ibn Muflah A1-Magdisi A1-Hanbali, AI-Nukat Wa AI-Fawä'd Al- 
Sanyyah. 
" Muhammad ibn Muflh, Al-Furü `. 
0 Muhammad ibn Sa'd Al-Basri, Al-Tabagdt Al-Kubrd. 
0 Muhammad ibn Yüsuf Al-Dimashgi A1-Sälihi, Subul Al-Hudä Wa Al-Rashäd. 
0 Mubii Al-Din Yabyä ibn Sharaf AI-Nawawi Al-Dimashgi Al-Shäfi`i, Fahih 
Muslim Bi Sharh Al-Nawawi. 
0 Muhii Al-Din Yahyä ibn Sharaf Al-Nawawi, Tahdhib AI-Asmä' Wa Al-Lughdt. 
0 Muwaffaq Al-Din AI-Maqdisi, Al-Käft. 
" Muwaffaq Al-Din ibn Qudämah Al-Magdisi, Al-Mugna `. 
" Müsä ibn Ahmad A1-Hajjäwi A1-Magdisi, Al-Ignä `Litälib Al-Intii `. 
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" Mubärak ibn Muhammad Al-Jazari, Al-Nihäyah Fi Gharib Al-IHadith Wa Al- 
Athar. 
0 Said ibn Man§ür ibn Shu`bah Al-Khurasäni Al-Makki, Sunan Sa id ibn 
Mancür. 
" Sheikh Al-Islam Ahmad ibn Taimyah, Igämat Al-Dalil `Ala Ibtdl Al-TahlCl. 
" Sheikh Al-Islam ibn Taimyah, Majmü `Al-Fatdwd. 
0 Shiekh Al-Islam Ibn Taimyah, Mukhtacar Al-Fatäwä AI-Mairyyah. 
0 Taqi Al-Din ibn Dagiq Al-`Id, I kl m Al-Ahkäm Shark `Umdat Al-Ahkäm. 





0 `Abdul Ghani `Imäd. Al-Sultah Fl Biläd Al-Sham Fl Al-Qarn Al-Thämin `Ashar. 
Beirut: Dar Al-Nata's. First edition. 1414/1993. 
" `Abdul Rahmän ibn Shihäb Al-Din Al mad Al-Baghdädi Al-Dimashgi Al- 
llanbali. Al-Dhayl `Ala Tabagät AI-Ilanäbilah. Beirut: Dar Al-Ma'rifah Li Al- 
Tibä`t Wa A1-Nashr. ND. 
0 `Umar RiO Kahhälah. Mu jam Al-Mu'allfin. Beirut: Dar Ihyä' A1-Turäth Al- 
`Arabi. ND. 
" Häji Khallfah, Mustafa ibn'Abd Allah. KashfA1-Zunün 'An Asämi Al-Kutub Wa 
Al-Funün. Muhammad Sharaf Al-Din Yältigyä and Rif at Bilkah Al-Kilisä 
(eds. ). Beirut: Där Ihya' A1-Turäth AI-`Arabi. ND. 
0 Abü `Abd Allah Ahmad ibn Hanbal. Musnad Ahmad. Riyadh: Bait Al-Afkär Al- 
Duwalyyah Li Al-Nashr Wa Al-Tawzi'. First edition. 1419/1998. 
Abn `Ubayd, Al-Qäsm ibn Salläm Al-Harawi. Gharib Al-Hadith. Muhammad 
`Abdul Mu`id Khan. Beirut: Dar Al-Kitäb Al-`Arabi. 1396/1976. 
0 Abü `Uwänah, Ya`qüb ibn Islhäq A1-Isfaräyyni. Musnad Abi `Uwänah. Egypt: 
Dar Al-Kutubl. ND. 
0 Abü Däwüd, Sulaymän ibn A1-Ash`ath Al-Sijistihii. Sunan Abi Däwüd. Riyadh: 
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